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NHL Future Power Rankings: Projecting the 2024-25 standings
Corey Pronman
Welcome to this year’s edition of the NHL Future Rankings,
where we attempt to predict how the NHL standings will look
in the 2024-25 season. This is done by evaluating the team’s
current and future players, the market and the people
running the team.
Good young players are no guarantee of success. The
Penguins and Capitals have had old rosters for a while and
still been very successful. The Islanders and Panthers are
just now coming out of extremely long rebuild processes.
The Sabres are in the third or fourth iteration of a rebuild.
Thus, we’ve changed the weighting system from past
articles. This year we will have three variables be the driving
force: A team’s young talent, their actual current roster and
the combination of the market and owner. Why are market
and owner given such a huge weight? We saw in the NHL
Mega Mock Draft how much cities and owners were
prioritized. This echoes many discussions I’ve had with NHL
executives who consistently stress the importance of good
ownership in building contenders.
On the flip side, executives pointed out that managers,
coaches and salary cap space can be moved around much
easier than you can change your city or owner.
On an under-23 and prospects level, evaluations were made
primarily through September. It wasn’t practical to reevaluate entire systems on the fly, but mild tweaks were
made when obvious based on the starts to the season, such
as in Detroit’s case in an upward fashion.
Each voter was asked to grade these categories with the
perspective of how it could impact the team winning games
in 2024-25, with the following weighting system used to
create a score:
U23 talent as of Sept. 15, 2021 (25 percent): Voted by Corey
Pronman
Current NHL roster, age 23 or older as of Sept. 15, 2021 (25
percent): Voted by Dom Luszczyszyn
Ownership/market (25 percent): Voted by Marc Antoine
Godin, Mark Lazerus and Sean Shapiro
Coaching/management (12.5 percent): Voted by Lisa Dillman
and Jeremy Rutherford
Salary cap (12.5 percent): Voted by Murat Ates and Harman
Dayal

Ownership and market

5.67

Management and coaching

7.50

Salary cap situation

9.00

Total

7.85

The panel of voters is clearly big fans of what Carolina is
building and thinks it has what it takes to be a consistent
contender for the foreseeable future. The current roster is
very strong, as a top team in the league early this season led
by a young star in Andrei Svechnikov. The Hurricanes also
have a strong farm system headlined by Seth Jarvis, and
they’ve deployed their cap space efficiently. The Hurricanes
are built for long-term success.
2. Colorado Avalanche
Young core (U23) and prospects 7.00
Roster (23 and older)

9.50

Ownership and market

5.33

Management and coaching

7.50

Salary cap situation

9.00

Total

7.52

Colorado is currently a very talented team that is considered
a contender and the panel thinks it will maintain that level for
several years. The Avalanche are led by veteran stars
Nathan MacKinnon, Gabriel Landeskog and Mikko
Rantanen, but also have highly gifted young players like Cale
Makar and Bowen Byram on defense. That combination of
talent plus great usage of their cap space leads to a lot of
opportunities to win going forward.
3. Tampa Bay Lightning

And now for the ranking:
1. Carolina Hurricanes

Young core (U23) and prospects 2.00

Young core (U23) and prospects 10.00

Roster (23 and older)

10.00

Roster (23 and older)

Ownership and market

9.67

7.50
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Management and coaching

9.00

Salary cap situation

7.50

Total

7.48

The back-to-back champion is an organization that we don’t
think is going away any time soon. The Lightning have a
star-studded roster with many of the names from their
Stanley Cup runs locked up. They’ve traded away a lot of
picks and prospects in recent seasons and might run into
some more hard cap decisions, but the panel is big fans of
the ownership and management groups’ ability to find ways
to add value and think the market will continue to be
attractive to free agents.
4. Vegas Golden Knights
Young core (U23) and prospects 3.00
Roster (23 and older)

9.00

Ownership and market

9.00

Management and coaching

7.00

Salary cap situation

6.75

Total

6.97

Vegas has been a top team in the NHL since it entered the
NHL, and with the addition of Jack Eichel, we think that will
continue to be the case. The Golden Knights have a very
strong veteran group with a committed ownership group and
an attractive market to free agents, which signals they could
continue adding over the next few seasons. The one knock is
they lack young prospects ready to step in and be differencemakers in the next few years.

Toronto has built one of the stronger rosters in the league,
led by its four big forwards and, in particular, Auston
Matthews. There are some young players on the way, but
the current competitive window is based on who is currently
on the roster. The panel also not surprisingly gives a very
high grade to the market and the attractiveness to external
talent.
6. New York Rangers
Young core (U23) and prospects 7.00
Roster (23 and older)

7.00

Ownership and market

7.33

Management and coaching

5.00

Salary cap situation

4.00

Total

6.46

The Rangers are an interesting case because they have a
good roster, although like some of the teams ranked near
them they haven’t gotten to the top of the league in a bit.
They have excellent young players, although the dividends
from guys like Alexis Lafrenière and Kaapo Kakko are still
things we’re waiting for. And while they’re not a contender
yet, there are a lot of variables working in their favor that
could see them hit the upper echelon of the league in a few
years.
7. Boston Bruins
Young core (U23) and prospects 2.00
Roster (23 and older)

9.00

Ownership and market

7.33

Management and coaching

8.00

Young core (U23) and prospects 4.00

Salary cap situation

6.25

Roster (23 and older)

9.50

Total

6.36

Ownership and market

8.33

Management and coaching

3.00

Salary cap situation

6.00

Boston has been competitive for a while and we think that
will continue to be the case. It has an excellent group of
players in the NHL. It doesn’t have a ton of top prospects on
the way, but our panel is a big fan of the people running the
show there and has confidence they’ll find a way to generate
value.

Total

6.58

5. Toronto Maple Leafs

8. Minnesota Wild
Young core (U23) and prospects 5.00
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Roster (23 and older)

8.00

Total

Ownership and market

6.67

Management and coaching

6.50

Salary cap situation

3.50

New Jersey has had a painful stretch, but we see better days
ahead. The Devils’ roster is steadily getting better and is
being aided by a group of great young players. Jack Hughes
leads the group, but there is also a second wave of players
who can be useful parts of a good team like Dawson Mercer,
Alexander Holtz and Ty Smith. We’re also fans of how
they’ve used their cap space.

Total

6.17

The panel in general is fans of what the Wild are doing. We
see a strong group of NHL players, a decent stable of
prospects, a strong marketplace and ownership group that
will invest in the team, and a reason for confidence in the
people running the show. The big negative is their cap
situation after the buyouts of Zach Parise and Ryan Suter,
which will be an obstacle in the flat-cap era.

5.96

T-10. Washington Capitals
Young core (U23) and prospects 2.00
Roster (23 and older)

8.50

Ownership and market

8.33

9. Florida Panthers

Management and coaching

7.00

Young core (U23) and prospects 5.00

Salary cap situation

3.00

Roster (23 and older)

9.00

Total

5.96

Ownership and market

4.67

Management and coaching

4.50

Salary cap situation

6.25

Eventually the good times will end in Washington and 36year-old Alex Ovechkin will retire, but we see enough of a
window left there. The Capitals have a very strong group of
players in the NHL, and while they don’t have the deepest
farm system, there was a lot of respect from the panel for the
people running the organization, in particular the owner Ted
Leonsis.

Total

6.01

Florida has emerged as one of the best teams in the NHL
and we think there should be enough for them to stay
competitive for years to come. The Panthers have some
young talent in Anton Lundell and Spencer Knight coming to
supplement their excellent veteran roster. There is also
confidence in the management given that their management
and coaching grade was given without a current permanent
head coach.
T-10. New Jersey Devils

12. Philadelphia Flyers
Young core (U23) and prospects 5.00
Roster (23 and older)

5.00

Ownership and market

7.67

Management and coaching

6.50

Salary cap situation

5.75

Total

5.95

Young core (U23) and prospects 8.00
Roster (23 and older)

4.50

Ownership and market

5.33

Management and coaching

4.50

Salary cap situation

7.50

The Flyers didn’t score overly high in any category but their
grades across the board were strong. The roster and
prospect pool look NHL average. The panel has confidence
in the people running the team, and there’s a strong
ownership group in a great market. The Flyers should be a
playoff-caliber team for the near future.
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13. Edmonton Oilers
Young core (U23) and prospects 4.00
Roster (23 and older)

9.00

Ownership and market

5.00

Management and coaching

6.00

Salary cap situation

5.50

Total

5.94

Management and coaching

8.00

Salary cap situation

3.25

Total

5.86

The Blues have been consistently competitive for a while and
we think they can maintain playoff-contender status. They
have a very good NHL group, and our voters are bullish on
the coach, manager and ownership combination guiding the
team. They will run into resource issues in terms of the
salary cap situation and not being that loaded with young
talent.
16. Pittsburgh Penguins

I think the weighting system we used does a very good job at
projecting most teams given their particular strengths and
weaknesses. I don’t think it works with Edmonton. Using the
“eye test,” the Oilers should be much higher. The farm
system is just OK and they got dinged on market, but Connor
McDavid is Connor McDavid and he likely will draw people to
that team in a way a typical Edmonton team wouldn’t.

Young core (U23) and prospects 1.00
Roster (23 and older)

8.00

Ownership and market

7.33

Management and coaching

7.00

Salary cap situation

5.50

Total

5.65

14. Detroit Red Wings
Young core (U23) and prospects 8.00
Roster (23 and older)

2.50

Ownership and market

7.33

Management and coaching

5.00

Salary cap situation

6.75

Total

5.93

Detroit has been a punching bag for a few years, but we
believe a turnaround is coming for the Red Wings. You’ve
seen glimpses this season of what their next wave can bring
with the play of Lucas Raymond and Moritz Seider, which is
the main reason they are rated in the top half of the league
despite lacking great veterans on the roster. On top of a
great prospect pool, the Red Wings are a great hockey
market with cap space that will have resources to use when
it’s time to turn the corner as an organization.
15. St. Louis Blues
Young core (U23) and prospects 3.00
Roster (23 and older)

7.50

Ownership and market

7.33

Penguins fans know at some point the window will close. We
think in three years it will not be completely shut, but it’s
starting to. They have some elite veterans, strong ownership
and a great hockey market; but years of selling at the trade
deadline has left their farm system depleted and eventually
the age of their roster will catch up to them.
17. Montreal Canadiens
Young core (U23) and prospects 6.00
Roster (23 and older)

3.00

Ownership and market

8.33

Management and coaching

6.00

Salary cap situation

4.25

Total

5.61

The Canadiens’ ranking is a curious one given their struggles
this season. Our panel has confidence they will be able to
rebuild quickly, though, given the confidence in the people
running the team, in particular the very strong ratings given
to ownership. In the Montreal market, the Canadiens should
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have the resources and appeal to find players to build
around a strong young group of players led by Nick Suzuki.
18. Winnipeg Jets
Young core (U23) and prospects 4.00
Roster (23 and older)

6.50

Ownership and market

6.00

Management and coaching

6.50

Salary cap situation

5.00

Total

5.56

Winnipeg didn’t get high grades in any one area, but they got
solid ratings across all categories. Winnipeg is not known as
a free agent destination, so the 6.5 in the ownership/market
category shows how much confidence our voters have in
their ownership. The Jets have found a way to be
consistently competitive in the Kevin Chevladayoff era even
though we don’t see them being more than a bubble playoff
team in three years.

Management and coaching

4.00

Salary cap situation

4.00

Total

5.42

Los Angeles has been in a true rebuild the last few seasons.
In three years, we don’t see the Kings turning the page and
becoming a true top team, but they shouldn’t be the bottom
feeder they’ve been in recent seasons, in large part due to
the excellent farm system they’ve built that should show
dividends. Rebuilds are a gradual, painful process and the
face that in three years we’re expecting the Kings to be a
potential low seed playoff team is an example of that.
21. Seattle Kraken
Young core (U23) and prospects 1.00
Roster (23 and older)

5.50

Ownership and market

8.33

Management and coaching

5.50

Salary cap situation

6.50

Total

5.21

19. New York Islanders
Young core (U23) and prospects 2.00
Roster (23 and older)

7.00

Ownership and market

6.33

Management and coaching

8.00

Salary cap situation

4.75

Total

5.43

The Islanders’ leadership group got a lot of respect from our
panel, and despite their slow start to this season, we still like
the roster a fair amount. Their attempts to go for it the last
few seasons left their prospect pool depleted, and we think in
a few years that could eventually catch up to them, lowering
them from contender status to a bubble playoff team.
20. Los Angeles Kings
Young core (U23) and prospects 8.00
Roster (23 and older)

3.00

Ownership and market

6.67

We expect Seattle will follow the more traditional path for an
expansion team, where it will be steady growth and thinking
about the long-term as opposed to the immediate returns of
Vegas. The Kraken have a strong cap situation, and our
voters believe in the management and ownership. But their
expansion draft left them with an average NHL roster and
very little entry draft capital, so it will take time to build up the
NHL assets to be a consistent playoff team.
22. Dallas Stars
Young core (U23) and prospects 6.00
Roster (23 and older)

4.00

Ownership and market

5.67

Management and coaching

7.00

Salary cap situation

3.25

Total

5.20

Our voters were lukewarm on Dallas’ future. The Stars didn’t
grade poorly. They have good prospects and an exciting
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young star in Miro Heiskanen, and our voters liked their
leadership in the front office. But their veteran group is just
OK with some big contracts for the likes of Tyler Seguin and
Jamie Benn. They should be able to compete for playoff
spots, but they have obstacles to being able to do so
consistently.
23. Vancouver Canucks
Young core (U23) and prospects 7.00
Roster (23 and older)

2.00

Ownership and market

6.33

Management and coaching

5.50

Salary cap situation

4.00

Total

5.02

Vancouver’s two young stars of Elias Pettersson and Quinn
Hughes are tremendous building blocks to go along with
several other key young players in the organization, and
Vancouver itself is a great hockey market. Other than those
two points, our voters weren’t big fans of the veterans on the
Canucks roster or their salary cap situation, which could limit
how much they win in the immediate future.

Roster (23 and older)

6.00

Ownership and market

4.33

Management and coaching

6.50

Salary cap situation

5.50

Total

4.83

Calgary’s low rating was somewhat surprising when we
tabulated the ratings, especially given its solid start to the
NHL season. We actually like the roster, but the Flames’ thin
pipeline and lack of confidence in the ownership dragged the
team down. The team currently is more than fine, but there
are some things about the organization that make us wonder
if they’re set up for long-term success, such as Johnny
Gaudreau’s pending free agent status.
26. Nashville Predators
Young core (U23) and prospects 5.00
Roster (23 and older)

4.50

Ownership and market

5.67

24. San Jose Sharks

Management and coaching

5.50

Young core (U23) and prospects 4.00

Salary cap situation

2.50

Roster (23 and older)

5.50

Total

4.79

Ownership and market

7.00

Management and coaching

4.50

Salary cap situation

2.00

Total

4.94

We don’t think that things are bad in Nashville, but it’s
reasonable to look at the current organization and wonder
what the path forward is to become competitive again. The
Predators have some good players on the big club, but
they’re likely a bubble playoff team at best. And they have
some good prospects, but it’s not that great a farm. That
combination, along with a lot of money tied into their current
core, is tough to see becoming a consistent playoff team
over the next few years.

The voters weren’t overly enthusiastic about the Sharks’
near-term prospects, but they still saw a decent NHL roster
and some quality young players coming such as William
Eklund. Their ownership group also gets a lot of respect
around the league. Some of the recent contracts they’ve
given out are the sore spot in how they build for the future,
especially with a flat cap.

27. Chicago Blackhawks

Roster (23 and older)

4.50

25. Calgary Flames

Ownership and market

7.67

Young core (U23) and prospects 3.00

Management and coaching

1.00

Salary cap situation

4.50

Young core (U23) and prospects 4.00
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30. Anaheim Ducks
Total

4.73

Chicago didn’t get a poor assessment in terms of its current
crop of talent or its upcoming prospects, albeit neither are all
that great. The Blackhawks got the lowest grade in the
coaching and management score as both their head coach
and GM are in their jobs on an interim basis. Given a
mediocre on-ice product, the panel didn’t have much faith in
the organization’s direction without knowing who will be
guiding them.

Young core (U23) and prospects 6.00
Roster (23 and older)

1.00

Ownership and market

4.67

Management and coaching

4.50

28. Buffalo Sabres

Salary cap situation

5.50

Young core (U23) and prospects 10.00

Total

4.17

Roster (23 and older)

1.00

Ownership and market

3.33

Management and coaching

4.50

Salary cap situation

4.50

Anaheim is currently battling for the Pacific Division lead as
we write this, so this might come back to bite us. We do like
the young prospects the Ducks have, led by Calder
candidate Trevor Zegras. There is less confidence in the
players around them, especially with key veterans like
Hampus Lindholm eligible to become an unrestricted free
agent this summer. There is also the question of who will be
leading this franchise after Bob Murray stepped down.

Total

4.71

31. Ottawa Senators

The Sabres have a very rich group of young players coming
up, but after trading Jack Eichel, they enter yet another
iteration of a rebuild that will take some time to complete.
Despite all the disappointment Sabres fans have felt, we
think there’s still some pain ahead. Part of that is a lack of
faith in the ownership group and ability to spend, which we
see in this season’s attendance numbers.

Young core (U23) and prospects 9.00
Roster (23 and older)

1.00

Ownership and market

1.67

Management and coaching

3.00

Salary cap situation

6.50

Total

4.10

29. Columbus Blue Jackets
Young core (U23) and prospects 6.00
Roster (23 and older)

2.00

Ownership and market

4.67

Management and coaching

6.00

Salary cap situation

5.75

Total

4.64

Having Columbus ranked so low is interesting given how well
it has started this season. While the panel liked the young
group of players the Blue Jackets have assembled, the
roster as a whole is probably several years away from being
a consistent playoff team.

We are big fans of the young talent Ottawa has accumulated,
which is among the best in the league. While we don’t see
the veteran talent yet around them, the Senators do have
cap space to spend on players. The issue that sunk Ottawa’s
rating and puts the biggest question on its future is a lack of
faith in the Eugene Melnyk-led ownership of the team.
32. Arizona Coyotes
Young core (U23) and prospects 5.00
Roster (23 and older)

0.50

Ownership and market

1.00

Management and coaching

2.00
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Salary cap situation

7.00

Total

2.75

grades in every other category. We were asked to grade
teams on a 1-to-10 scale, but Dom insisted their veteran
group get a 0.5. Their ownership group has questions, too.
There is likely a lot of pain ahead for Coyotes fans as the
team enters a lengthy rebuild that could last for a good chunk
of this decade.

Team No. 32 by a wide margin is Arizona. It got a
reasonable grade on its stable of young prospects but tough

John Forslund Q&A: On his favorite Hurricanes memories, his bittersweet exit and a
‘rekindled’ spirit in Seattle
By Sara Civian
SEATTLE — John Forslund sits down in a homey, lodge-like
bar and smiles.
“Look out that window,” he says enthusiastically. Doing so,
I’m met with a postcard of the Pacific Northwest. But what
some might describe as “overcast,” Forslund calls “mystical.”
Forslund struggled with some tough emotions as his contract
with the Hurricanes was expiring in 2020. He’d been with the
organization since 1991, when they were the Whalers,
serving as the voice — and sometimes the ambassador — of
the team since 1995. In Forslund’s last season, he, Tripp
Tracy and Mike Maniscalco were voted the best broadcast
team in the league.
At the time, he said leaving the Hurricanes was “not his
wish,” and it was clear the bittersweet ending with the team
was about much more than finances. Anyone could tell it hurt
him on a personal level because he just cared so much.
But sitting across from him in Seattle, he seems lighter, at
peace. He took the job as the inaugural Seattle Kraken playby-play commentator having never been to the city, and he
remembers worrying about that decision — wondering how
he’d feel about everything a few months in. Well, a few
months in and the 59-year-old is invigorated by the people
around him and the task at hand.
The Athletic caught up with him ahead of the first KrakenHurricanes matchup to reflect on his time in Raleigh and his
present in Seattle.
(Note: Some questions and answers are edited lightly for
clarity and length.)
I feel like your career is so unique. It has endings, like the
Whalers, but also beginnings, like the Hurricanes and the
Kraken. What does that feel like?
It’s different every time. There was such a build-up (in
Seattle) about the arena, and the practice facility, and the
market, and all this different stuff. It was just a lot to take in,
but again, I’m lucky because I have all these little landmarks,
right? Like, the end of Hartford, the beginning of the
Hurricanes and the beginning of this. And I didn’t think at this
stage of my life and my career, that this would happen again.
Had you even been to Seattle before you took this job?
No, I moved to Seattle sight unseen because it was the
opportunity of a lifetime. They offered me a great deal, but I
had to make a decision on what I was going to do. I wasn’t in

a position where I could really be too picky — I was a little
bit, but not a lot. When I was working nationally, it was kind
of up in the air. It was before the rights were settled with
ESPN and Turner. I saw this and I really knew I wanted to be
back with a team, but until I got back with a team, I had no
idea how much I missed it.
I think a lot of people, including me, thought you might have
gone national.
It’s interesting, I don’t know. I didn’t know if NBC was kicking
around, I didn’t know if the rights were sold that I’d be in the
mix.
Come on, you’d be in the mix.
Well, it all worked out for the best. I’d love to get back to
(doing some national games) someday, but as for now, all
my attention is on this. We not only have to get this franchise
launched, but I have to build trust with our fans and make
sure I’m doing the best I can to make our broadcast the best
it can be. I want to make sure this broadcast becomes as
great as what we build over time in Raleigh. That’s my
mission.
Well, how do you do that? I talked to ROOT Sports on-air
analyst and Kraken website contributor Alison Lukan, and
she said you help her a lot.
She has passion for hockey, and that’s the number one thing
we all have. That’s what she brings, but also a perspective
we need here. We need some information that makes sense
that’s from the analytical world. She’s a great person, but
she’s also got talent and she’s excellent on camera. We all
bring something different, and we’ve got a great group
around us. They’ve dumped a lot of resources into it. Our job
is to kind of get into the landscape of what this is here. For
me, there’s a really long history of really good play-by-play
people in Seattle. The fans have always had a connection
with people like Dave Niehaus and others who have been
here with the other sports. I’m just starting, but I’m also in the
last chapter of my career, maybe, so it’s interesting.
Well, you know who you are, but at the same time you’re at a
crossroads where maybe the fans here don’t know who you
are.
There are two things, here. They’re demanding, because it’s
major league, and they don’t want to get smoked. They’re
like the weather here — they’re always going to show up,
sometimes they’re gonna get angry. The fans here, the fans
in some ways are like the fans in Raleigh, but they are
different because they’re coming into having a hockey team
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more in tune with pro sports. When we first got to Raleigh
way back when, it was all about college.
Every place has its own identity — in Raleigh, you have the
tailgating, you have the cool college thing that’s carried over.
And now the Canes are getting the attention they deserve.
Here, it’s like: They love the team, but they demand more.
They also want to build a trust with the broadcast. We’ve got
to be credible. That’s what I pride myself on. Aside from that,
you have to make sure that you know your place. I’m brand
new. It’s kind of weird, I do come in with a resume, but some
people have no clue who I am. There’s a bunch of people
that do, but there’s some newness to this — we’re bringing
new hockey fans along, and we’ve gotta make them
fanatical.
You get kind of a fresh start, which is kind of weird to say.
What have you most enjoyed so far?
Everything, everything. I can’t express to you how happy I
am. The hardest part is navigating family. My daughter is
finishing high school in Raleigh, and my wife’s in Raleigh.
We’re doing it and we’re doing great, but our life is kind of all
over the place. But everything here is amazing. Now, of
course, it’s an expansion team, a big deal, a hot brand, the
messaging has been good — but now we’re beyond that.
We’re now into the crux of what’s going into the team, the
day-by-day, and that’s what I do best. It really has become a
situation I wasn’t expecting. I didn’t know what to think. I was
anxious about it. Like, how do you start over? But it’s been a
really good thing.
Can you walk through your emotions from when you left the
Canes to when you got to Seattle?
Look, so much time has passed. That was June of 2020.
There’s been so much time, and so much has happened. I’ve
already seen these guys in the bubble, and that was hard
because it was still fresh. I did a bunch of their games last
year from afar, and it was hard for me to grasp all of that.
Now it’s irrelevant. Now I’m beyond it. Now we’re into the
next season, and it’s been one thing right after another.
You didn’t really have time to think “What the heck am I
doing?”
Well, I’ve thought a lot because I’m alone a lot. I thought a lot
during training camp about that, but now that we’re rolling
and I know everyone around me — there’s some really good
people that work for the team. There’s this vibrancy. There
are growing pains — this is new — but there’s a vibrancy
again. I’m seasoned, I’ve been around a long time, and I
think a lot of the rest of the broadcasting team didn’t know
what to expect, or what I was about. Now they know me, my
personality, and because of that, they’re asking me opinions
about different things which I can lend advice to. I find that
really cool. It’s given me a new purpose beyond the call of
the game. It’s professionally exhilarating for me.
Are you happy for Tripp Tracy — maybe he can take on a
bigger role like that now that you’re gone? Do you guys still
talk?
We don’t talk as much, but only because we both get going
and I think it’s hard to stay totally connected when you’re not
working with someone every day. But I am happy that he’s
still there and that he can carry that torch. He’s figured out

his place and his niche with the fan base, and he does a
great job giving that type of excitement to the fans. His
connection with them is strong. So, you know, yeah. I have a
long history with him. Many, many years. When we reached
the pinnacle, which was also the end, I was very, very proud
of being named the top broadcast. But unfortunately, it was
right at the end.
The people of Raleigh have had such pride that, even in
times of struggle with the team, at least they had you guys.
And I’m sure you’ve seen some of the comments about how
devastated people were to lose you. I hope that means
something to you.
I love the fans there. They’re still very kind. I will never forget
them. But things happen, and because this has turned out so
well for me, I’m past it. I have to be. I just have to continue to
go into this new thing. I was hoping that I would feel the way
I do, but I wasn’t sure that I would. I wasn’t sure — I’d been
in one place for so long, and I wasn’t expecting to go
anywhere else unless I left for a complete national package.
Now that there’s been some time, is there anything that
stands out as your favorite moment with the Canes?
There’s so many, it’s hard to pick. They were all great.
Every moment?
Yeah. Like I said before, maybe it’s trite, but even the tough
years were good. I love what I do, I approach every game
the same way. One phrase that I hate is “this is a big game,”
from my perspective they’re all big — an exhibition game is
big. So, I’ve been lucky enough to do so many great games
over the years, they kind of all hold a special place for me.
OK, but I’m not accepting that as an answer.
Some of the greatest moments for me were the three
number retirement ceremonies — Glen Wesley, Roddy and
Ron. I’m alone at center ice, 20,000 people, and it’s for that
player. It’s a lot of responsibility because you don’t want to
screw up their night. They brought a lot to the table, those
three guys. Everybody’s kind of on different paths, and
without those three guys, the Hurricanes wouldn’t be where
they’re at.
Especially in a small market, the individual people like that
really matter to the community.
And the Raleigh community is a huge part of our lives. When
we moved there, my wife was pregnant and my first kid was
one year old. We raised our family there. Aside from my
body of work with the Hurricanes, there’s my life and my
friends and the community work. You ask what the highlights
were, and maybe it’s casino nights, maybe the alumni games
were highlights for me as much as playoff games. Being out
in the community, from the beginning, where we used to
have to go out and do various events just to get people
aware that we were there.
It’s great when you feel like you can contribute to something
like that, and you did.
And then I came here, and early on, we did some fan events
with the jersey launch, opening up the practice facility. We
did some one-on-one events with the fans. And it rekindled a
new energy, a new spirit because I was able to talk to them.
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They would tell me how much they appreciate an NHL team
coming to Seattle, because they follow the Thunderbirds,
they follow the Silvertips, they remember the Totems from
way back then. Or they’re brand new, or they follow the
Rangers or the Blackhawks. Whatever reason, they’re here,
they’re all energized by the fact that there’s a brand new
team. I was like, “Wow, this is happening all over again for
me. And here we go.”

Not to be too corny, but it feels like a new life after no fans
allowed in the building. Maybe everyone has a deeper
appreciation for it all.
The pandemic just added to this whole thing for me and my
family. It’s been a crazy two years. I mean a crazy two years.
But now it’s so good.

Category 5: Hurricanes ready to face familiar Kraken for 1st time
Ethan Bear is still in San Jose, Seth Jarvis is staying and
there are lots of former Hurricanes with the Kraken

The Hurricanes will play for the first time in Seattle when they
face the Kraken on Wednesday in the new Climate Pledge
Arena. Coming off a loss, Carolina is still the top team in the
NHL at 14-2-1, including an 8-1-1 record on the road.

2. Speaking of hotels, that’s where Seth Jarvis has been
living while awaiting the decision on whether or not he would
be returning to Portland of the Western Hockey League. With
Monday being Jarvis’ 10th game played in the NHL, the first
year of his entry-level contract is burned, meaning he will be
due a new contract before the 2024-25 season. If he plays in
40 games, this season would count a year toward his
eligibility for unrestricted free agency.

1. Lurking in the background of Carolina’s 2-1 overtime loss
to San Jose on Monday were thoughts of the player the
Hurricanes were leaving behind.

Jarvis can stop worrying about being left in the Pacific
Northwest and focus on finding a new place to live in
Raleigh.

Defenseman Ethan Bear tested positive for COVID-19, the
team revealed before the game, and will have to quarantine
in his hotel until he exits the league’s protocol.

“Before I was living kind of week to week, not knowing what’s
gonna happen,” Jarvis said of the uncertainty about whether
he’d return to junior. “Now I have a little bit clearer of a view
of what’s going on. As far as living arrangements. I don’t
know yet. Right now. I’ve been living in a hotel for the past
couple months or whatever. So it’s getting a little old there.
But I don’t know what I’ll have to do, but I’m sure I’ll find out
soon.”

By Cory Lavalette

That means Bear will miss Wednesday’s game in Seattle,
where he played four seasons and a total of 314 games for
the WHL’s Seattle Thunderbirds. The good news is coach
Rod Brind’Amour said Bear was feeling better Tuesday.
“It’s unfortunate he’s stuck in a hotel,” Brind’Amour said.
“He’s feeling better so that’s good. I guess the protocol is if
he feels better he might be able to test out of it. But either
way, it’s not good for him. He’s stuck there. Again, every
team seems to be dealing with it, so hopefully that’s the only
one. We’ll see.”
It’s the second time in three years the team had to leave San
Jose without one of their traveling party. Current play-by-play
announcer Mike Maniscalco, then the Hurricanes’ rinkside
reporter, was hospitalized during the team’s trip to play the
Sharks in October 2019. He returned to Raleigh and had a
volleyball-sized tumor removed from his abdomen. The
growth was thankfully benign, and Maniscalco has made a
full recovery.
Bear, who like all the Hurricanes is fully vaccinated, is
improving and should get back to the team in the coming
weeks. For now, however, he waits alone in a hotel.

3. The Hurricanes’ first game in Seattle also marks the first
time the team will face former draft picks Morgan Geekie and
Haydn Fleury.
Geekie, a third-round pick by Carolina in 2017, was the
Kraken’s pick from the Hurricanes in the expansion draft. He
has two goals and two assists in 18 games with Seattle this
season.
“I was happy for Geeks, for sure. … I think it was all just
about opportunity. It’s great to see that he’s getting that.”
Brind’Amour said of Geekie being taken by Seattle. “So
you’re happy for players like that who come along. Whether I
helped them or not, or we did it, we certainly helped him get
this opportunity. So that’s great.”
Fleury, the seventh overall pick by the Hurricanes in 2014,
was dealt to Anaheim before last season’s trade deadline in
a move that brought Jani Hakanpaa to Raleigh. The Kraken
then made Fleury their pick from the Ducks roster in the
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expansion draft. His younger brother, Cale, was also chosen
from Montreal.

Brett Pesce and Jaccob Slavin to team-friendly contracts that
helped make Carolina’s defense one of the best in hockey.

The elder Fleury has two goals — both in Seattle’s Oct. 28
win over Minnesota — in nine games but has been scratched
the past two games.

“There’s a lot of players that he had a lot to do with that are
here (with Carolina), for sure,” Brind’Amour said of Francis.

Both Fleury and Geekie played with Steven Lorentz and
Martin Necas on the Charlotte Checkers’ 2019 Calder Cupwinning team as Hurricanes prospects.
“It’s going to be weird,” Lorentz said of playing his former
teammates. “It’s only really ever happened (tom me) in junior
hockey, and it’s a little bit different. … You get familiar with
these guys at training camps and development camps and
stuff.
“So I’ve known those guys probably five or six years, and it’s
going to be weird seeing them in a different color jersey. But
they’ve moved on and they’ve had new opportunities
elsewhere. So that’s the competition tomorrow, and minus a
few text messages and exchanges like that, it’s gonna be all
business come game time. So I’m looking forward to playing
against them.”
Bonus fact from Lorentz? He thinks Geekie, his roommate
last season, has potential in another form of entertainment.
“I think (something) that a lot of people don’t know about him
is he’s a heckuva guitar player,” Lorentz said. “I think if he
went on like ‘America’s Got Talent’ or something like that,
he’d definitely advance to the next round. He’d get some
votes. … He’s pretty special. He’s got a good ability. I know I
miss having him around.”
4. The other big connection to the Hurricanes is Kraken GM
Ron Francis, whose No. 10 hangs in the rafters of PNC
Arena. Outside of Brind’Amour, Francis is the most
significant figure in Hurricanes history, bringing legitimacy to
hockey in North Carolina by signing as a free agent with the
Hurricanes in 1998 and captaining the team to the Stanley
Cup Final in 2002.
He then roamed his way through the organization, working in
the front office and on the bench before replacing Jim
Rutherford as general manager in 2014.
Under his watch, the Hurricanes drafted Sebastian Aho,
Necas and Lorentz, traded for Teuvo Teravainen, and signed

Francis was ushered out of the organization shortly after
Tom Dundon bought the team in early 2018, and new GM
Don Waddell led an overhaul that has seen several of
Francis’ high draft picks — including Jake Bean, Julien
Gauthier, Noah Hanifin, Alex Nedeljkovic, Janne Kuokkanen,
Eetu Luostarinen and Fleury — and core players like Jeff
Skinner and Elias Lindholm traded.
The moves — along with the promotion of Brind’Amour to
head coach — have Carolina poised for a fourth straight trip
to the postseason. The Francis-led Hurricanes never
reached the playoffs.
Now charged with leading the Kraken, Francis has been
praised for his diverse front office but criticized for his
conservative approach to the expansion draft. Seattle enters
Wednesday’s game 5-12-1, last in the Pacific Division.
Brind’Amour seemed confident Francis can build a winner in
Seattle.
“I think he’s going to do a great job here,” he said. “I think he
put together a really good team. … I think he’s going to do it
the right way, and I think that’s what they want here. And I’m
sure they’ll get the results.”
5. After registering a goal and an assist in last Tuesday’s win
in Vegas, Vincent Trocheck has been held without a point in
his last three games and registered just two shots on goal.
Trocheck is still tied for fourth on the team in scoring with 13
points and ranks third among Carolina forwards in ice time at
17:39. He is also second in hits with 37, trailing only captain
Jordan Staal (42).
Trocheck is also tied with Andrei Svechnikov for the team
lead in missed shots with 21 — still half as many as league
leader Auston Matthews, who has 42 with Toronto this
season.
Seattle captain Mark Giordano is tied for ninth with 27
missed shots — the second most of any defenseman. By
contrast, Tony DeAngelo has 39 shots on goal this season
— tied for 25th among league defensemen — but has
missed the net just 10 times.
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Gold: Canes making first ever trip to Seattle
By Adam Gold
The Carolina Hurricanes close out the Pacific time zone
portion of this 6-game road trip with their first ever visit to
Climate Change Arena and a match up with the Seattle
Kraken. To say the tour has been a success would be an
understatement having already claimed 7 out of a possible 8
points through Vegas, Anaheim, Los Angeles and San Jose.
And, when you consider that the Hurricanes were not the
better team in two of those occasions, that number could
easily be 5 or 6. Such is the story of this version of the
Canes. They are good enough to win games when they don’t
have their best fastball. The Martin Necas lightning bolt in the
2nd period in Los Angeles rinsed the bitter taste of a period
long on mistakes as they took a 5-4 lead into the break.
Freddie Andersen took care of the rest in a period in which
Carolina was outshot 20-2!!!!
Now comes what would seem to be the easiest mark of the
trip. The 5-12-1 Kraken. Only, tell that to the Capitals who left
town with a 5-2 loss. That win snapped a 7-game losing
streak.
Seattle was built with defense in mind. Vezina finalist Philipp
Grubauer in goal, a veteran defense led by captain Mark
Giordano and just enough goal-scoring punch to take
advantage if the first two parts of the equation worked out.
It hasn’t.
Well, certainly not the first part. The Kraken are allowing the
fewest shots per game in the league (26.6) while allowing the
most goals (3.78). Grubauer just hasn’t played well this year.
He’s played in 15 games, has a 5-8-1 record with a 3.18
GAA and an .882 SV%. That last number is 4% lower than
last year’s .922 with Colorado.
With that said, Grubauer is coming off a 37-save
performance against the Caps — his original team — and
has a history against the Hurricanes.
In 11 career starts, Grubauer has a .933 SV%, a 2.41 GAA
and a 5-4-1 record. This isn’t going to be a trip to the
Woodland Park Zoo.
There are a ton of familiar names throughout the forward
group as well for Seattle. Jordan Eberle leads the team with
9 goals and just had a 7-game point streak (7g, 3a) snapped
in the win over the Caps. Jaden Schwartz is coming off of a
4-point game and has 8 points (2g, 6a) in his last 5 games.

Brandon Tanev and Jared McCann each have 7 goals on the
year, and Yanni Gourde -- yes, THAT Yanni Gourde -- has 5
goals and 10 points in 14 games after missing the first
couple of weeks with an injury.
Oh, and it wouldn’t be a Hurricanes game without getting to
see old friends. Franchise legend Ron Francis is the General
Manager, John Forslund (fights back tears) is the play-byplay voice, and Morgan Geekie and Haydn Fleury were
expansion draft pick ups. Geekie directly from Carolina,
Fleury from the Ducks after they acquired him in the deadline
trade for Jani Hakanpaa. Geekie has played in all 18 games,
scoring twice and assisting on two others. Fleury has been in
and out of the top 6 but does have a pair of goals in 9
games.
Seattle has the 21st ranked power play (17.0%) in the league
and 18th best penalty kill (80.0%). Don’;t be fooled by those
man advantage numbers, however. The Kraken have
released 5 power play goals in their last 10 tries. Interestingly
enough, in spite of being 30th in the league in penalty
minutes, the Kraken have only been shorthanded 40 times in
18 games. The Canes on the other hand have been a man
(or 2) down 67 times in 17 games.
Carolina has gone three straight games without a power play
goal and both units have been off of late. On the kill, since
the debacle in Florida, the Hurricanes have wiped away 21 of
their last 22.
Andrei Svechnikov and Jordan Staal are riding 10-game goal
droughts. Andrei does have 8 assists over that span while
Staal has a pair. Jesper Fast is goal free in his last 7, Teuvo
Teravainen has gone 6 without a marker and Jordan
Martinook scored in the Canes season opening win over the
Islanders and hasn’t turned on the light since.
Stat of the day
No Hurricanes player has ever scored a goal, registered a
scoring point or made a save against Seattle.
Coverage begins at 9:30 on 99.9 the Fan with Storm Watch
starring Alec Campbell. The live play-by-play follows at 10:00
with Mike Maniscalco and Tripp Tracy. Don’t forget to follow
the Canes Corner Podcast wherever you get your podcasts.
A new episode drops the #MorningAfter every Hurricanes
game.
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Preview: Canes at Kraken
Carolina to play first-ever game in Seattle this evening
By Walt Ruff
SEATTLE, WA. - The Carolina Hurricanes meet the NHL's
newest addition this evening, taking on the Seattle Kraken
for the first time.
When: Monday, November 24, 10 p.m. EST
Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports App
Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes
App
Canes Record: 14-2-1 (29 Points, 1st - Metropolitan Division)
Canes Last Game: 2-1 Overtime Loss to the San Jose
Sharks on Monday, November 22.
Kraken Record: 5-12-1 (11 Points, 8th - Pacific Division)
Kraken Last Game: 5-2 Win over the Washington Capitals on
Sunday, November 21.
TRACKING THE STORYLINES:
First Time Here: The Canes will become the tenth NHL club
to come to Climate Pledge Arena this season, which hosted
its first hockey game one month ago yesterday. The Kraken
have four of their five wins this season on home ice, so there
is certainly an element of home cooking.

Looking For More: Carolina will hope to generate more
offense this evening, scoring just one goal in Monday's
defeat to San Jose. Despite that, Rod Brind'Amour thought
his team's effort was much better than Saturday's win in Los
Angeles, where they scored five. When citing one area he
hopes to see improvement, the power play was the first thing
mentioned by the head coach. The team's man advantage
unit currently ranks 8th in the NHL, operating at a clip of
22.4%.
Offensive Potential: Although the standings show the Kraken
at the bottom of the Pacific Division standings, they rank in
the middle of the league with their 52 goals scored. Carolina
sits at number ten with just five more. Keep that in mind as
we watch tonight's game though, because while Seattle has
not had a difficult time scoring, they do struggle with giving
up goals. Their 68 allowed this season through 18 games
ranks third last in all of the NHL.
Additional Notes:
Milestone Watch: Teuvo Teravainen needs one goal to reach
100 in his NHL career.
What Color Are We Wearing?: The team will be wearing their
white sweaters today. They will wear their white sweaters
each game on this trip.
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Metropolitan leader Carolina and Seattle square off
Carolina Hurricanes (14-2-1, first in the Metropolitan) vs.
Seattle Kraken (5-12-1, eighth in the Pacific)
Seattle; Wednesday, 10 p.m. EST
FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Kraken +116, Hurricanes 139; over/under is 6
BOTTOM LINE: The Metropolitan-leading Carolina
Hurricanes take on Seattle Kraken.
The Kraken are 4-6-0 at home. Seattle ranks ninth in the
Western Conference averaging 2.9 goals per game, led by
Jordan Eberle with nine.
The Hurricanes are 8-1-1 on the road. Carolina has scored
57 goals and is seventh in the league averaging 3.4 goals
per game. Sebastian Aho leads the team with eight.
The teams square off Wednesday for the first time this
season.

TOP PERFORMERS: Eberle leads the Kraken with nine
goals and has 14 points. Jaden Schwartz has four goals over
the last 10 games for Seattle.
Andrei Svechnikov leads the Hurricanes with 19 points,
scoring seven goals and adding 12 assists. Martin Necas
has four goals over the last 10 games for Carolina.
LAST 10 GAMES: Kraken: 2-8-0, averaging three goals, five
assists, 3.4 penalties and 8.5 penalty minutes while giving up
3.8 goals per game with an .847 save percentage.
Hurricanes: 7-2-1, averaging 2.6 goals, 4.8 assists, 3.7
penalties and 8.4 penalty minutes while allowing 2.2 goals
per game with a .923 save percentage.
INJURIES: Kraken: Mason Appleton: day to day (lower
body).
Hurricanes: Ethan Bear: out (health protocols).
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NHL Power Rankings: 1-32 poll, plus the breakout player for every team
By Kristen Shilton
As we approach American Thanksgiving weekend -- and a
triple-header of matchups on ABC, ESPN+ and Hulu -- we've
also traversed another week of the 2021-22 NHL schedule.
And for the second straight week, we've got a new No. 1
team atop the ESPN NHL Power Rankings.
Moreover, now that teams are at or near the 20-game mark,
it's time to identify the player on each club who has broken
out this season -- keeping in mind that veterans are allowed
to break out too!
How we rank: A panel of ESPN hockey commentators,
analysts, reporters and editors rates teams against one
another -- taking into account game results, injuries and
upcoming schedule -- and those results are tabulated to
produce the list featured here.
Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to last week's
rankings, published on Nov. 17. Points percentages are
through Tuesday's games.
1. Carolina Hurricanes
Previous ranking: 2
Points percentage: 0.853
Upcoming schedule: @ SEA (Nov. 24), @ PHI (Nov. 26), vs.
WSH (Nov. 28)
Seth Jarvis. Goodbye, Portland Winterhawks. Hello, NHL.
The rookie Jarvis has been everything Carolina hoped for
when it recalled him from the WHL this month. Jarvis
collected four goals and five points in his first nine games,
becoming the fourth freshman in franchise history to record
goals in three or more consecutive games. After that, how
could the Hurricanes not keep Jarvis past nine games, even
if it means burning a year off his entry-level contract?
2. Calgary Flames
Previous ranking: 7
Points percentage: 0.725
Upcoming schedule: vs. WPG (Nov. 27), vs. PIT (Nov. 29)
Andrew Mangiapane. In the past, you could count on
Mangiapane as your setup man. Lately, he's a goal-scoring
machine. Mangiapane's previous career high in goals was 18
in 56 games last season; through 19 games this season, he
had already scored 15 (with 14 coming on the road). The last
Flames player with that kind of output was Jarome Iginla,
putting Mangiapane in good company -- and firmly on the
league's radar.
3. Edmonton Oilers
Previous ranking: 1
Points percentage: 0.722
Upcoming schedule: @ ARI (Nov. 24), @ VGK (Nov. 27)

Jesse Puljujarvi. If Puljujarvi can keep this up, he'll crush
every previous high of his career. The Oilers' winger had 14
points in his first 17 games, and become an integral part of
Edmonton's top six. It's no secret Puljujarvi has had his
struggles, but this is when patience seems to be paying off.
Now that the Finn is using his size and speed to advantage
he can be the impact player Edmonton wanted when they
used the No. 4 pick on him in 2016.
4. Florida Panthers
Previous ranking: 3
Points percentage: 0.806
Upcoming schedule: vs. PHI (Nov. 24), @ WSH (Nov. 26),
vs. SEA (Nov. 27), vs. WSH (Nov. 30)
Owen Tippett. Lost somewhere in the Panthers' flashy start
has been the rise of Tippett. He has played a consistent role
in Florida's lineup, whether on the second line with Jonathan
Huberdeau or now clicking with Frank Vatrano and Joe
Thornton. Tippett's confidence has kept building along the
way, complete with solid scoring streaks that added up to
four goals and 10 points in 18 games. He just keeps getting
better.
5. Toronto Maple Leafs
Previous ranking: 10
Points percentage: 0.675
Upcoming schedule: @ LA (Nov. 24), @ SJ (Nov. 26), @
ANA (Nov. 28)
David Kampf. Kampf was not a sexy offseason signing. But it
looks now like he was Toronto's best addition, and he has
emerged in a big way. Having Kampf at center gives the
Leafs a real shutdown third line, and his chemistry with
Ondrej Kase is outstanding. Kampf has already tripled his
goal total from last season (1) in 20 games, too, proving
there's more to his game than just holding opponents at bay.
6. Washington Capitals
Previous ranking: 5
Points percentage: 0.711
Upcoming schedule: vs. MTL (Nov. 24), vs. FLA (Nov. 26),
@ CAR (Nov. 28), @ FLA (Nov. 30)
Ilya Samsonov. Sure, it's Alex Ovechkin stealing most of the
Capitals' headlines, but someone's got to stop the puck for
them too. Samsonov has done that well. It took some time
for the Russian goaltender to get rolling, with a couple shaky
losses puncturing his early-season stats. But Samsonov has
really settled in, recently posting 56 saves in back-to-back
shutouts over Los Angeles and San Jose. He looks poised to
keep climbing.
7. New York Rangers
Previous ranking: 13
Points percentage: 0.694
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Upcoming schedule: @ NYI (Nov. 24), @ BOS (Nov. 26), vs.
NYI (Nov. 28)

Upcoming schedule: @ CBJ (Nov. 24), @ MIN (Nov. 26), @
CGY (Nov. 27), vs. ARI (Nov. 29)

Ryan Lindgren. There are arguments for a few breakout
candidates in New York, namely Filip Chytil and Kaapo
Kakko. But Lindgren has been doing a lot for the Blueshirts'
back end. Lindgren plays a smart game, knows where to put
himself in each zone, and makes the simple play to gets
pucks in the right hands. This season, Lindgren is also
capitalizing himself. He scored his second goal of the season
with 0.7 seconds left against Buffalo, a thrilling game-winner
which resulted in his besting his career high in goals from
any season of his four-year career. And that's only in 18
games.

Pierre-Luc Dubois. Pretend last season didn't happen. Surely
Dubois has tried. The forward stormed into this season with
a purpose, surpassing his goal total (8) through 41 games
last season with 10 goals in 18 games so far. Dubois has
been showing off the high skill and defensive detail the Jets
wanted when they acquired him in January. Now Dubois is
having every bit the breakout season he -- and Winnipeg -really needs.

8. Minnesota Wild
Previous ranking: 9
Points percentage: 0.639
Upcoming schedule: @ NJ (Nov. 24), vs. WPG (Nov. 26), vs.
TB (Nov. 28), vs. ARI (Nov. 30)
Ryan Hartman. When Hartman joined the Wild in 2019, it
was his fourth team in four years. No wonder it took a while
to break out like this again. Hartman now leads the Wild in
goals through 18 games with nine -- matching his total from
all of last season -- and is second in points (13). But more
than that, Hartman seems to finally have found his role in
Minnesota's lineup. That has made all the difference to his
confidence.
9. Tampa Bay Lightning
Previous ranking: 6
Points percentage: 0.694
Upcoming schedule: vs. SEA (Nov. 26), @ MIN (Nov. 28), @
STL (Nov. 30)
Mathieu Joseph. If there's a silver lining to Tampa's spate of
injuries this season, perhaps it's the emergence of Joseph.
After Nikita Kucherov went down early, Joseph ascended the
lineup and has played over 15 minutes per game while
amassing three goals and seven points in his past 13 games.
Plus, he has been a stalwart on the penalty kill. Now that
Brayden Point is out too, the Lightning will need even more
from guys such as Joseph. Let the breakthrough continue.
10. Colorado Avalanche
Previous ranking: 14
Points percentage: 0.633
Upcoming schedule: vs. ANA (Nov. 24), @ DAL (Nov. 26),
vs. NSH (Nov. 27)
Nazem Kadri. Breakout seasons aren't only for young
players! Just ask Kadri, a 10-year NHL veteran amid his own
resurgence in 2021-22. Colorado has had myriad issues with
COVID-19 and injury-related absences, and Kadri has filled
the void. He's one of only five skaters to appear in all 15
games this season, and he leads the Avalanche with 23
points (for reference, Kadri had 32 points all last season).
The run he's on now has been especially hot, including five
goals and 14 points during a nine-game point streak.
11. Winnipeg Jets
Previous ranking: 20
Points percentage: 0.611

12. Anaheim Ducks
Previous ranking: 8
Points percentage: 0.605
Upcoming schedule: @ COL (Nov. 24), vs. OTT (Nov. 26),
vs. TOR (Nov. 28), @ LA (Nov. 30)
Trevor Zegras. You already know about Troy Terry. And
Ryan Getzlaf. It's time to talk some about Zegras. In a
crowded field of high-flying newcomers, Zegras' solid
campaign isn't getting as much love. But Zegras has been a
catalyst in the Ducks' flight up the Pacific standings. He's tied
for second on the team in goals (6), and nine of his 11 points
have come at even strength. The 20-year-old is also fresh
from recording the first back-to-back multigoal games of his
career. Zegras plays with so much confidence, even Terry
admits he's jealous.
13. St. Louis Blues
Previous ranking: 4
Points percentage: 0.6111
Upcoming schedule: @ DET (Nov. 24), @ CHI (Nov. 26), vs.
CBJ (Nov. 27), vs. TB (Nov. 30)
Jordan Kyrou. Like the rest of the Blues, Kyrou came out hot
this season. And while St. Louis has been skidding (4-5-1 in
their past 10), Kyrou's emergence has continued. He leads
the Blues in goals (8) and points (18) this season, and he
recently pulled off a six-game point streak. That type of
consistently has been woefully missing in St. Louis of late,
making Kyrou's continued emergence even more important.
14. Columbus Blue Jackets
Previous ranking: 21
Points percentage: 0.625
Upcoming schedule: vs. WPG (Nov. 24), vs. VAN (Nov. 26),
@ STL (Nov. 27), @ NSH (Nov. 30)
Vladislav Gavrikov. There wasn't much to write home about
regarding Gavrikov last season. This season, you'd have
some material. The defenseman is a steady, stay-at-home
presence Columbus can rely on all over the ice while he
maintains good overall numbers; he's on the positive side of
50% in both Corsi for percentage and expected goals for
percentage. Gavrikov is also pitching in offensively, matching
his goal total from last season (2) along with seven assists,
while eating up over 21 minutes per game for the Blue
Jackets.
15. Boston Bruins
Previous ranking: 11
Points percentage: 0.600
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Upcoming schedule: @ BUF (Nov. 24), vs. NYR (Nov. 26),
vs. VAN (Nov. 28), vs. DET (Nov. 30)

Upcoming schedule: vs. MIN (Mov. 24), @ NSH (Nov. 26),
vs. PHI (Nov. 28), vs. SJ (Nov. 30)

Jeremy Swayman. Yes, Swayman is coming off one of his
worst performances this season. But that 4-0 loss to Calgary
snapped an eight-game winning streak at home for
Swayman, and it does not totally undo all the good he has
done for Boston in a tough campaign for the club. Prior to
getting burned by the Flames, Swayman had won four
straight, and he's 5-3-0 on the season with a .908 save
percentage and 2.39 goals-against average. The Bruins' top
players have been streaky this season, and it's only
underscoring the need for Swayman to continue bringing the
heat.

Dawson Mercer. No Jack Hughes? No problem. Dawson
Mercer is having a moment. The Devils rookie has stormed
onto the scene (and through quite a few defenses) to
become New Jersey's most electrifying player. His 12 points
in 16 games is tied for most on the team, he is second in
goals with six and he has registered at least one point in five
of his past six games. Mercer has playmaking skills too, with
good speed and awareness on the ice.

16. Philadelphia Flyers
Previous ranking: 18
Points percentage: 0.559
Upcoming schedule: @ FLA (Nov. 24), vs. CAR (Nov. 26), @
NJ (Nov. 28), vs. NYI (Nov. 30)
Carter Hart. Hart is back, and he's bringing consistency to
the Flyers' net. Philadelphia is near the bottom of the league
in scoring (only 43 goals tallied all season), and Hart has
done an admirable job of keeping pucks out at the other end.
He's in the top 10 in save percentage (.928) among goalies
with at least 10 starts, and he has a respectable 2.39 goalsagainst average. If the Flyers ever find their way offensively,
Hart's play will earn even more attention.
17. Nashville Predators
Previous ranking: 19
Points percentage: 0.583
Upcoming schedule: vs. VGK (Nov. 24), vs. NJ (Nov. 26), @
COL (Nov. 27), vs. CBJ (Nov. 30)
Tanner Jeannot. Another team, another standout rookie.
Jeannot isn't your typical first-year player, what with leading
the Predators in penalty minutes and generally asserting
himself as a tough-guy power forward. But he can score too,
sitting among the top five on the team with five goals and
nine points, while averaging over 15 minutes of ice time per
game. Jeannot may not be the talk of the entire league, but
he's generating buzz in Music City.
18. Vegas Golden Knights
Previous ranking: 15
Points percentage: 0.579
Upcoming schedule: @ NSH (Nov. 24), vs. EDM (Nov. 27)
Chandler Stephenson. Stephenson lost both his linemates in
week one. But the absence of Max Pacioretty and Mark
Stone only seemed to help Stephenson spread his wings. He
tallied nine points in his first eight games away from his usual
linemates, and he now leads Vegas with 17 points. It's still
early, but Stephenson hasn't been on pace for that kind of
production in seasons past. There's no doubt his consistency
and leadership have been integral to the Golden Knights
overcoming their tough start.
19. New Jersey Devils
Previous ranking: 23
Points percentage: 0.594

20. Pittsburgh Penguins
Previous ranking: 22
Points percentage: 0.556
Upcoming schedule: vs. VAN (Nov. 24), @ NYI (Nov. 26),
vs. MTL (Nov. 27), @ CGY (Nov. 29)
Evan Rodrigues. It's been a while since Rodrigues had this
good of a season. Thanks to Pittsburgh's injuries and
illnesses, Rodrigues is playing a role like he had years ago
with Buffalo. Even then, Rodrigues topped out at nine goals
in 79 games. This season, he is tied for second on the
Penguins in goals (6) and is second in points (13), and he
has been able to make an impact while playing anywhere in
the lineup.
21. San Jose Sharks
Previous ranking: 16
Points percentage: 0.528
Upcoming schedule: vs. OTT (Nov. 24), vs. TOR (Nov. 26),
@ CHI (Nov. 28), @ NJ (Nov. 30)
Jonathan Dahlen. It's a shame that Dahlen was hurt in last
week's game against Washington, hitting the brakes on a
breakout rookie campaign. The 23-year-old has earned more
ice time as the season has gone along, playing all the way
up onto the Sharks' top line. Dahlen has been consistently
productive in scoring seven goals and nine points through 16
games, and he is deserving of some credit for helping the
Sharks weather their own string of COVID-19 issues this
season.
22. Los Angeles Kings
Previous ranking: 12
Points percentage: 0.528
Upcoming schedule: vs. TOR (Nov. 24), vs. OTT (Nov. 27),
vs. ANA (Nov. 30)
Alexander Edler. When you lose a Norris Trophy-winning
defenseman like Drew Doughty early on, it can set a bad
tone. The veteran Edler has stepped up to keep that from
happening. He is a calming salve on the Kings' blue line,
offering steadiness and consistency as L.A. has navigated its
challenges. Edler also has had a role to play in the Kings'
staying stingy, as they currently sit in the league's top 10 in
both goals against and shots against.
23. Dallas Stars
Previous ranking: 24
Points percentage: 0.529
Upcoming schedule: vs. COL (Nov. 26), @ ARI (Nov. 27),
vs. CAR (Nov. 30)
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Miro Heiskanen. Through the Stars' plodding start,
Heiskanen has been a beacon of consistency. The
defenseman does it all for Dallas, drawing the toughest
matchups while leading the squad in ice time (nearly 25
minutes per game), points (14) and assists (11) . It speaks to
Heiskanen's emergence as one for the NHL's preeminent
offensive defenseman, able to balance heavy responsibilities
at both ends of the ice.

Jonathan Toews or Seth Jones. That's got to mean
something! For these purposes, anyway. Hagel has been a
versatile piece for Chicago in a roller-coaster season. He
gives them 16 minutes of ice time per game and has scored
six goals and eight points, all at even strength. Hagel is a
bright spot.

24. Detroit Red Wings

Previous ranking: 27
Points percentage: 0.368
Upcoming schedule: @ PIT (Nov. 24), @ CBJ (Nov. 26), @
BOS (Nov. 28), @ MTL (Nov. 29)

Previous ranking: 26
Points percentage: 0.475
Upcoming schedule: vs. STL (Nov. 24), vs. BUF (Nov. 27),
@ BOS (Nov. 30)
Lucas Raymond. No disrespect to rookie Moritz Seider's
similarly excellent breakthrough season here, but fellow
freshman Raymond is really turning things up. The 19-yearold continually seems to improve, especially in how he can
drive play. It's no wonder Raymond is not only the NHL's top
rookie scorer but has passed Tyler Bertuzzi for the Red
Wings' lead in points (19). Raymond also has seven goals.
The Red Wings have an exciting young talent on their hands.
25. New York Islanders
Previous ranking: 17
Points percentage: 0.400
Upcoming schedule: vs. NYR (Nov. 24), vs. PIT (Nov. 26), @
NYR (Nov. 28), @ PHI (Nov. 30)
Brock Nelson. Nelson earns the distinction here mostly for
being the only Islander who can still find the back of the net.
He is pacing New York with nine goals and 11 points, but he
suffered a lower-body injury on Sunday that puts his status in
question. Look, it's been a rough start for New York. Playing
the first 13 games on the road will do that. Nelson -- and
goaltender Ilya Sorokin -- have been at the forefront of
holding these Islanders afloat. Even if this isn't a textbook
"breakout" season for Nelson, his early performance could
ultimately prove critical to the Islanders' turning their season
around.
26. Buffalo Sabres
Previous ranking: 25
Points percentage: 0.444
Upcoming schedule: vs. BOS (Nov. 24), vs. MTL (Nov. 26),
@ DET (Nov. 27), vs. SEA (Nov. 29)
Tage Thompson. It's been one of those kind of seasons for
the Sabres already, but only 18 games have passed. In that
span, Thompson has busted out. He leads Buffalo in goals
(8) and points (13) while pacing all forwards in ice time
(almost 18 minutes per game). That in itself is a
breakthrough, but Thompson also has done it all while
moving from the wing to play center -- on the Sabres' top
line, no less.
27. Chicago Blackhawks
Previous ranking: 31
Points percentage: 0.368
Upcoming schedule: vs. STL (Nov. 26), vs. SJ (Nov. 28)
Brandon Hagel. Hagel has more game-winning goals (1) for
the Blackhawks in their first 18 games this season than

28. Vancouver Canucks

Nils Hoglander. Few things have broken the storm clouds
around Vancouver. Nils Hoglander has had his moments. In
his second pro season, Hoglander has nine points in 19
games and is one of the few Canucks who is crafty and
creative enough to make life tough on a goaltender (even
when the puck doesn't go in). Will Hoglander surpass the 27
points he accrued in 56 games a season ago? It would help
Vancouver immensely if he could pick up the pace even
more.
29. Seattle Kraken
Previous ranking: 29
Points percentage: 0.306
Upcoming schedule: vs. CAR (Nov. 24), @ TB (Nov. 26), @
FLA (Nov. 27), @ BUF (Nov. 29)
Brandon Tanev. Sure, Tanev already has matched his goal
total from last season (7) in 18 games with the Kraken. But
that's not the only reason he is having a breakout campaign.
Seattle fans absolutely love him too. Tanev is quirky and
unabashedly himself, exactly the sort of character a new
franchise can rally around. Despite how the Golden Knights
made it look, being an expansion club isn't easy. Players like
Tanev make the growing process a little more fun.
30. Montreal Canadiens
Previous ranking: 30
Points percentage: 0.300
Upcoming schedule: @ WSH (Nov. 24), @ BUF (Nov. 26),
@ PIT (Nov. 27), vs. VAN (Nov. 29)
Ryan Poehling. Consider this a vote of confidence on future
returns, for a potential breakout to come. Poehling hurdled
himself onto the scene two years ago with a three-goal NHL
debut, and he's back to try to get something going now for
the beleaguered Canadiens. In six games since being
recalled from the AHL, Poehling already has three goals,
including a two-goal showing against Nashville.
31. Ottawa Senators
Previous ranking: 28
Points percentage: 0.281
Upcoming schedule: @ SJ (Nov. 24), @ ANA (Nov. 26), @
LA (Nov. 27)
Drake Batherson. Everything is slightly askew right now in
Ottawa thanks to a slew of players -- including Batherson -being placed in COVID-19 protocols and the cancellation of
three games last week. Batherson isn't expected back with
the team immediately; but at least until the pause, he was
having quite the standout season. The winger exploded for
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seven goals and 16 points (11 of which came at even
strength) in his first 14 games, and he was playing 19
minutes per game. Until he is good to return, there's no
question Ottawa will miss Batherson.

Upcoming schedule: vs. EDM (Nov. 24), vs. DAL (Nov. 27),
@ WPG (Nov. 29), @ MIN (Nov. 30)
Lawson Crouse. Individually, Crouse could be on pace for a
career year. He already has surpassed last season's goal
total with five, and he tallied 10 points in his first 19 games.
The more responsibility Crouse gets, the better he seems to
play, and that's been good news for the Coyotes, who need
all the help they can get.

32. Arizona Coyotes
Previous ranking: 32
Points percentage: 0.263

NHL Power Rankings: Hurricanes, Maple Leafs starting to separate from rest of pack
Our pre-Thanksgiving NHL rankings are here
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By Austin Nivison

Teams
has stepped up and filled a
major hole at that position. So
far, he has 10 points, and the
Oilers own 52.95% of the
expected goals when he's on the
ice. Can he keep it up for 82
games?

Nov 23, 2021 at 11:42 am ET 1 min read
The all important date in the NHL season is upon us.
Thanksgiving Day is just a few days away and things are
starting to come into focus.
At this point in the season, we have a very clear idea of
which teams will definitely be competing for a Stanley Cup
and which ones will be hoping the ping pong balls bounce
their way at the draft lottery. Teams like the Hurricanes,
Maple Leafs, Lightning and others are in that first group. The
Coyotes, Senators, Canadiens and Canucks are all solidly in
that second group.
Outside of the very best and the very worst, there are still
some blind spots, however. Because the NHL creates a
standings point out of thin air for overtime games, there are a
lot of teams in the thick of the playoff race at this point in the
season. The trouble is trying to sort them out at this time of
year, but I gave it my best shot.

Maple
Leafs

Michael Bunting showed some
promise for the Coyotes last
season, and the Maple Leafs
scooped him up for relatively
cheap in the offseason. So far,
he has been very effective when
1
he's been on the ice. Outside of
his nine points, Bunting has also
created 5.1 expected goals at
five-on-five, which is second on
the team to Auston Matthews.
You may have heard of him.

136-1

4 Lightning

The Lightning are very good at
winning hockey games, but I
want to focus on Anthony Cirelli.
He took a puck off the nose
against the Islanders last
Monday night, and it was an ugly
1
sight after the game. If you didn't
see it, count yourself among the
lucky. Despite that, Cirelli didn't
miss a game and scored two
goals in the team's win over the
Wild.

114-3

5 Panthers

After a nasty leg injury ended his
2020-21 season, it was fair to
wonder whether Aaron Ekblad
1
would be able to play at a high
level right from the jump this
year. Luckily for every hockey

132-3

3

The pre-Thanksgiving NHL Power Rankings are here:
Rk

Teams

Chg Rcrd

The Hurricanes are the first team
this season to repeat at the No.
1 spot, and they look like the
team to beat right now.
1 Hurricanes Superstar center Sebastian Aho -is collecting points in bunches. In
three of Carolina's last four
games, he has picked up
multiple points.

2 Oilers

The Oilers' dynamic duo up front
gets most of the attention, and
for good reason. Having said
1
that, I had serious doubts about
this blue line before the season,
but 22-year-old Evan Bouchard

142-1

135-0

Chg Rcrd
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fan, he's done just that. Ekblad
has posted 15 points in 18
games, and his underlying
numbers are impeccable, too.
He makes the Panthers look like
a bona fide Stanley Cup favorite.

6

7

8

9

Capitals

Alex Ovechkin now has 15 goals
on the season, and he continues
his torrid chase of history. Our
own Chris Bengel recently
explored what it would take for
3
him to catch Wayne Gretzky and
how plausible that is. Outside of
Ovechkin's personal hot streak,
the Capitals are 6-1-1 in their
last eight games.

Wild

The Wild are a very good team,
but there might be one thing
holding them back, and it
showed this past week.
Minnesota can't really get a save
right now, and that's a major
5
problem. Cam Talbot and Kappo
Kahkonen have combined for 8.00 goals saved above
average. That's an issue for a
team that would otherwise be
among the NHL's elite.

Golden
Knights

Rangers

10 Avalanche

Vegas continues to outperform
some underwhelming expected
goals numbers, but they will take
wins any way they can get them
with their injury situation, which -is starting to improve. Mark
Stone is back, and he has three
assists in four games since his
return.

Chg Rcrd
in time for Thanksgiving. They've
even been able to do that
without Nathan MacKinnon. On
a team loaded with superstars,
Nazem Kadri has been leading
the way. He is on an eight-game
point streak right now.

113-5

11 Flames

Oliver Kylington was on waivers
in January of last season. Now,
he is a budding star on Calgary's
blue line. Kylington has 12 goals
3
in 18 games, and the Flames
own 57.75% of the expected
goals share when he's on the ice
at five-on-five.

123-5

12 Bruins

In order to stay in the top 10, you
have to win games. In order to
win games, you have to play
them. The Bruins went all week
5
without playing before getting hit
with a back-to-back against the
Flyers and Flames. That resulted
in a 1-1 split.

9-60

13 Ducks

The Ducks' winning streak
ended at eight games, and their
first loss since Oct. 29 came
against the No. 1 team in these
rankings. Ryan Getzlaf notched
2
his 1,000th NHL point in an
overtime win over the Capitals,
and he became the 92nd player
in league history to accomplish
that feat.

106-3

14 Blues

The Blues have started to slow
down after a great start to the
season. They are 3-5-2 in their
last 10 games, and they just lost 4
to the Coyotes last week.
November hasn't been kind to
St. Louis so far.

106-2

15 Jets

I'm keeping an eye on the Jets
because I think they might be
able to surprise a lot of people.
They are currently sixth in the
NHL in expected goals share at
3
five-on-five (53.40%), and
everything from the net out looks
like it's clicking. They've taken a
few undeserved losses in the
early going, but that's hockey.

9-54

116-1

118-0

Despite my reservations about
this Rangers team, I cannot
deny that they are on a roll these
days. Speaking of being on a
roll, Chris Kreider is far and
away the team leader in goals
2
with 13. He is bound to cool off
somewhat, but his career
shooting percentage is 14.3%,
so Kreider could very well
shatter his career high of 28
goals.

114-3

Don't look now, but the
Avalanche have won four
3
straight games and might be
finding some kind of rhythm just

9-51
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16 Flyers

17

Blue
Jackets

18 Stars

19 Kings

20 Penguins

Chg Rcrd
In an extremely moving moment
last week, Kevin Hayes scored
his first goal of the season and
1
pointed to the sky to honor his
late brother, Jimmy, who passed
away in the offseason.

8-63

Let's take a moment to
recognize the Blue Jackets fans
in Arizona who lost a perfectly
good hat for no reason. Boone
4
Jenner was originally credited
with a hat trick against the
Coyotes before the goal was
later given to Zach Werenski.

106-0

The Stars got utterly
embarrassed by the Wild in a 72 loss, and that got everyone's
attention. However, it was still a
5
decent week for Dallas. That
loss was sandwiched between a
pair of wins over the Red Wings
and the Blues.
Los Angeles is in the midst of a
seven-game home stand, and it
hasn't started well. The Kings
only picked up one point in the
first three games, and Cal
1
Peterson's struggles in net are
rather discouraging, even if
Jonathan Quick has turned back
time for now.
Tristan Jarry is starting to find a
rhythm in net. He posted backto-back shutouts against the
Montreal Canadiens and Toronto
5
Maple Leafs, and he's now
eighth in the NHL in goals saved
above average at five-on-five
(5.30).

I've touched on this in recent
weeks, but the future looks
pretty bright in Detroit at the
moment. Winger Lucas
Raymond and defenseman
21 Red Wings
5
Moritz Seider lead all rookies in
points. It's still early, but those
two might provide a decent
foundation for Steve Yzerman to
build upon.
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22 Devils

Rookie Dawson Mercer is now
tied for the team lead in scoring
with 12 points, which is both
good and bad. It's good because
it means the No. 18 overall pick
2
from the 2020 NHL Draft might
be for real. It's also less than
ideal that the 20-year-old is
having to carry such a heavy
load.

8-53

23 Predators

Matt Duchene continued his hot
streak with a hat trick in
Nashville's loss to a hapless
Montreal team. The bad news
for the Predators is that he has
4
scored 26.1% of their goals on
the season. Duchene is going to
need some help if the Preds
want to remain within reach of
the playoffs all season.

107-1

24 Sabres

The Sabres' goaltending
situation is starting to crater, as
you might have expected before
the start of the season. 40-yearold Craig Anderson is hurt, and
-the duo of Aaron Dell and Dustin
Tokarski has been porous.
That's bad news for a team that
has trouble getting consistent
scoring.

7-92

25 Sharks

The Sharks are struggling to
keep their head above water
these days. San Jose owns an
abysmal 45.54% expected goals
share at five-on-five, and
1
defenseman Brent Burns is
really struggling in that respect.
The Sharks are giving up
considerably more than they're
getting with him on the ice.

9-81

26 Islanders

After finishing up a grueling 13game road trip to begin their
season, the Islanders finally
opened UBS Arena, their new
home. What should have been a
celebration turned into disaster.
4
As COVID-19 ravaged the Isles'
lineup, they dropped their first
two home games by a combined
score of 8-2. Things are
unraveling quickly for the
Islanders.

5-82

8-72

8-73

8-64

8-93

Chg Rcrd
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There was some sticker shock,
and I think justifiably so, when
Seth Jones signed his massive
contract extension in the
offseason. Despite that, Jones is
off to a productive start with the
27 Blackhawks
-Blackhawks. He has 15 points in
18 games, but I wonder how
much longer he can keep that up
with some less-thanencouraging underlying
numbers.

28 Kraken

I said it last week, but I'll say it
again this week. If the Kraken
get even mediocre goaltending,
they will be just fine. Seattle has
been competitive in nearly every
game, but the goalie position
-hasn't even given them a
chance. For example, the
Avalanche scored seven goals
on 30 shots. It was surprising
when a Kraken goalie made a
save in that game.

Sportsnet's Elliotte Friedman
reported last week that the
29 Canadiens Canadiens were interested in
adding a puck-moving
defenseman. Giving up future
assets for help in the present is

1

Rk

Teams
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a bold strategy for a team with
five wins in 20 games.

611-2

30 Coyotes

This might be the peak of the
Coyotes' 2021-22 season. They
went 3-0-1 last week, and they
finally climbed out of the
2
basement. It probably won't last,
but at least the Coyotes are no
longer on pace to be the worst
team in NHL history.

413-2

31 Senators

The Sens had an entire week of
games postponed due to
COVID-19, and now they have
to play four road games in six
-days. I'm sure that will go well for
a team that was already
struggling, even before the
pause.

411-1

32 Canucks

Vancouver is a mess from top to
bottom these days. The team
brass is apparently waiting to
see if general manager Jim
Benning, in his eighth season
with the franchise, can finally get 3
things turned around. The early
returns on that approach weren't
great. The Canucks went 1-2 on
the week and scored five goals
in three games.

611-2

512-1

513-2
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Quick Whistles: Seth Jarvis is here to stay, Hurricanes winning games they shouldn’t, New
Jersey’s new jerseys
Seth Jarvis is a full-time NHL player, the Hurricanes keep
winning even when they shouldn’t, and the Devils’ new
jersey is actually good.

He started as the odd-man out on a team looking to take the
next step, but he instantly proved himself as a long-term
solution in a prominent role.

By Brett Finger

“Seth came into camp as the odd man out,” Hurricanes
general manager Don Waddell said in a statement about
keeping Jarvis. “As I always say, I don’t pick the team, the
performance of the players is what speaks the loudest. He
was very good in our rookie tournament and as main camp
opened up, he never looked back. His hockey sense and
puck skills are top end, you can’t teach these things. Seth
belongs to be in a Canes jersey today and for a long time, he
has earned it.”

The world’s worst-kept secret was finally revealed ahead of
the Carolina Hurricanes’ trip to the shark tank in San Jose.
Seth Jarvis is an NHL player, and he isn’t going anywhere.
It took seven games and an injury to a critical top-nine
forward, but Seth Jarvis finally got into the Hurricanes’
lineup, and he never looked back.
The 19-year-old logged points in his first two NHL games,
including his first goal in a come-from-behind win over the
Chicago Blackhawks.
What was expected to be a dramatic, controversial decision
for the Canes quickly became a no-brainer. From day one,
Jarvis looked ready, and now after ten games, it remains
clear that he belongs in the NHL.
Not only does he belong, but he also belongs in the top-six of
a team with Stanley Cup aspirations.

Jarvis has been so good that his presence has forced other
worthy players out of the lineup. Derek Stepan and Steven
Lorentz have both had fantastic starts to their season on the
fourth line, but they’ve gotten nights off to keep the dynamic
rookie in the lineup.
That’s a testament to how impactful Jarvis has been, as is
the team’s willingness to burn the first year of his entry-level
contract.
He made it an absolute no-brainer.

After starting on the team’s fourth line, Rod Brind’Amour and
company quickly realized that he needed to be utilized in a
more significant role. That role has been on the first line
alongside established stars in Sebastian Aho and Andrei
Svechnikov.

Winning When You Shouldn’t

In 62:36 of 5-on-5 ice time, that newly conceived trio has
outscored their opponents 5-2. The impressive numbers hold
up when you take a closer look. That line has a 56.06 CF%,
54.0 xGF%, and 60.66 SCF%.

Dating back to their 2-1 loss to the Philadelphia Flyers,
Carolina has been on the wrong side of 5-on-5 expected
goals for in all but one of their six games. That was the game
in Vegas that kicked off their six-game road trip, which was
visibly their strongest performance on the trip.

While the sample size is far from grand, they paint a very
pretty picture of what Jarvis has brought to the first line.
Without the rookie on the wing, Aho and Svechnikov had
struggled mightily at 5-on-5. This season, with just that
established duo together, the Hurricanes got outshot, out
shot-attempted, out-chanced, and managed to score just one
goal in just under 44 minutes.
When Jarvis has been on the ice with at least one of those
two players, the Canes are outscoring opponents 7-2.
Jarvis has quickly become a key figure among the
Hurricanes’ forward group. In addition to getting first-line
usage at 5-on-5, he’s been putting his puck skills on display
on the second power-play unit. Over his last five games, he
is averaging 16:15 of ice time per game, and he has points in
each of his last four games.

After going through a stretch to start the season where they
were largely dominant in most areas of the game, the last
two weeks haven’t been quite as easy for the Hurricanes.

Their last two games, in particular, have been rough.
I’m not sure what demon the team made a sacrifice in order
to secure a win in Los Angeles, but the Hurricane somehow
escaped Staples Center with a 5-4 win despite getting
outshot 19-2 in the third period of a one-goal game.
They didn’t get quite as lucky against the Sharks, but they
did force the game into overtime before eventually finding
themselves on the wrong side of a 2-1 final score. After a
back-and-forth first two periods, the Canes got caved in
during stretches in the third period.
Third-period goaltending has been one of the biggest factors
in Carolina’s 14-2-1 start to the season. Frederik Andersen
and Antti Raanta have both locked down third-period
barrages from their opponents.
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In many games to this point, the Hurricanes have been
boosted by their top-end players converting with efficiency
and relying upon elite-level goaltending to get their wins.
That’s a recipe that can work for long stretches of a regular
season, but it will be essential for them to finish games with
the same enthusiasm that they tend to start them with.
It will be interesting to see how the next month pans out for
Carolina. They are in the midst of what might be the most
physically demanding stretch of their season. The team will
close out their current road trip with games in Seattle and
Philadelphia, return home for a Sunday afternoon date with
Washington, go to Dallas, return home for games against
Ottawa and Buffalo, and then go out on another trip out west
through Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, and
Minnesota.
That’s a lot of traveling and a lot of games in four weeks
when you also take the first four games of their current road
trip into account.
Odds are, the Hurricanes will need to have a few more wins
similar to the one got against the Kings to get through this
highly-tasking stretch of hockey.
Fortunately, the Hurricanes are a deep and talented team
with the best goalie play in hockey. That puts them in the

driver’s seat almost every single night and makes it so that
they can outscore a lot of their problems.
New Jersey’s New Jersey
The New Jersey Devils did a thing recently, and people have
been making fun of them for doing said thing.
That thing was announcing their new alternate uniforms.
So, a lot of people are clowning the Devils for what is,
admittedly, an uninspired creative decision on their new
jersey.
But I’ll come out and say it; they aren’t bad. They’re actually
kinda good.
Teams have gotten very comfortable with using script as
their primary logo on alternate jerseys, but the red drop
shadow on the lettering looks nice, and that applies to the
numbering as well.
My only complaint is the lack of red outside of its sparse
usage around the letters. If you add some red to that
collection of white striping on the arms and shoulders, I think
this jersey is a banger. As is, it’s still pretty cool, if a little
boring.

Carolina Hurricanes vs Seattle Kraken: Game Preview and Storm Advisory
History will be made in the first ever meeting of the Kraken
vs Hurricanes.
By Cody Hagan
Carolina Hurricanes (14-2-1) at Seattle Kraken (5-12-1)
Regular Season Game 18
Wednesday, November 24 – 10 p.m. ET
Climate Pledge Arena – Seattle, WA
Watch: Bally Sports South
Listen: 99.9 The Fan
SBN Opposition: Davy Jones Locker Room

after a lackluster effort in San Jose that saw their former
goaltender James Reimer steal the show in a 2-1 overtime
loss. Rod Brind’Amour will want to see more out of his
forwards who seemed sluggish versus the Sharks.
On this we know for sure, there will be history made tonight
in Seattle. The question is who comes out on top?
Vital Statistics
Category

Hurricanes

Kraken

Follow Canes Country on Social Media
Twitter @CanesCountry
Facebook Canes Country
Instagram @canescountrypix

Record

14-2-1

5-12-1

Goals/Game

3.35

2.89

It’s a very rare feat in the NHL when you know going in to a
game that history will be made. It’s a defining moment when
two franchises meet for the very first time. Somehow this
first-ever meeting between the powerhouse Carolina
Hurricanes and expansion Seattle Kraken feels a little
different given the many ties between the two organizations.

Goals Against/Game

2.00

3.78

Shots/Game

32.24

29.39

Face Off Win %

53.8%

49.4%

Power Play % (Rank)

22.4% (8th)

17.0% (21st)

Penalty Kill % (Rank)

88.1% (4th)

80.0% (18th)

ES Corsi For %

54.15%

52.09%

Ron Francis has once again decided to take the slow and
steady approach to building a franchise. He forwent multiple
big names such as Carey Price and Vladimir Tarasenko and
decided he was in it for the long haul unlike the previous
expansion team over in Nevada. So far the results have
been as expected for a typical expansion team.
At 5-12-1 the Kraken have struggled to keep the puck out of
their net and have only won twice over their past ten games.
On the other side the Hurricanes are looking to bounce back
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Category

Hurricanes

Kraken

Category

Antti Raanta

Chris Driedger

ES PDO

103.40

94.99

GAA

2.16

4.78

PIM/Game

09:21

11:30

Game Notes

Goaltender #1
Category

Frederik Andersen

Philipp Grubauer

Record

11-2-0

5-8-1

Save %

.937

.882

GAA

1.89

3.18

Goaltender #2
Category

Antti Raanta

Chris Driedger

Record

2-0-1

0-2-0

Save %

.913

.791



Seattle is coming off one of their best games of the
season as they ousted the Washington Capitals 5-2
on Sunday. They are in the middle of one of the
toughest stretches any organization can go through
after facing Washington and Carolina they have to
head to Florida to take on both the Panthers and
Lightning.



Expansion teams hold a 5-6-3 record against the
Hurricanes organization all-time in their first
meeting. The previous time Carolina faced an
expansion team they lost 3-0 to the Vegas Golden
Knights on November 3rd, 2018.



The Kraken have scored a power-play goal in four
straight games despite ranking 21st in the NHL
overall with the man-advantage.



Both Haydn Fleury and Morgan Geekie will face off
against their former team for the first time.



Teuvo Teravainen continues to sit one goal shy of
100 in his NHL career. Getting he and Sebastian
Aho on a hot streak will be vital to the Hurricanes as
the season continues.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://theathletic.com/2956824/2021/11/23/nhl-future-power-rankings-projecting-the-2024-25-standings/
https://theathletic.com/2973370/2021/11/24/john-forslund-qa-on-his-favorite-hurricanes-memories-his-bittersweet-exit-and-a-rekindled-spirit-inseattle/
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/11/category-5-hurricanes-ready-to-face-familiar-kraken-for-1st-time/
https://www.wralsportsfan.com/gold-canes-making-first-ever-trip-to-seattle/19999810/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-canes-at-kraken/c-328269026
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-carolina-hurricanes-andrei-svechnikov-jaden-schwartz-f4d7c9355d7141819fabe60dc364d303
https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/32700843/nhl-power-rankings-1-32-poll-plus-breakout-player-every-team
https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/does-alex-ovechkin-actually-have-a-shot-at-breaking-wayne-gretzkys-all-time-goals-record/
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/11/23/22798876/quick-whistles-seth-jarvis-here-to-stay-carolina-hurricanes-winning-games-new-jerseys-devilsnhl
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/11/24/22799927/carolina-hurricanes-vs-seattle-kraken-game-preview-and-storm-advisory-forslund-francisfleury-geekie
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He’s a very exciting young kid to watch and has earned his spot in
Carolina’s lineup moving forward.
Impressive Showing By Antti Raanta

3 Takeaways From Hurricanes’ 2-1 Overtime Loss To The Sharks

November 23, 2021
by Alex Ohari

The Carolina Hurricanes continued their five-game western road trip with
a 2-1 overtime loss to the San Jose Sharks in what was their most
disappointing game on the trip thus far. It was a forgettable night for the
group as a whole — aside from Antti Raanta, who had a phenomenal
game in a duel with the guy whose spot he took on the team’s roster this
past summer.
That duel — of course — was against James Reimer, and this was the
team’s first time facing their former netminder since he departed and
signed with the Sharks over the offseason. As to be expected, he was a
standout player for his team — stopping 22 shots and continuing the
trend of former Canes goalies posting heroic performances against the
team.
The Hurricanes were lucky to secure a point from this game, and it’s safe
to say that head coach Rod Brind’Amour will not be satisfied with the
effort. Without further ado, let’s dive into three storylines from this game
before the team wraps up their west coast trip in Seattle on Wednesday
night.
Seth Jarvis Sticking Around
Throughout the first seven games of the team’s season, Seth Jarvis was
merely an observer — relegated to press box duty as the group had 12
capable forwards ahead of him who’d earned their roles. Many observers
wondered what the Canes’ plan was for the player as he sat out for over
two weeks. The concern was that a 19-year old player would obviously
benefit from all the ice-time he could get – even if that meant reassignment to the Portland Winterhawks of the Western Hockey League.
Prospects don’t develop by not playing. However, an unfortunate injury to
Nino Niederreiter opened the door for Jarvis — and he leaped through it.
In San Jose last night, he played in his 10th game of the season — which
officially burns the first year of his entry-level contract. Therefore, unless
something goes extremely wrong, he’ll be sticking with the Hurricanes for
the rest of the season. I had my concerns (and still do) about his ability to
hold up physically for an entire 82-game season of NHL hockey and into
the playoffs — but those concerns have been alleviated for now. While
he does get outmuscled at times, he does a great job of often avoiding
contact, and his speed has been key to him getting separation.
Through his first 10 games, he’s scored four goals and added an assist.
He’s also had two very questionably disallowed goals and has made it
abundantly clear that his offensive talents are ready for this level of
hockey. I really think that sitting in the press box at the beginning of the
year and watching things like pace, physicality and how to exploit gaps
has made a big impact on his so-far seamless transition into the NHL.

With Frederik Andersen playing at a Vezina-caliber level early in the
season, opportunity has been sparse for Raanta to make his claim in the
crease. An injury sustained in a relief appearance against the Florida
Panthers on Nov. 6 did not help things for him, and thus, he’d started
only two of the team’s first 15 games of the season. Generally, when he’s
been in the Canes’ net, he’s been really solid and made a case that he
deserves more starts last night with a phenomenal performance.
He didn’t face an absurd amount of volume (27 shots), but the Sharks
had a lot of quality scoring chances. Raanta countered that with sharp
movement and strong rebound control and made some very acrobatic
stops as the game went on. He looked confident and dialed in
throughout, and it’s fair to say that the Hurricanes have him to thank for
managing to get a result out of what was a rather sloppy night for the
group in front of him.
The Special Teams Battle
It was another forgettable night for the team’s top-10 ranked power-play
unit, as they extended their goal drought on the man advantage to three
games. But the disappointment went far beyond just their inability to
convert. Both units just looked off as a whole, and the threat to score just
wasn’t there. Passing was slow and generally sloppy, player movement
was lackadaisical and predictable, and there was no sense of urgency. It
was tough to watch.
On the flip side, their penalty kill continued their streak of four
consecutive games without surrendering a goal — although they only
took one minor penalty during the game. That penalty was a tripping call
on Brett Pesce with just 22 seconds to go in regulation time, which gave
the Sharks well over a minute on the PP in overtime. The unit pressed
and limited any scoring chances against but could not clear the zone as
Pesce came out of the box and conceded the winning goal to Alexander
Barabanov just moments after the power play expired.
Brett Pesce, Carolina Hurricanes, Mar. 1, 2018 (Amy Irvin / The Hockey
Writers)
While both the Hurricanes’ penalty kill and power play rank in the top-10
league-wide, there’s room for improvements in both areas. Their
discipline has been suspect as of late, although only taking one penalty
in this game was a positive step in the right direction. The power-play unit
had a couple of opportunities to really swing the game’s momentum in
the Hurricanes’ favor but looked flat throughout and could not capitalize.
It’s a small thing to be nit-picky about for a team that’s 14-2-1, and all
teams have off nights — you just don’t want to see it become a trend.
You’ve got to break bad habits before they stick.
What’s Next?
The Hurricanes are set to wrap up their western road trip on Wednesday
— with their first-ever visit (and match-up) to face the Kraken in Seattle.
After that, they’ll travel cross-country to Philadelphia, where they’ll meet
the Flyers for an afternoon game on Friday. That’ll conclude a six-game
road trip for the team, which started back on Nov. 16. They’ve amassed
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seven out of eight points on their road trip thus far and will hope to
continue their success in the final two games of the tour before heading
home to Raleigh.
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“a lot of good things” under the more restrictive budgets of former owner
Peter Karmanos and that his focus is entirely on the Kraken.
That’s probably best as a public stance, given the Hurricanes under GM
Don Waddell and owner Tom Dundon — whose early 2018 arrival
signaled the Carolina exit of Francis and several other longtime
employees — appear poised to take a run at a Stanley Cup after three
consecutive playoff appearances.
On the Kraken playing side, ex-Carolina forward Morgan Geekie and
defenseman Haydn Fleury say they’ve looked forward to this game.

Carolina Hurricanes go from possible rival to measuring stick for Kraken

“It’s definitely something that you circle on your calendar, for sure,”
Geekie said. “I love a lot of their guys over there. They have a great
group.”

By Geoff Baker

Geekie said he doesn’t harbor ill will toward the Hurricanes for leaving
him exposed in the expansion draft. The selection of Geekie was a
surprise, as many expected the Kraken to select defenseman Jake Bean
— now on the No. 1 pairing with the Columbus Blue Jackets after being
dealt by Carolina for a second-round draft pick.

As recently as last spring, the Kraken and Carolina Hurricanes had the
makings of quite the rivalry for teams scheduled to play each other only
twice a season.
After all, it was Kraken general manager Ron Francis who built a good
deal of Carolina’s core during his time there from 2014-18. Francis
brought assistant GM Ricky Olczyk over here from his Carolina front
office with former Hurricanes staffers that include Kraken amateur
scouting director Robert Kron and scouts Tony MacDonald and Mike
Dawson, while also keeping a door open for former teammate and
current Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour in the event he didn’t sign a
contract extension.
The Kraken also signed former Hurricanes draft pick and junior-level
prospect Luke Henman as the Seattle franchise’s first player, then
borrowed Carolina’s former AHL affiliate in Charlotte for a year to stash
him away with a handful of other minor-leaguers. Even former longtime
Hurricanes television broadcaster John Forslund is now the Kraken’s
play-by-play voice on ROOT Sports.
But any hopes for a next-level rivalry began fizzling when Brind’Amour
opted to stay with the Hurricanes. The Kraken also passed on using their
ample salary-cap space to sign star Carolina free agent defenseman
Dougie Hamilton — who eventually went to New Jersey. And now, with
the Hurricanes sitting atop the NHL at 14-2-1 while the Kraken have the
league’s third-worst mark at 5-12-1, a Wednesday night clash between
them at Climate Pledge Arena is seemingly less about rivalry and more a
measuring stick for the latest Francis-run squad.
“You look at our stretch here, the past few games and the week ahead —
you take a look at that schedule and it’s pretty challenging,” said Kraken
coach Dave Hakstol, named to his position the week after Brind’Amour
was extended by the Hurricanes in the days following their second-round
playoff exit last June. “So one opportunity at a time. Carolina’s a heck of
a team. They’ve had a great start to the year. They’re deep and
consistent throughout their lineup, so it’s a heck of a challenge for us.”
Indeed, a Kraken team that snapped a six-game losing streak Sunday
against the formidable Washington Capitals will be out to show it can
compete with the elite for more than a lone matchup. It has been a
challenging few months for GM Francis and the Kraken, who didn’t
exactly draw rave reviews for their expansion-draft selections and lack of
side deals, nor the way the team has started its first season.
In an interview last week, Francis said the Kraken have played several
close games only to find ways to beat themselves.
“So hopefully we get that turned around quickly and start going in the
other direction,” he said.
That appeared to happen in the 5-2 victory over Washington, as the
Kraken played a complete 60 minutes with standout goaltending by
Philipp Grubauer. So these upcoming games against top contenders
could indeed indicate whether the Kraken are poised to move up some
NHL rungs closer to the midrange many figured they’d be.
Some who’ve worked closely with Francis suggest he carries a bit of a
“chip” from his April 2018 firing and would love to prove the Hurricanes
let him go too soon, just as the team was ripening into a contender. But
Francis has long said only that his Hurricanes front office accomplished

But Geekie has landed a regular NHL job with the Kraken after previously
splitting time between the Hurricanes and the AHL.
“Obviously, they had other plans, but I wasn’t a part of them,” Geekie
said. “But … it’s a business. There are no hard feelings. Everyone’s got
their plan to have success and doing things well. But I’m excited for the
opportunity to try to give it back to them a bit.”
Fleury was expected to be the Kraken’s pick from Carolina, but the
Hurricanes traded him to Anaheim last winter. The Kraken selected
Fleury from the Ducks.
“It will be good to see them,” Fleury said of his former Carolina
teammates. “None of them have met my son yet, so they’re going to
come over today and meet him. So that’s cool. I’ve got a lot of good
friends over there.”
But Fleury turned serious when asked about his career trajectory since
leaving Carolina. He said it improved upon arriving in Anaheim.
“I’ll leave it at that,” he added.
Hardly the words to spawn a rivalry, and nobody from the Kraken’s
dressing room or front office is ready to say anything inflammatory. But
as with any rivalry — real or imagined — it’s always fun to wonder what
might be lingering just below the surface.
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After being cast off by previous NHL teams, Kraken players use ‘revenge
games’ as motivation

By Marisa Ingemi

Nathan Bastian has been in the Kraken’s starting lineup one time. It was
the fourth game of the season, when the Kraken were in New Jersey to
face the Devils.
Bastian was Seattle’s expansion draft pick from New Jersey. He said he
had that game circled on his calendar from the moment the schedule was
released.
That’s no surprise. After all, the Devils decided he was expendable
enough to leave unprotected in the draft.
“I would think so, that guys are motivated,” Bastian said when asked if
facing a former team has extra meaning. “Unless I was the only one. I
thought about it for a while. It was kind of nice to get it out of the way
early. … As soon as the schedule came out, the first game I looked for
was the first game back (in New Jersey). That was a bit of motivation.”
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For Kraken coach Dave Hakstol to give Bastian that start, there had to be
an awareness of what those matchups — commonly called revenge
games in the NHL — mean to players. Hakstol also started Alex
Wennberg in his return to Columbus in front of fans for the first time.
Because the Kraken’s roster is full of players who were picked from other
NHL teams, this will be a revenge-game season.

The Kraken didn’t have great luck with early revenge games. Calle
Jarnkrok missed returning to Nashville. Colin Blackwell didn’t get to see
the Rangers. Carson Soucy didn’t play in the first game against the Wild.
Not everyone resonates with the revenge narrative. Vince Dunn, the
Kraken’s selection from St. Louis, said he hasn’t felt much excitement or
motivation to see his former team.

Defenseman Haydn Fleury says players “absolutely” think about revenge
games. He didn’t play in his first opportunity to face a former team,
Anaheim, which left him unprotected in the expansion draft. But the
Hurricanes traded him to the Ducks at last season’s trade deadline, so he
has another shot Wednesday night when the Kraken face Carolina at
Climate Pledge Arena.

“I don’t really look forward to those games,” Dunn said. “I think I focus
more on just whatever game is ahead and one thing at a time. It’s a long
season.”

“You absolutely think about it,” he said. “That’s all I’ll say about that.”

“Everyone’s trying to help the guy out and just come together a little extra
for whoever the guy is, just to help him put his best foot forward,” Geekie
said. “Everyone knows about it, for sure. There’s a little bit of ribbing that
goes on, but it’s super fun.”

Forward Morgan Geekie is in the same boat. He was selected by the
Kraken from Carolina.
“Everyone comes from one team or another, so it’s fun when you get to
play your old team and see all your friends; you see guys whether the
relationship was good or bad,” he said. “I think it’s good; you want to put
your best foot forward and show them what they’re missing out on.”
The revenge narrative could become a rallying point for the Kraken —
extra motivation that could fuel them.
“Maybe we should start,” forward Jared McCann said. “Yeah, we should
start that. That’s what you want. You should kind of look at it that way,
that should light a fire under your butt and give you an extra bit of
energy.”
McCann was selected from Toronto, which had acquired him from
Pittsburgh a day before the draft to protect other players. The Kraken are
the fourth NHL team for McCann, 25, and he has experienced the
revenge narrative before.
He already played the team that traded him at 19 — the Canucks. He’ll
see his former Panthers squad Saturday and another, the Penguins, in
December. He doesn’t feel the need for vengeance, though; instead he’s
looking for extra motivation for the entire team.
“Every once in a while some guys do need that,” he said. “That extra kick
in the butt. … I’ve been on a couple teams now, so I don’t really have
that need to feel like every night I have that fire (against former teams).
… But maybe we should look at it like, the teams that didn’t want you.
Maybe that will light a fire.”

For players who don’t have pent-up angst to face their former teams,
there’s still the potential for teammates to find extra motivation for them.
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Starting from scratch during the pandemic, here’s how two students built
the UW women’s club hockey team

By Marisa Ingemi

There was a point when Mia Filardi wondered if it was going to happen.
The timing was just bad luck. Right before the COVID-19 pandemic
began in early 2020, Filardi and Fanny Metsa-Tokila had decided to start
a women’s club hockey program at Washington. They missed playing
hockey, and the university had a men’s club program.
Once the pandemic struck, interest waned. Metsa-Tokila wasn’t able to
make meetings in person. Campus was closed, and sports weren’t
happening.
That all seemed so far away this month, when the program had 27
skaters in a practice at the Kraken Community Iceplex at Northgate,
preparing for its first scrimmage Dec. 4.

Ryan Donato, also 25, is on his fourth NHL team as well. His hometown
Bruins traded him to Minnesota in his second season, then he was sent
to San Jose and wasn’t re-signed before joining the Kraken.

“At least once a practice I just stop and look around and am like, ‘We did
this,’ ” Filardi said. “We had so much help along the way, but we basically
got ourselves here.”

He had two early revenge games with Minnesota, and he has seven
points in 12 games against the Wild. Ahead of Friday’s game against the
Avalanche, he was keenly aware of his teammates’ revenge games.

Montana State was scheduled to scrimmage against the Huskies but had
to withdraw. Filardi said UW still will scrimmage that day against a team
to be determined.

“I always joke about it, but I do think I personally feel that way,” he said.
“I’m sure individually when a guy plays against their team they feel it.
They might not voice it, but they definitely have that passion. I was giving
(Joonas Donskoi) a hard time about it (Friday), saying, ‘Hey, revenge
tour, let’s go, let’s get ready,’ and he got a chuckle out of it.”

It’s just another challenge of building a club. Filardi, a senior, began the
mission as a freshman. She had played club hockey in the Boston area
and missed it.

Donskoi watched his former team crush the Kraken 7-3. Going in, he
took a more friendly approach.
“I’m motivated for sure,” he said before that game. “It was a couple of
years and a lot of great memories, there’s a lot of good guys there, and
hopefully we’re friends for life. It’s always exciting to play a former team.”
Goalie Philipp Grubauer didn’t start against the Avalanche, the team he
left to sign with the Kraken. Unlike Donskoi, he had a choice to leave.
Hakstol said it’s something they do consider.
“That’s always a piece we look at,” he said of revenge games. “But
ultimately, you make the decision based off what is right for the team in
terms of schedule, performance, everything else comes into play.”

The NHL awarded Seattle a team in 2018, and that created some buzz
around the city. Women’s hockey support also began to emerge. Filardi
and Metsa-Tokila thought, why not us?
“It was challenging in the beginning. We encountered so much stuff like,
before anything happened in person it was really hard to represent
ourselves as a club and get funding and support,” Filardi said. “No one
knew we existed. Existing alumni and people didn’t want to give money
to something that wasn’t real.”
It felt impossible to pitch a tangible product for more than a year, yet
that’s what they had to do. And now, through their efforts, women’s
hockey will happen at UW.
“We didn’t have any roots established around the school,” Metsa-Tokila,
a junior, said. “Coming back and being on campus, it makes me more
motivated to go harder getting things going. We want to get the culture
off the ground.”
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The project went from making a space for women’s hockey players to
fighting for funding, building through a pandemic and becoming part of
the growing Seattle hockey scene. Filardi estimated they’ve raised
around $10,000, and that number is expected to increase every season
to cover jerseys, travel fees and ice time. Most of that money should
come from player dues, she said.
The Kraken’s arrival has helped spike interest for men’s and women’s
club hockey and youth hockey. Part of that is due to the construction of
the Kraken Community Iceplex — the first ice rink in Seattle.
Before the women’s team had players ready, the men’s team had
negotiated ice time at the rink. Coach Matt Cleeton is among four
coaches who have assisted the women’s program, and he helped the
women’s team get ice time.
Getting the ice rink was vital, because a team must establish home ice to
join a conference. The Dec. 4 scrimmage and consistent practices are
part of the next step toward making a bid to join the American Collegiate
Hockey Association within a few years.
“I’m just making sure they can get things like practice jerseys, ice time at
the rink and the leadership meetings,” Cleeton said. “We couldn’t have
in-person meetings from the get-go, so trying to convince people to join
us — some people had never played before, and we’re meeting them
over a Zoom. That made it tricky.”
At the club level, there’s always going to be a talent disparity. Some
played high-school, junior and club hockey, and others are figuring out
the equipment and are at a different skating level.
For now the club wants all interested people to join. Cleeton estimated
that seven or eight players could play now in the ACHA.
That won’t happen soon. They need a few different classes of players,
and that happens over time. This year’s freshmen could be seniors by
the time they’re ready to join a conference.
The Dec. 4 scrimmage is expected to be the first measuring stick.
“We have a lot of girls on the team brand new to the sport,” Filardi said.
“We want some sort of game experience that’s in a safe environment for
them so we can get them ready for competitive games.”
Students’ return to campus this year provided an opportunity to get the
club off the ground. Filardi and Metsa-Tokila were nervous; outside of the
die-hards who already had committed, how many students would join a
club that wasn’t even in a conference?
As it turned out, a lot.
“We had so many people coming up to us and filling out the interest form,
and that helped us a lot,” Metsa-Tokila said. “We had so many girls
coming up to us. We had a first in-person meeting, and maybe 35 girls
showed up, and a good chunk didn’t come back, and that’s because
hockey isn’t super accessible for everybody, and we acknowledged that.
It’s a hard thing to get girls to commit to, because it’s an expensive
sport.”
Metsa-Tokila estimated they had about 10-12 freshmen and a few
sophomores, and they’ll be future leaders as the program builds.
“We had no experience founding a team at all,” Filardi said. “We didn’t
know how to reach out to sponsors or community members and interview
coaches; all of that was learning and planning. We were figuring it as it
goes, writing emails and just kind of always going.”
The Kraken’s arrival also gave them a blueprint on how to create interest
in hockey, even though the resources for both teams are different.
“It’s not where we thought we’d be in the first couple of years,” MetsaTokila said. “When we were finding coaches, some reached out to us on
Instagram just looking for an opportunity. They kind of came to us, and
that was really great.”
That’s how they found Mel White, who has been in a head-coach role
among the group of four, coming from coaching lacrosse at Seattle Prep
High School.

Building a program, especially at the club level, involves adjustments. To
do it within a school and city that had barely been exposed to women’s
hockey was another challenge.
The university has promoted the men’s program, and though it took two
students to bring women’s hockey to the city, the support from the men’s
program, the school and the Iceplex has helped make women’s hockey a
part of Seattle sports.
“We’re in a good place to say, ‘This is what we’ve done now in the past,’ ”
Filardi said. “We’re seeing what went wrong and what we could do better,
and now we’re on track to go a lot smoother than the start of this year.
“We got lucky with everyone here, they’ve thrown themselves into this,
and they believe in us.”
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NHL insider: ‘Relentless’ version of Kraken many expected finally
appeared in 18th game of season

By Geoff Baker

Inside the NHL
For all the late saves made by Kraken goalie Philipp Grubauer in
Sunday’s victory over the Washington Capitals, his biggest of the night
came in the first period.
The Kraken had gotten off to an energetic start. But as has happened too
often, the home side made a mistake — with defenseman Jeremy
Lauzon turning the puck over — and it wound up in the net on
Washington’s first shot.
Unlike previous games, the Kraken didn’t let up. They kept going at the
Capitals determined to make amends. But another turnover, by Morgan
Geekie, in Washington’s end led to a breakaway down the left side by
Connor McMichael, and you could sense an all-too-familiar script playing
out.
Let McMichael score, and the game was over. How did we know? The
Kraken are 0-11-0 when falling behind by two goals, and this practice of
opposing teams capitalizing on every mistake is not one most NHL clubs
can mentally overcome.
But unlike previous efforts, when he had appeared out of position or
simply muffed unscreened shots, Grubauer cut down the angle and
made the kick save needed.
From there, the Kraken, afforded new life by the goaltending they are
supposed to have, kept coming. They quickly tied the score, were
rewarded with a pair of goals just seconds apart in the second period and
never looked back.
Welcome, folks, to the version of the Kraken advertised for months and
that finally appeared in the 18th game. The lazy narrative that it’s OK for
the Kraken to play like an early 1990s expansion team because nobody
expected a repeat of the Vegas Golden Knights going to the Stanley Cup
Final four years ago can finally be retired, as we’ve seen what they
should be.
Nobody expects the Kraken to play for a championship this season. But
nobody that built this team, including an ownership that paid $650 million
for favorable expansion rules enabling it to compete early, expected four
wins the first 17 games.
And had the Kraken more often played as they did Sunday, they’d be
winning roughly as many games as they lose and fighting for a playoff
spot. We saw Sunday what a “relentless” team truly looks like.
Epitomizing the effort was Brandon Tanev, who led a short-handed
charge up the ice in the game’s waning minutes with the Capitals on the
power play trying to overcome a two-goal deficit. Tanev minutes earlier
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had limped to the bench after being struck by a shot, but now, rather than
merely dumping the puck down the ice was carrying it full speed ahead in
what became a dangerous Kraken counterattack.
Again, that’s what relentless looks like. Never affording your opponent a
chance to relax. It was fitting that Yanni Gourde clinched the Kraken
victory with an empty-net goal, because he and Tanev have long
exemplified the relentless approach often missing from the larger group.
So, the goal scoring and prevention could stand to repeat what we saw
against the Capitals.
Look, nobody expects Grubauer to stop every shot, even those deflecting
off his glove the way a third-period goal by Alex Ovechkin did Sunday.
Ovechkin is climbing the NHL’s all-time leaderboard for a reason. Afford
him any opportunity from decent range, and he’ll score even with Terry
Sawchuk, Patrick Roy and Andrei Vasilevskiy tending goal
simultaneously.
Grubauer and backup goalie Chris Driedger are expected to stop more
pucks than they have, even on turnovers, point-blank one-timers and
partial screens. Otherwise, the Kraken could have saved the $9 million
spent on both this season and offered $2 million to two replacement-level
netminders that stop only the shots they’re supposed to while letting
everything else in.
The rest of the Kraken need to help their goalies by not forcing them to
be perfect. They don’t boast a lineup of Ovechkins that score from
anywhere, meaning they must keep skating for 60 minutes to generate
quality chances.
And just as Grubauer picked them up when they allowed a McMichael
counter off aggressive play in the offensive zone, the Kraken need to pick
their netminder up after allowing a goal by scoring some of their own.
Moreover, they need to score when a game is still winnable.
You can toss around the team’s NHL-average 2.8 goals scored per game
from the first 17 contests, like Kraken players do with those celebratory
stuffed mackerel after a rare home win, and claim it’s enough offense.
But the meaning of that nightly average is debatable when inflated by
three goals the final 10 minutes facing a 7-0 deficit vs. Colorado, or two
in the final six minutes when down 3-0 against Chicago, or two the last
11 minutes trailing 3-0 and 4-1 to Minnesota.
Nightly averages won’t show how the Kraken four times fell behind by
two in a loss to Anaheim before countering on each occasion with a goal
but getting no closer. Again, considering the Kraken have lost every
game in which they’ve trailed by two, it’s fair to question whether those
four goals scored against the Ducks merely padded the nightly average
with no serious chance of actually winning.
To recap: All 11 goals by the Kraken in four consecutive losses to open
the homestand came when trailing by two or more and with their ability to
win severely compromised. But sure, they averaged nearly three goals
per game.
Not scoring enough when games are still winnable explains the Kraken
being 0-9-0 when trailing after the first period. A team often scoring two
goals or fewer per night — as the Kraken have in nine games already —
is going to lose, well, pretty much every time.
As the Kraken have in going 0-8-1 in those contests.
So, no, the Kraken haven’t yet been good enough at either putting pucks
into nets or keeping them out.
They were good enough Sunday when playing a full 60-minute,
unrelenting game. Is that high-energy style sustainable over 64
remaining matchups? Probably not. But keep it up over two-thirds of
those, and the Kraken could get close to winning as many as they lose
this season and give fans the competitive team that was touted.
We now know what that competitive Kraken team is supposed to look
like. And though it isn’t necessarily a Stanley Cup finalist, it sure isn’t a 412-1 cellar dweller, either.
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After snapping losing streak, can the Kraken keep their momentum
going?

Lauren Kirschman

Kraken captain Mark Giordano said it in his even-keeled way.
At 38-years-old, Giordano is a long-time NHL veteran. He’s seen it all, so
Seattle’s recent losing streak wasn’t a new experience. He’s been
through difficult stretches before, and he’ll surely see them again.
After the Kraken’s loss to Colorado on Friday — their sixth straight defeat
— Giordano was one of the visibly frustrated players who spoke to
reporters. Asked what he’s learned about losing streaks, he had this to
say:
“Guys are trying to do the right things. Guys are mentally overthinking
things a little bit. But you just have to find a way to get one. I’m telling
you, once we get that one win, it’s gonna loosen guys up a bunch. From
my experience, it’s usually a grind, it’s usually a 2-1 win, it’s usually a
low-scoring game. It’s usually a game where you don’t give up much.”
He was partially right.
Judging by the partially energetic open practice at the Kraken Community
Iceplex on Tuesday, Seattle’s 5-2 win over the Capitals on Sunday
provided a much-needed boost. But the win wasn’t much of a grind. The
teams were tied 1-1 after the first intermission, but the Kraken took
control and a 4-1 lead in the second period.
No matter how it happened, the losing streak is over. After six straight
losses and eight defeats in nine games, the Kraken earned a win on
Sunday for the first time since Nov. 4 against Buffalo. While head coach
Dave Hakstol has praised the Kraken’s ability to bounce back after the
losses, it’s easier to return to the ice after a victory.
“It’s fun to win, right?” Hakstol said after practice. “You’re able to go
home and enjoy not only your teammates but a little bit of family time and
breathe a little bit. I think it’s very, very important.
“In terms of atmosphere for our group, it really hasn’t varied very much.
This group has always showed up at the rink the following day with good
perspective and great work ethic. In saying that, it’s always nicer to do
that after a win.”
Now that the slide has ended, the focus shifts to this — can the Kraken
turn one victory into two? Can they counter the extended streak of losses
with a few consecutive wins? It won’t be an easy task with an
exceptionally difficult stretch on the horizon.
The Kraken will close out their six-game home stand on Wednesday
night against the Carolina Hurricanes, who are in first place in the
Metropolitan Division and have the best record in the NHL (14-2-1). After
that, Seattle will head on the road for four straight games against Tampa
Bay, Florida, Buffalo and Detroit. Florida is in first place in the Atlantic
Division while Tampa Bay is third.
“Never underestimate any team that’s coming in,” Hakstol said. “But look
at our stretch here, the past few games and the week ahead. You can
take a look at that schedule and it’s pretty challenging. One opportunity
at a time.”
The Kraken remain in last place in the Pacific Division with 11 points. It’s
still early in the season, but if Seattle is going to meaningfully turn the
season around, it will have to start soon.
“At the end of the day, it’s an 82-game season,” said forward Morgan
Geekie. “We lost (six) in a row and obviously that’s a tough stretch for us.
But if you look at it, we got 75 more games to go after that. I think it’s just
about resetting every night you can.
“That’s the best part about this league is you’ll have to go back out the
next day and probably the day after. It’s good to get a win and keep that
momentum going and start growing as a team.”
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Should you be skeptical or optimistic about Seattle Kraken after latest
win?

BY ANDY EIDE

Nothing cures what ails more than a big win and the Seattle Kraken
certainly were feeling better after Sunday’s 5-2 win against the
Washington Capitals.
Schwartz, Seattle Kraken top Capitals 5-2 to end six-game skid
The win snapped a six-game losing streak that was nothing but
miserable and was starting to wear on the Kraken players. Frustration
was showing for the Seattle Kraken, but the team met together on
Saturday and made sure they were all on the same page before Sunday.
“Everybody wants it, everybody is working hard,” goalie Philipp Grubauer
said. “Sometimes you’re working hard but not smart enough. So, we had
a couple of conversations. It’s kind of embarrassing to lose six in a row at
home… we wanted to come out and give the fans what they want. We
need those points.”
Grubauer was center stage Sunday, playing his best game of the year by
kicking away 37 shots, including 22 in the third period. He wasn’t
understating anything when he mentioned how valuable the two points
were for the Kraken.
They improved their record to 5-12-1 and their 11 points have them one
point clear of the Western Conference cellar. It’s still early and 18 games
into an 82-game schedule is no time to wave the white flag of surrender,
however, the Kraken need to start banking points if they want to stay
within sight of a playoff berth.
Going into play Monday, Seattle was 10 points out of the last wild card
spot in the West with six teams ahead of them.
Was Sunday’s win a sign that the team has solved its issues? Or was it
just a fluke win against a good team that was playing the second of a
back-to-back on the road? Are you optimistic about the Kraken or
skeptical?
What the skeptics might say
If you see the glass half empty, Sunday night may not have swayed your
view of the Kraken.
Yes, they won, but they’ve still 2-8-0 in their last 10 games and in last
place in the Pacific Division. Seattle is too far behind to be able to get
into any kind of playoff race.
While Grubauer was great Sunday, he’s still sporting a .882 save
percentage and allowing over three goals per game on average. He
simply hasn’t been good enough to win on a consistent basis.
The Kraken scored five goals, but one was in the empty net and the team
still struggles to score. Even the three goals they scored against
Colorado came after the team was down 7-0 and were in garbage time.
Seattle isn’t scoring enough to be a team in the playoff hunt.
All of these struggles are the fault of general manager Ron Francis for
screwing up the NHL Expansion Draft. Look at how well Vegas did in its
first season.

Obviously, Grubauer has not played his best so far, but Sunday gave us
a glimpse of how good he can be. His save percentage is low, but he’s
never been below .916 in any full season he’s played. Coming to a new
team and new system it’s taken him time to adjust. He’s starting to learn
where his teammates are going to be and more importantly, where to
expect shots from.
Sunday was a sign that it’s coming together for him. He went through a
similar start during his first season in Colorado back in 2018-2019. Fans
and media were aiming their complaints at him, but he turned it around
and ended with an 18-9-5 record and .917 save percentage. He can do
the same for the Kraken.
Seattle is among the NHL leaders when it comes to suppressing quality
shots and chances against. With Grubauer back in form, it’s going to be
harder to score against the Kraken.
The Kraken are averaging 2.89 goals per game which are 18th in the
league. They’re averaging more than the Toronto Maple Leafs with their
three stars, and the Stanley Cup contending New York Islanders. They
create far more scoring chances, and high danger scoring chances than
they allow.
Yes, they need to capitalize more on those chances but that will come.
As long as the chances keep coming the goals should follow. Calle
Jarnkrok scored his first on Sunday and Colin Blackwell scored his first
on Friday. Those are good signs as both players have the potential to be
20-goal players.
It’s easy to second guess the picks Francis made during the Expansion
Draft. Why didn’t he select Carey Price or Vladimir Tarasenko? Price has
a huge salary hit and has yet to play a game this season after a year
where his save percentage was below the league average. While
Tarasenko might help with goal scoring, his $7.5 million salary would
have an opportunity cost that would cut into adding depth players.
The game plan heading into the Draft was to pick a team that would be
solid defensively, get good goaltending, and leave the Kraken with salary
cap flexibility.
Francis has a team that is not allowing a lot of chances against. If the
goaltending comes around as it should then he’ll have exactly the type of
team he wanted.
He has cap flexibility with just over $8 million in cap space along with
nine players in the last year of their contracts. The Kraken could add
salary at the trade deadline or during free agency in the off-season.
Seattle is positioned to compete for the long term.
The road ahead
“Tonight is one win so we’re not going to get ahead of ourselves here,”
Kraken coach Dave Hakstol said Sunday night. “My feeling is that this
should give us a burst and a real push as we go into a tough stretch.”
Seattle will host the Carolina Hurricanes Wednesday before back-to-back
road games against Tampa Bay on Friday and the Florida Panthers on
Saturday. Three teams whose combined records going into Monday’s
games are 37-8-6.
It’s a stretch that will teach us a lot about Seattle and maybe whether the
skeptics or optimists are right.
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Yanni Gourde is eager to return to Tampa after an emotional goodbye:
‘There were a lot of tears dropped’

How the optimist looks at the Kraken
If you’re an optimist you probably take a more Zen-like, calm approach to
the start of the season.
To begin with, 18 games is far too small of a sample size to have hot
takes about how terrible everything is. There are 64 games left in the
season and plenty of time to make up ground.

By Joe Smith Nov 23, 2021

SEATTLE — The Lightning used the theme “Last Day of School” to
motivate them on their Stanley Cup run in the summer, knowing some
familiar faces soon would be gone due to the salary cap.
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And the most symbolic moment, the most emotional goodbye, might
have come late during Yanni Gourde’s Cup party in mid-August.

“I thought there was a chance it was going to be my only NHL game,”
Gourde said. “It was an amazing moment. I’ll cherish that day forever.”

There were approximately 50 people, mostly family and friends, under a
big white tent at the Sugar Shack in Saint-Narcisse, Quebec. Gourde had
hosted some people at his house earlier that day. Then they took
hockey’s holy grail to his favorite restaurant. But the night party was
when it started to hit home for Gourde.

You really thought it might be your only NHL game?

When the tears started flowing.
The guests were having drinks and eating some appetizers from the
Gourdes’ go-to Italian spot, the one that catered their wedding and all
major events. That’s when Gourde’s wife, Marie, stood in front of the
group and delivered a short but sweet speech. As Gourde’s highlights
from his Lightning days splashed across the big-screen TV, from his first
NHL goals to his hits to his Game 7 winner, Marie thanked everyone for
supporting Yanni’s journey. The undersized undrafted forward went from
playing in the Cow Palace to hoisting the Stanley Cup — twice. It was a
hell of a ride.
“Now,” she said, “we’re starting a new chapter.”
Gourde had been selected by the Seattle Kraken in the expansion draft a
few weeks earlier. The family had packed up their Davis Islands home
and planned to fly out to Seattle after the Cup party. This felt like
Gourde’s last day with Tampa Bay. There was a Lightning flag up for
most of the party, but after Marie’s speech, they took it down, as Green
Day’s “Good Riddance” played from the speakers.
It’s something unpredictable
But in the end, it’s right
I hope you had the time of your life
After Marie’s father and his best friend took down the Lightning flag, they
put up a Kraken flag, and the music changed to a song by Seattle native
Macklemore, “Glorious.”
“It was definitely emotional,” Gourde told The Athletic. “It was a beautiful
message in her speech. There were a lot of tears dropped that night.
“It hit me harder than I thought.”
A Seattle Kraken flag is raised at Yanni Gourde’s Cup party. (Courtesy of
Marie Gourde)
Imagine how it’ll feel for Gourde Friday night when he returns to Amalie
Arena to face the Lightning for the first time. He’s thought about it a lot. “I
can’t wait,” he said. As we chatted a few weeks ago in Seattle, sitting
down in the hallway of Climate Pledge Arena, Gourde’s eyes got a little
watery. Gourde, Marie and their 3-1/2-year-old daughter, Emma, are
getting used to their new life in the Seattle suburbs. The rain. Pike Place
Market. The rain. He loves his new team, his new teammates and the
fans that have welcomed him.
But as Gourde prepares to come back to Tampa — Marie and Emma are
coming, too — he tries to explain how it’ll feel.

“You never know,” he said. “At that point, I was 25 years old. It was my
first game. You never know what will happen. You show up for a spot,
you don’t know how you’ll perform, if you’re going to seize it, what is
going to happen. You make the most of it every time you’re on the ice.
I’m really happy how it turned out.”
You see, this is what endeared Gourde to Lightning fans. He had an
infectious, relentless energy every game, which he played like it was his
last. He was always smiling, even when he was fighting. He was the
underdog, the everyman, with him and Marie — his high school
sweetheart who he met while pestering her in math class — moving a
half dozen times around the country to chase his dream. From
Victoriaville to Worcester to San Francisco to Kalamazoo. They’d pack
Marie’s BMW to the brim.
“I’m an expert packer,” Gourde said. “What’s that game called, ‘Tetris?’
It’s like that. I can make anything fit.”
Marie and Yanni Gourde, and their daughter, Emma. (Courtesy of Marie
Gourde)
Gourde fit in perfectly with the Lightning. His call-up during the 2016-17
season solidified his spot, earning him his first one-way deal, a two-year,
$2 million contract. During the next training camp, however, he still
stayed in the hotel. He wasn’t taking anything for granted. “I have to earn
it,” he said.
When GM Julien BriseBois and former GM Steve Yzerman acquired or
drafted a player, they’d always ask, “Is he a Bolt?” They want
competitive, smart, hard-working players with strong character. And
Gourde fit their DNA, he personified their identity.
The Lightning don’t win back-to-back championships without Gourde’s
line, with Barclay Goodrow and Blake Coleman, which they are still trying
to replace.
“All the credit goes to him,” BriseBois said of Gourde. “He believed
throughout that he would get here and be a player at this level. And he
never quit. He could have decided, ‘I’m going to Europe to make more
money. That’s my lot in pro hockey.’ He decided not to. He decided to
stick with it, working on his game.
“We have a few examples in our organization, going as far back as Marty
St. Louis, of underrated and undersized players in the NHL. Yanni is an
inspiration. If you put in the work, you believe and you don’t quit, it can
pay off and eventually pay out.”
The Gourdes settled into Tampa Bay. They bought a home in Davis
Islands, near teammates such as Steven Stamkos, Victor Hedman,
Ondrej Palat and Ryan Callahan. They had their first child, Emma, and
celebrated their first Christmas as parents. Gourde, who considers
himself a handyman, worked on many house projects during the
pandemic.

“That’s going to be a lot of fun,” he said. “It’s going to be fun battling my
old teammates. I can’t wait to see the fans and play in front of them
again. Tampa Bay Lightning, they were very good to me. I’m fortunate to
have a great setup now.

“Tampa was definitely our home,” Marie said.

“But definitely Tampa Bay Lightning fans have a special place in my
heart.”

BriseBois let Gourde know that he had been selected by the Kraken in
the expansion draft, which would be televised that night.

I asked Gourde what his favorite memories in Tampa were over the last
six seasons.

Gourde experienced a ton of emotions. Sadness in the idea of leaving his
teammates, his friends, his city. Excitement over what the Kraken were
building. Anxiousness about the upcoming cross-country move.

He brought up the Cup wins, of course. The boat parades, in which
Gourde was notoriously shirtless. His first NHL goal, and his shorthanded
goal (the winner) in Game 7 against the Islanders.
But Gourde thought back to the beginning, to his NHL debut back on
Dec. 15, 2015. It was his 24th birthday, and he joined the team in
Toronto for the game against the Leafs. Marie flew in, as did his parents.
Gourde wore No. 65 and he played just 10 shifts (6 minutes, 55
seconds). But he savored each one, calling it a dream come true.

Yanni and Marie were at Fresh Kitchen in Tampa July 21 when they got
a life-changing call.

“I feel like the previous 24 hours it was like, ‘OK, it might happen, so
when it happens let’s be prepared,” Marie said. “But we were excited to
go, sad to leave Tampa. It was very bittersweet.”
Gourde had been given a heads-up a few days earlier by BriseBois that
he would be left unprotected. He was told Seattle was looking at him,
Palat and Alex Killorn as likely picks, so the three teammates started a
group text to ask each other if they heard anything. Marie did the same
with Palat’s wife and Killorn’s girlfriend.
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Once they found out the Kraken were asking for Gourde’s medical
information — he had shoulder surgery two days before the expansion
draft — they knew he was likely gone.
“Everything happened so fast,” Gourde said.
Two days later, Gourde was at Target shopping for packing supplies
when his phone buzzed. It was Lightning owner Jeff Vinik, who called to
thank him for everything. They reminisced for a bit.
“It was definitely flattering,” Gourde said. “He’s been tremendous for my
family, for our organization. It meant a lot that he called and thanked me
for what I’ve done over the years and I thanked him because he’s been
an awesome owner. It was flattering that I meant a lot to them.”
When Vinik hosted a Cup ring party at his house last month, those
players no longer on the team each sent in video messages, including
Coleman, Goodrow and Tyler Johnson. Gourde, of course, was among
the most memorable. “I was just being myself,” he said, smiling. “It was
more about how it was presented, than the message.”
Was your shirt off?
“That’s a good question,” Gourde said, laughing. “Definitely off.”
“It was fitting,” Vinik said. “Because the last time I saw him he was
shirtless, in front of the stage at Julian B. Lane Park.”
That was the site of the Lightning’s Cup rally in July. It was after the boat
parade, and there was a huge rainstorm. Yet there was Gourde sliding
on a dolly in front of the stage as the crowd roared. Gourde said he found
the dolly near the stairs at the stage. “I figured the fans liked it, so I’ll give
it one more run on the stage,” he said. “It was a blast.”
Marie wasn’t there for the rally, having brought Emma home early. But
she kept getting direct messages on social media from people with
photos of Yanni sliding on the dolly. “I’m like, ‘Oh my God.'” She said her
father suggested having a dolly for Gourde’s Cup day in Quebec.
“You know,” Marie says, “When you win the Cup, you can do it your
way.”
Yanni and Marie Gourde celebrate with the Stanley Cup. (Courtesy of
Marie Gourde)
Gourde and his family have embraced their new life in Seattle.
They’re renting a home in the suburb of Bellevue, which is 10 minutes
outside the city.
They’ve gone to the iconic Pike Place Market on the waterfront. They’ve
had coffee at the original Starbucks. They’ve had fish and chips on the
pier. “I really want to try the Space Needle,” Marie said.
They found that Halloween wasn’t quite as much of a big deal in Bellevue
as it was in Davis Islands, though the family dressed up for the occasion.
Emma was a witch. Yanni and Marie were Team Rocket from Pokemon.
Their 100-pound Bernese Mountain Dog, Savi, is digging the colder
weather.
“She’s feeling at home,” Marie said.
The Kraken were extremely helpful with all their new players, offering an
80-page PDF guide that listed everything from neighborhoods and
restaurants to pediatricians, dry cleaners and more. Marie joined the
Kraken wives’ group chat, with the group already having gotten together
for a couple hikes.
Gourde, already depended on to be an alternate captain, has felt
comfortable with his new teammates.
“It was tough leaving that group we had in Tampa, such a tight group,”
Gourde said. “We’ll be bonded for life. You’re nervous because you’re
going to a new team, but at the end of the day, hockey guys are all the
same. Everyone was coming here with the same scenario, basically not
knowing anyone. It was new for everyone and we grew closer because of
that.”
The Kraken (5-12-1) are off to a rough start, sitting at the bottom of the
Pacific Division standings. It’s a new position for Gourde to be in, having
played for a perennial contender the last six years. But coach Dave

Hakstol said Gourde will play a huge role in building the culture and
identity of the expansion team.
“It’s a bigger opportunity, bigger role,” Gourde said. “I want to embrace
that. I want to make the most of it. It’s definitely different. I was more of a
behind-the-scenes guy in Tampa, a few layers behind. But this is
definitely enjoyable and a lot of fun.”
Marie said they still get messages from Lightning fans on social media,
photos of Tampa Bay fans who bought Gourde’s Kraken jerseys. “We
really miss them,” Marie said. “And we can’t wait to see them.” Gourde
still keeps in touch with former Lightning teammates and pays attention
to their games. He and Marie were at dinner recently when they saw clips
of Anthony Cirelli’s bloody nose after getting a puck to the face. “Yanni
was like, ‘Oh my God, what happened?'” Marie said. “He was worried.”
Marie and Emma are flying to Tampa this week to be there for Gourde’s
return to Amalie. “I wouldn’t miss it,” Marie said. Perhaps they’ll stop by
their old neighborhood, their old house. The Gourdes sold their home to
Zach Bogosian, leaving the trampoline and jungle gym up, knowing that
his kids would put them to good use. “I knew they’d keep building
memories,” she said.
The Gourdes are building another Davis Islands home, which they plan
to sell, but it’s been fun for them to get photo updates from the Palats.
They’re excited for a reunion Friday at the game, where there no doubt
will be an emotional Yanni video tribute and a standing ovation. “I
definitely love the fans,” Gourde said. “We wouldn’t have been able to
win two Stanley Cups without them. They definitely like the old ‘Gourdo,’
and I like them too. They were amazing to me and I’ll forever be grateful
for that.”
It turns out the toughest fan to convert has been their daughter, Emma.
“It took a while for her to understand that we don’t say, ‘Let’s go
Lightning!’ Marie said. “We say ‘Let’s go Kraken!'”
“She’s getting there. We all are.”
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Speechless in Seattle? It’s actually the opposite for John Forslund and
J.T. Brown

By Ryan S. Clark Nov 23, 2021

Practically every Seattle Kraken fan knows about the broadcasting duo of
J.T. Brown and John Forslund by now.
But they might not know who Trevor Bray is, and she prefers it that way.
Bray is the Kraken’s broadcast manager and she also serves as Brown
and Forslund’s producer during those broadcasts. She knows the
nuances of the Brown-Forslund partnership better than anyone.
One moment in particular reinforced Bray’s belief in the pair.
“Something we’ve been telling J.T. is that it’s the why, not the what,” Bray
said. “Tell us why that happened. There was one play where I really saw
it come out of J.T. I forget who it was but someone set up (Jordan)
Eberle for a goal. As a fan, if you are a casual fan and don’t know
hockey, you would have thought that player missed the net and that
Eberle got the rebound and scored. But J.T. broke it down and said, ‘No,
that is not what he was doing. He wasn’t trying to score. He was
intentionally setting Eberle up to come in and get the goal.’
“That was the moment where I realized J.T. got it. We saw the obvious
happen, but J.T. showed us what we saw is not what actually happened.”
Welcome to a behind-the-scenes glimpse into the burgeoning television
broadcast partnership that is hellbent on someday becoming the best in
the entire NHL.
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It’s the commitment to a craft that sees them arrive at the rink nearly four
hours before puck drop. It’s the way someone still learning can find
comfort next to someone who wants to teach and is willing to learn
himself despite his accomplishments. It’s the way they can both wear a
blue suit and a pink tie, yet can offer enough differences — like Brown’s
nose ring — to where their individual sense of style can collectively
operate. It’s the way they can bond over being smart asses about any
subject while possessing a thoughtfulness that has already endeared
them to one another.
Few, if any, could predict exactly what would happen when the time
came for Brown and Forslund to start calling games together. Although,
the decision made by the Kraken’s executives to pair a relatively young
retired NHL player alongside a distinguished veteran who is arguably the
sport’s premier play-by-play broadcaster created a sense of intrigue.
So far, the results have created a soundtrack that has navigated the first
few months of an expansion team’s existence while balancing several
items in the process.

“He told me, ‘Relax. Just call the game how you see it. There is a reason
you are in this is position. They want you. They want J.T. Brown to come
out while you are doing the call.'”
Offering that sort of support just minutes into meeting each other is how
the trust between Brown and Forslund started. And while that might
sound simple, there are times when broadcasting partnerships do not
have that quality.
Bray was able to provide more insight into how on-air partnerships vary
in scope. She was at ESPN when the Kraken approached her about
joining the organization with the idea that managing the TV broadcast
would be among her primary duties. Bray’s time in the industry has
allowed her to gain an insight into how what the audience witnesses on
TV is not all that it appears to be in real life. She has been around
broadcasts teams that get along while being around those who can fake
a friendship on camera only to go their separate ways once the red light
is off.

Brown and Forslund have found ways to speak to the new fan while not
losing the ones who have been in place for a while. They have found the
necessary avenues to make a Kraken game — regardless of the result
— compelling, entertaining, informative and above all, original as if what
they are doing has not been done before.

“While J.T. respects John being Hall of Famer one day in the broadcast
world, John has that equal respect for J.T. for being someone who just
came off the ice and he is still taking off his laces,” Bray said. “We’re all
able to just trust each other to do each other’s jobs. As a Patriots fan, I
think of Bill Belichick where if you do your single job, if you just worry
about what you have to do, then the whole product will come together.”

“What we do not only is what you see on the air but there is a day-to-day
existence, camaraderie and trust and chemistry,” Forslund said. “All of
that has to be built. I only know one what to do it and that’s with personal
relationships. How you form a personal relationship is you get to know
someone, slowly and right away, I told J.T., ‘I’m an open book for you if
you want. If you don’t, that’s OK. But I will always be there.'”

Nothing about what they have done to this point is close to the finished
product. But the trust Brown and Forslund have developed can be seen
for anyone who views them in a booth when the camera is not recording.
They constantly talk about the lineup at practice and make notes about
who does what. At the morning skate, they are studying the line
combinations and defensive pairings.

Before they were coming live to homes all across the Pacific Northwest,
their first broadcast together was a technological marvel. Forslund was
traveling the nation while he was doing games for NBC while Brown was
playing in Sweden. The team hired now-Kraken TV host Ross Fletcher
as a freelance consultant to create a demo opportunity for Brown and
Forslund to do a game together.

Their workspace in the booth comes with a sense of order. Both of them
have copious amounts of notes detailing who knows what. Regardless,
they both have a pen nearby in the event they need to take more notes
or make adjustments to the ones they already have.

Fletcher, a former BBC soccer commentator who later became the voice
of the Seattle Sounders, had Brown and Forslund put together a demo
over an NHL game. It came with the stipulation that they could do
homework about the teams playing in the game. But they could not
actually watch the game until it came time to record the demo that would
determine whether or not this was going to work.
“The night before, JT and I sat on Zoom,” Fletcher said. “He was on his
couch in Sweden and we spent an hour going over the basics. It is really
important when someone is doing something for the first time that you do
not go into too much detail. You are going to fill their head with too much
stuff. The things we touched on were the basics like if you are on TV,
follow the lead of the play-by-play broadcaster. Do not talk over them. Do
not shout over a goal call. You also go over little things like we want to
hear why something happened. The play-by-play announcer will give us
the what. We needed J.T. to give us the why and the how.”
What stood out to Fletcher was Brown’s curiosity. He asked Fletcher
what to do in certain situations. A day later, Fletcher was left impressed
with how Brown absorbed that information and how it reflected within the
broadcast.
Still, there were some nerves on Brown’s end going into the broadcast.
He said his feelings were centered around being perfect and not having a
broadcast that features one error, let alone several. He joked that it was
basically trying to be the best at something he has never done before.
Something that gave Brown comfort was receiving a piece of advice from
Forslund, whom he was meeting for the first time when they did their
broadcast.
“I think he has done an amazing job of making me feel more comfortable
and that even if you make a mistake, it is not the end of the world,”
Brown said. “I think him being like that mentor has been good for the
nerves on that side. It’s not like, ‘Oh, I am getting to work with John and I
gotta worry about messing up and I don’t want to step on his toes.’ He’s
been very good with me and teaching me even from the start.

Yet those methods still produce what is a physically different result.
Brown is the smoother of the two when a game is happening. He stands
and leans on the long platform in the booth. His voice can be heard on
TV, but the trained ear must really concentrate upon what he is saying
because the sound of the Climate Pledge Arena crowd does provide
competition for who can be louder.
Forslund, however, is always animated. His arms are always moving and
he leans on the platform to the point it looks like he might make the eightfoot fall that separates the broadcast booth from the press row. The voice
so many have come to know is so powerful that those around him could
just close their eyes and still receive a full assessment of what is
happening at that moment.
It all comes back to the subtle differences. Both will wear a black tie, it’s
just that Brown’s will have miniature ‘Black Panther’ logos because he is
such a massive fan of the movie and also wanted to look stylish.
Forslund will wear a pair of brown, dress casual shoes with a blue suit
while Brown will go with a pair of all-white Adidas. Forslund’s glasses are
part of his trademark look much in the same way Brown has a nose ring,
which might make him the first NHL analyst to do a game while wearing
one during a broadcast.
J.T. Brown and John Forslund (Ryan S. Clark / The Athletic)
“When they started the marry the two of us together and how we are
going to dress, the one thing I wanted to make sure and say it politely to
people, “I’m John and this is J.T.,'” Forslund said. “J.T. can pull all of that
off and John can’t.”
Hold up! Is John Forslund not confident in his ability to pull off a nose
ring?
“No chance!” Forslund said. “No chance! But the part of that is we can be
genuine and authentic.”
Style is only part of the equation. There are also the technical aspects of
the job as well. Forslund is the one responsible for leading the
conversation. Certain characteristics such as his delivery and tone are
essential to the broadcast. The key for Brown or any analyst is finding the
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perfect opening to insert context in a way that offers more detail but
without being distractingly invasive.
Matching suits or not, that is why Brown and Forslund understand what it
means to work in sync. In order for that to happen, there will be moments
when Forslund takes the time to tap Brown on the shoulder as a cue for
him to speak if that is needed.
“That timing piece is actually the hardest part about it,” Brown said. “You
never want to be talking over John when something happens. But I do
want to bring something to the broadcast that is different but you’re trying
to find that time. The best time is in between the blue lines or right
outside the top of the circles. I’ve played enough to know at least when a
real scoring chance is going to come! So I am trying to do that and make
sure you get right to the point.”
Knowing Brown is working toward perfecting his craft is what makes
certain moments with Forslund entertaining for anyone watching them
before they go on air. Forslund does promo reads, and some of them are
recorded before the game. Where Brown has fun is marveling at how
Forslund nails every single one of those reads in a way that makes
Brown smile and immediately shout, “There he goes! One Take John!”
If there is anyone who thinks there is not an art to what Brown and
Forslund do for a living, well, Bray has an answer for that.
“Get on Twitter and read what people have to say!” Bray said with a
laugh. “Not by any means are they experts half the time when I am
seeing these negative tweets. Or I would say put your phone on record
and you try and do it. … It’s very difficult to talk about something like
hockey with how fast of a sport it is. You’ve got bright lights in your face
and if you mess up, you know it is going to be on Twitter. I think it’s being
able to speak eloquently and, not everyone has that skill.”
Perhaps the greatest sign of their partnership might be the days when
they are not together. There have been times when Forslund was unable
to attend practice yet Brown is texting him everything that is happening.
“Everything to me is just natural and that is what makes it so fun,” Brown
said. “I just try to take as much time as I can to soak up his information
as possible and on the other side, I think he likes hearing from my side
from when I was playing or what does a player think about when they are
in this position. I think we have a good dynamic of he’s done this job for a
very long time and he’s become one of the best, if not, the best in the
NHL and I want to be around him. I want to pick his brain on hockey on
what he has seen or on the broadcast side to learn and just keep growing
from what he has learned.”
Another detail of their relationship only those close to them know is that
Forslund is extremely protective of Brown. Forslund is unabashed about
how much he loves being around Brown and how their friendship has
brought him new life. In fact, there was a day when Brown sat net to
Forslund and Forslund shared how he is constantly telling his wife how
being with Brown has energized him in a way for which is eternally
grateful.
The reasons behind why Forslund is so protective of Brown goes back to
one of the items that makes their broadcast different from others in the
NHL.
“It’s because I believe in our partnership. I believe in the barrier that has
been crossed here with him and with Everett (Fitzhugh). It’s about time,”
said Forslund, who began choking up while speaking. “I don’t want
anyone to mess with that. In a business where people can get real
vicious on Twitter and people within our business can think different
things, I am just going to make sure we’re A-caliber all the way. We still
got a ways to go, both of us do together to get that. But I hope that we
are together for a long time.”
As a sport, hockey is still grappling with what it means to have diversity
on or off the ice. Having two figures such as Brown and Fitzhugh offers
the Kraken an opportunity to achieve a number of items. Featuring them
in prominent roles allows the organization to potentially recruit new fans
to the game by having two individuals who look like the target audience
this game has struggled to reach in previous decades for one reason or
another.
“When you look at it from hockey’s perspective, it’s time,” Forslund said.
“There’s got to be a Black head coach some day. There’s going to be

upper management. The pool isn’t big, because there haven’t been a lot
of players. But we’re getting there. In order to get there, we need to see
situations like this. I know for this franchise and for him, he is going to be
a beacon in the community. He is going to have all of that going for him
and I see that as really important.
“That is why I am protective of that.”
Bray said Forslund’s protective nature is something she really respects
when it comes to what she has seen of their partnership. Bray said she
and Forslund have discussed hiring a between-the-benches analyst.
“I immediately call John every time I think I’ve got somebody,” Bray
shared. “He’ll say, ‘I don’t know. I don’t want that person stepping on
J.T.’s toes.’ It’s very endearing how protective he is of J.T. and how close
they have become and so quickly.”
November only has but a week left and this is what they have
accomplished to this point in their relationship. That is why Bray and
Fletcher speak so fondly about what they have seen because they know
it is only going to get better. They have watched two people who were
not even friends a year ago immediately form a partnership that has seen
them guide fans through a COVID-19 outbreak, the first win in franchise
history, the first win at Climate Pledge, the pains of a six-game losing
streak and a relief that comes when that streak has ended.
Both Brown and Forslund know their broadcast is only going to get better
and that excites them. Simply getting better, however, is not what drives
them.
So, what is the engine that powers the NHL’s newest TV duo? It’s simple.
They want to be the best. Period.
“I feel like we get along really well and it’s not forced,” Brown said. “It’s
what makes our broadcast good and it’s what’s going to make it even
better down the line. It’s just natural and I think that is what contributes to
how and why hopefully we’re going to have the best broadcast in all the
NHL. For us, it’s natural.”
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Flyers can’t solve Lightning’s goalie in 4-0 loss

by Giana Han
Published Nov 23, 2021

TAMPA, Fla. — Five days after the Flyers pushed the Stanley Cup
champions to a shootout, they suffered a 4-0 loss to the same team.
Just as the Flyers did on their home ice against the Lightning last
Thursday, the Tampa Bay Lightning didn’t hesitate to score Tuesday
night. Zach Bogosian scored within three minutes Tuesday and the
visiting team was never able to respond. The Flyers extended their first
losing streak of the season to three games.
The Flyers generated dangerous chances by passing the puck low and
outshot the Lightning 12-6 the rest of the first period. However, some of
those passes weren’t clean, and the shots were all stopped by Andrei
Vasilevskiy, whom coach Alain Vigneault called the “best goaltender in
the world.” Vasilevskiy finished with 34 saves as he registered his first
shutout of the season.
“For the last 30 minutes of the game, we weren’t very good,” Vigneault
said. “Our passing game was off. Created a numerous amount of gradeA opportunities for them.”
After another Flyers power play failed to create momentum, Steven
Stamkos scored the Lightning’s second goal on a rebound after a scrum
down low. The Flyers then let another power play pass by, and three
minutes later, the Lightning scored their third goal of the game.
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The Flyers have come out strong in the third period lately, but couldn’t
maintain that as the Lightning kept up the momentum and scored a fourth
goal on the night.
With Kevin Hayes injured again, the Flyers were already short a center.
Shortly after the puck dropped against the Lightning, Derick Brassard,
the fill-in second-line center, disappeared into the locker room. The
Flyers announced he had a lower-body injury and was questionable to
return.

After the loss, the Flyers immediately flew to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., for
Wednesday’s game against the Florida Panthers. The Panthers won the
teams’ first meeting, 4-2 on Oct. 23. “One positive is we’re playing again
tomorrow,” Vigneault said. “So you’ve got to have a short memory, get
back at it, and get going tomorrow.”
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The last time the Flyers played the Lightning, Brassard assisted on two of
the three goals. He also scored the only two goals for the Flyers in their
last game, a 5-2 loss to the Boston Bruins.
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“Brass is a huge part of our team for sure,” goalie Carter Hart said. “It’s
unfortunate. I hope he’s OK, and I hope he can play [Wednesday at the
Florida Panthers]. But we just need guys to step up and fill in for his role.”

Flyers to face shorthanded Lightning, with Brayden Point, Nikita
Kucherov out injured

With Brassard out, the remaining centers had to put in some extra
minutes. Both Sean Couturier and Scott Laughton played with Cam
Atkinson and Giroux, Brassard’s linemates. The lines continued to shift
as the game went on, with not only the centers changing but the wings as
well.
None of the combinations provided an offensive spark, and the Flyers
went goal-less for the third time this season.
Bottom pair, bottom line
Two of the Lightning’s three goals, the first and the third, came while the
Flyers’ fourth line was on the ice. The first and second goals came while
the Flyers’ third defensive pairing was on the ice.
This has been a theme all season. When Zack MacEwen and Nate
Thompson have skated with each other on the fourth line (which has
included a rotating cast on the left), teams have scored seven goals.
When Keith Yandle and Nick Seeler have been the team’s third pair, as
they were to start this game, teams have scored 10 goals. Four have
been scored when all four of them are on the ice together.
Yandle is now minus-9 for the season while Seeler is minus-5.
Thompson and Oskar Lindblom, who started on the fourth line, are each
minus-6, while MacEwen is minus-5.
Where’s the offense?
The entirety of the Flyers offense in the last two games went into the
locker room in the first period. Brassard has now scored the only two
goals over the Flyers’ last two games. Flyers opponents have scored
nine goals in that time frame.
In the last 10 games, the Flyers have been outscored by 27-18. They
have not scored more than three goals in that stretch, and they’ve scored
more than two only twice (one of which included an empty-netter). While
14 players have scored a goal this season, only three have scored in the
last two games, and they’ve accounted for five goals.
The scoring may be spread through the team, but not many are
consistently producing. This season, only six players have scored more
than three goals. Only eight have scored more than one. Thirty-two of the
team’s 43 goals on the season have been scored by the top-six forwards.
Against the Lightning, MacEwen, who has played on the Flyers’ fourth
line, not only had the second-most shots on goal but also had the most
dangerous chances. Vigneault called him a “positive note” of the night.
“Guys made good plays to me,” MacEwen said. “I think obviously you
want to finish some of those. It’s one thing getting chances, but when
they start going in, that’s a different story. I just think it’s something for
me to build off of. And obviously, this was not the result we were looking
for.”
The Flyers finished with just one fewer shot on goal than the Lightning’s
35, but the quality of the Flyers’ shots was not as high.
What’s next

Philadelphia Flyers

by Olivia Reiner
Published Nov 23, 2021

When the two-time defending Stanley Cup champion Tampa Bay
Lightning take the ice against the Flyers for the second time in six days
on Tuesday night, they’ll do so without one of their best players, center
Brayden Point.
After sustaining an upper-body injury on Saturday against the New
Jersey Devils when he crashed into the boards, Point is out of the lineup
for four to six weeks, the Lightning announced on Tuesday. In his last
outing against the Flyers, Point registered a goal and also scored in the
second round of the shootout to lead the Lightning to a 4-3 victory.
Even without Point and winger Nikita Kucherov, who is also out with a
long-term injury, the Lightning boast a formidable roster, as well as a
challenging environment for visiting teams at Amalie Arena.
“This building’s a tough building to come and play,” captain Claude
Giroux said. “But, for us, it’s about focusing on our game, focusing on
what we have to do. And if we play the way we want to, we’re just right
there. We’ll give ourselves a chance to win.”
Goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy (.917 save percentage, 2.38 goals-against
average) will get the start in net against the Flyers. He has won six
straight regular-season starts against the Flyers — his last regularseason loss to them came on Dec. 29, 2017.
Leading up to Tuesday night’s game, coach Alain Vigneault said the
team had discussions about different ways to try to beat the dynamic
goaltender. Vigneault came back to the conclusion that the Flyers need
to have better net-front presence and create traffic in front of the 2021
Conn Smythe winner.
“Can’t try to beat him with the perfect shot,” Vigneault said. “You just
have to trust your instincts, prepare well, and go out there with
confidence and challenge him as much as you can. We watched a lot of
sequences this morning, showed a lot of stuff to our group, and hopefully
they can come out tonight and make it real challenging, make it real hard
on him throughout the game.”
Captain Steven Stamkos also stepped up in the Lightning’s last victory
over the Flyers, scoring a goal in regulation and netting the gamedeciding goal in the first round of the shootout. He’s posted points in
three of the team’s last four games (two goals, two assists) and leads the
team in scoring (nine goals, 10 assists).
Breakaways
Goalie Carter Hart (5-3-3) was scheduled to start in net for the Flyers.
Hart has posted a strong start to the season — he ranks seventh in save
percentage (.932) and eighth in goals-against average (2.25) among
goalies who have been played at least 10 games. ... The Flyers’ top
power-play unit — Giroux, Travis Konecny, Derick Brassard, Cam
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Atkinson, and Ivan Provorov —found the score sheet on Saturday when
Brassard scored against the Boston Bruins. Giroux has high expectations
for the power play as the Flyers look to reverse a disappointing 15.4%
conversion rate so far this season (26th in the NHL). “I think we just need
to play better as a five-guy unit and move the puck quicker,” Giroux said.
“When we have a good opportunity to shoot it, to make sure it’s a good
shot. We’ve done some good things in the past this year on the power
play, and we’ve just got to get back to that.”
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Flyers prospects Morgan Frost and Cam York are progressing, but
there’s no rush to call them up, says assistant GM

by Sam Carchidi

“In the NHL, he may not be on the power play all the time. That’s just the
reality, so you have to find other ways to contribute,” Flahr said. “He’s
working on the PK, he’s working on faceoffs, he’s working on defensive
habits and things like that, which he’s going to have to do against NHL
players [someday].
“I think where he is right now is good, and when he’s scoring points, fans
are like, ‘Why isn’t he coming up?’ I think putting him on a yo-yo” —
going back and forth from the AHL to the NHL — “is not what we want to
do. We just want to make sure when he is ready and everything is good,
then we can call him up and he’ll probably be done with the American
League.”
In The Inquirer’s latest list of the Flyers’ best prospects, York was ranked
No. 1 and Frost was No. 3. Wade Allison, who is close to returning from
an ankle injury was No. 2.
York, 20, a first-round selection in 2019 (14th overall), has been playing a
lot of minutes for the injury-depleted Phantoms. Like Frost, he has been
used in all situations. “He’s learning the pace” of the pro game, Flahr
said.
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“He’s so smooth with the puck moving up ice, and he’s learning little
things like getting back to pucks quicker,” Flahr said. “He’s got to get
stronger, but he’s come along.”

Center Morgan Frost and defenseman Cam York, two of the Flyers’ top
prospects, are making progress with the Lehigh Valley Phantoms but
aren’t ready to be recalled by the NHL team.

Asked if he saw Frost or York joining the Flyers in a month or so, Flahr
said: “I don’t think there’s any rush. These guys are so important to our
future, and you have to make sure you’re doing it right. The last thing you
want to do with these guys is put them on yo-yos. Every time you do that,
it really hurts them in the long term.

That’s the assessment made by Brent Flahr, a Flyers assistant general
manager who keeps close tabs on the team’s prospects.
The Flyers have holes in their lineup because of injuries to second-line
center Kevin Hayes and top-pairing defenseman Ryan Ellis. Frost and
York, however, need more AHL seasoning, Flahr said Monday.
Frost, 22, has been more productive in recent games, and he leads the
Phantoms in points (15) and assists (12) through 16 games.
“He is finally starting to go a little bit,” Flahr said. “Obviously, he’s
talented.”
Frost did not have a good training camp and was sent down to the
Phantoms. Going into camp, he hadn’t played in nearly nine months
because of shoulder surgery.
“You could see he wasn’t ready after missing basically a whole year,”
Flahr said. “He was good in the rookie camp, but then when we got him
into the exhibition games and going against the Bruins and the rest, you
could just see the rust. Things that come naturally to him weren’t natural,
as far as handling the puck, making plays, and playing at top speed. And
playing with pace is the biggest thing we’re trying to stress.”
Frost was the Flyers’ first-round draft pick in 2017, 27th overall.

“You may have a couple good games, and you read about how good you
are, and then all of a sudden, your play falls off, and it takes a monthand-a-half or two months to get them back [to playing well] when they get
sent back down again.”
Both prospects are “learning and are in a good spot,” Flahr said.
He acknowledged injuries could cause earlier-than-desired call-ups, but
for now, Flahr and the front office would rather have players like
defenseman Nick Seeler and forward Max Willman play with the Flyers
until York and Frost “are really ready.”
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Vasilevskiy stops 34 shots, Lightning blank Flyers

By MARK DIDTLER

“He’s got the great hands and he can make cute plays, but you don’t
have time and space at the NHL level to be able to make those plays
unless you move your feet and play fast,” Flahr said. “That’s the biggest
challenge for him right now.”
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Flyers defenseman Cam York defends New Jersey Devils right winger
Nathan Bastian in front of goaltender Brian Elliott in a game on May 10,
2021. York played three games with the Flyers last season.

TAMPA, Fla. — Andrei Vasilevskiy made 34 saves, Zach Bogosian and
Corey Perry both ended lengthy goal droughts, and the Tampa Bay
Lightning beat the struggling Flyers 4-0 on Tuesday night.

Flahr likes what he has seen from Frost recently, “but it’s a work in
progress. He measures himself on points — I think any offensive player
does — and obviously, a lot of the media and fans do, too,” Flahr said.
“And that’s fine, but, unfortunately, in order to play at the NHL level, a lot
of the details are where his game needs to improve.”

Vasilevskiy made a nifty first-period glove save on Claude Giroux’s leftcircle shot. The 2021 Conn Smythe Trophy winner as the playoffs MVP
has a 199-86-22 career record. It was his first shutout this season and
27th overall.

Besides centering the No. 1 line, Frost has been used on the top powerplay and penalty-killing units.

Bogosian stopped a 62-game goal drought, dating to a goal against
Detroit on Jan. 12, 2020 when he was with Buffalo. Perry got his 387th
career goal after going 37 games without one.
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Steven Stamkos had a goal and two assists for the Lightning, who have
points in 11 of the last 12 games (9-1-2). Alex Barré-Boulet had the other
goal and Bogosian added an assist.

Ellis is out for at least a month because of a nagging lower-body injury.
Not only is he an all-situation player, but he also allows the Flyers to
properly allocate minutes and slot all of their defensemen.

Stamkos, with 493 points, moved past Martin St. Louis (491) for the most
points at home by a Tampa Bay player. Flyers goalie Carter Hart stopped
31 shots, including a number of strong saves. The Flyers have scored
two or fewer goals in 10 of the last 12 games.

Ivan Provorov finished as a minus-3 against Tampa Bay. He is much
better when Ellis is in the lineup with him.

Bogosian opened the scoring from the top of the left circle 2:28 into the
game. Stamkos and Perry, from in-close, made it 3-0 in the second.
Barré-Boulet had a third-period goal.

• Carter Hart finished with 31 saves and was not a problem.
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The Lightning's Andrei Vasilevskiy, arguably the best goalie on the
planet, stopped 34 shots and improved to 10-2-0 lifetime against the
Flyers.
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Flyers vs Lightning: Ugly showing in Tampa Bay, Dereck….

Jordan Hall

The cubs’s first losing streak of the season extended to three games
Tuesday night as the Flyers were blanked by the Lightning, 4-0, at
Amalie Arena.

Yandle and Seeler each had minus-2 marks.

The 23-year-old entered with a 2.25 goals-against average and .932
save percentage. He made some quality saves to prevent the night from
going completely haywire for the Flyers.

• Against the Flyers' fourth line and third defensive pair, defenseman
Zach Bogosian blasted his first goal of the season to hand Tampa Bay a
1-0 lead in the opening period.
Going back to last season, the Lightning are now 26-2-2 when leading
after the first period.
Tampa Bay took control of the game in the second period with 15 shots
and a pair of goals.
• For as precocious and smart as Joel Farabee is, his current funk is a
reminder that he is only 21 years old.

And to make matters worse, the Flyers (8-6-3) have another health
concern.

Farabee looks like he's fighting his confidence, a byproduct of scoring
only one point (a goal) in his last 14 games after putting up six points
(three goals, three assists) through the Flyers' 2-0-1 start.

On the other side, despite being without the services of Nikita Kucherov
(lower body) and Brayden Point (upper body), the two-time defending
champion Lightning (11-4-3) were all over the Flyers.

On Tuesday night, Farabee finished with a penalty and had a failed entry
that led to Steven Stamkos' 2-0 goal in the second period.

• Derick Brassard, who has the Flyers' only two goals over the last two
games, left Tuesday night's contest in the first period with a lower-body
injury. The 34-year-old center was listed as questionable to return but
never did.

But let's be clear, Farabee is not the only forward struggling to produce
offensively. James van Riemsdyk and Travis Konecny each have one
goal in the last eight games, Oskar Lindblom has yet to score a goal in
16 games, Scott Laughton has one assist in the last eight games and
Sean Couturier has one assist in the last seven games.

With regard to the big picture, the questionable to return status was at
least a good sign for the Flyers. The fact that Brassard had a chance to
come back into the game has to bode somewhat well for the severity of
the injury.
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The Flyers' big picture at a premium position like center matters much
more than this game. The club is already without second-line center
Kevin Hayes (abdominal), who suffered a reinjury a week ago. Losing a
player with Brassard's experience for any period of time would decimate
the Flyers down the middle of the ice.
With Patrick Brown (thumb) also hurt, the Flyers don't have an extra
forward. If Brassard is unable to play Wednesday night, the Flyers will
have to make a call-up and deal with some roster gymnastics.
Morgan Frost, come on down? Even if Brassard is OK, Frost could be
nearing.
• That's because the Flyers' offensive woes are growing in concern as
the games pile up.
Alain Vigneault's club was shut out for the third time since Oct. 30, an 11game stretch in which the Flyers have scored 1.64 goals per game,
fewest in the NHL over that span.
If anyone deserves some credit Tuesday night, it's Zack MacEwen. The
fourth-liner played hard and was the Flyers' most noticeable forward.
• The Flyers had been surviving but they're starting to miss Ryan Ellis.
Third-pair blueliners Keith Yandle and Nick Seeler had rough games.
They were often under siege in the defensive zone.
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Thompson on mental health transparency: 'If you're helping just one
person, that's a win'

BY JORDAN HALL

Nate Thompson knows the importance of playing a role.
The 37-year-old center has played parts of 15 NHL seasons and for nine
different teams. His 86 playoff games have included trips to an Eastern
Conference Final and a Western Conference Final.
He has made a long career out of playing a role — maybe not the
biggest, but an important role for the purpose of victories.
Off the ice, Thompson is striving to help others clinch victories in life.
The Anchorage, Alaska native has been sober for over five years after
battling addiction earlier in his career. A result of his fight, the benevolent
Thompson has become an advocate of mental health awareness.
"Just getting rid of that stigma," Thompson said in a recent interview with
Taryn Hatcher as part of NBC Sports' HeadStrong initiative. "It's that old-
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school mentality before where it's, 'I've got to be tough, I don't want to
show any weakness.' But you're not weak if you're trying to show
courage and ask for help — that's not weak. I think just being able to be
brave and come out with it, it can help other people. And if you're helping
just one person, that's a win."
Thompson, who is in his second stint with the Flyers, said he was initially
hesitant to go public with his past struggles. When he did, there was an
"overwhelming amount of support," Thompson said.
"I think probably after my first year of being sober, I kind of decided, 'All
right, this is bigger than me,'" Thompson said. "It's tough being open
about something and know that if you're going to be open about it, you're
probably going to have to talk about it. But after talking about it, it was
just like anything — when you talk about something that's hard, usually
after, you feel better. And that was the case for me. That was the biggest
thing."
Sharing his story can make a difference.
"I was very apprehensive about talking about it, but with all of my
struggles, the things that I've gone through and overcome, and the things
I still have to deal with on a day-to-day basis, I know that it can help
someone else," Thompson said. "By talking about it and being open
about it, someone else can be like, 'You know what, I'm going through
the same thing, maybe I should go ask for help.' And I think that can go a
long way."
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Gut-check time looms for Flyers as losing streak reaches 3 games and
schedule doesn’t let up

By Charlie O'Connor
Nov 24, 2021

In the wake of Saturday’s barely competitive 5-2 loss to the Boston
Bruins that saw the Philadelphia Flyers trail for all but eight minutes and
be outshot 44-31, there was only one logical takeaway.
The next week could get ugly.
After all, the Flyers had scored just 20 goals in their previous 11 games.
They were sitting in the bottom third of the league in all of the public fiveon-five shot and chance metrics. They had finally broken their “haven’t
lost two games in a row” streak that they could hang their hats on. And
now, they were facing the Tampa Bay Lightning, Florida Panthers and
Carolina Hurricanes — three legitimate Stanley Cup contenders — in
rapid succession.
Spoiler alert: On Tuesday, in the first of the three games, it got ugly.
It wasn’t merely that Philadelphia lost in Tampa; even without Brayden
Point and Nikita Kucherov, the Lightning are still the defending
champions and have three other stars (Victor Hedman, Steven Stamkos
and Andrei Vasilevskiy) who could make very strong cases for being
better than any of the players on the Flyers. No, it was how the Flyers
lost, and not just the 4-0 final score.
That has to be the biggest concern coming out of Tuesday night’s loss. In
the offseason, the chosen path of the Flyers front office became
abundantly clear — the problem wasn’t simply bad luck (which would
have led to few personnel changes), lack of talent (which would have
necessitated a full-scale rebuild) or coaching malpractice. It was the mix
of players that needed adjusting. And that’s exactly what general

manager Chuck Fletcher did, adding Ryan Ellis, Cam Atkinson, Rasmus
Ristolainen, Keith Yandle and Derick Brassard while shipping out
longtime veterans such as Jakub Voracek, Shayne Gostisbehere and
young players such as Philippe Myers and Nolan Patrick. The goal?
Change the mentality and culture of the team and, in turn, change the
results.
But absent continued strong goaltending from Carter Hart, Tuesday could
have been a game from 2020-21, complete with the 9-0 or 8-3 final score
that this type of effort plus shoddy netminding would have produced.
The Flyers looked lifeless. Their game lacked creativity, at even strength
and (of course) on the power play. They let one bad shift — which led to
Stamkos’ second-period goal making it 2-0 — turn into 10, losing control
of a game in which, to that point, they had actually outshot and outchanced a quality opponent. And their renewed pushback so far this
season, an apparent result of the roster shakeup, disappeared as well,
shown when Ondrej Palat barreled into Hart late in the third period and
the collision was met with essentially no response from the skaters on
the ice. Yes, Palat isn’t known as a dirty player, but that likely wouldn’t
have mattered to the early-season Flyers, who seemed dead-set on
sticking up for teammates at every turn and making it clear that the
malaise of 2020-21 was no more.
Surely, the scoring drought has played a role in demoralizing the group.
A lack of goals will get any team down, especially because few have
been immune. James van Riemsdyk, Travis Konecny and Scott
Laughton have just two goals each in their past 12 games. Atkinson and
Joel Farabee have just one each. Oskar Lindblom hasn’t lit the lamp
once this season, period. When so many players are frustrated and
gripping the sticks too tightly, it’s surely going to have an impact on team
morale.
But it’s not like the Flyers’ current process implies that a deluge of goals
is coming. Over this recent stretch, Evolving-Hockey’s expected goals
formula implies that they “should” have scored 2.7 goals per game over
their past 12 (instead of the 1.6 per they actually have scored). Yet even
that improvement would have ranked Philadelphia 22nd in the league in
goals last season. A team that believed it had upgraded its defense and
added a shoot-first scorer in Atkinson can’t be satisfied with ranking in
the bottom third of the league in scoring.
Yes, the absences of Ellis and Kevin Hayes clearly hurt, and those were
unforeseen. But neither is coming through the locker room door any time
soon to bail out the Flyers and solve their play-driving woes, or improve
their broken power play (0-for-1 again Tuesday night), or give a muchneeded boost to the team’s overall goal scoring. Big-time internal help
isn’t arriving soon to solve these problems. This group has to fix things
itself.
And the Flyers must do it despite an absolutely murderous schedule.
Florida comes next, and it has the second-best record in the NHL,
followed by Carolina, whose record is even better. The Flyers do get a
brief respite against New Jersey — which, by the way, now has a better
record than the Flyers — before a matchup against the Islanders, a club
that has given the Flyers fits for two seasons running, and the Rangers, a
club that holds the sixth-best points percentage in the NHL. That brings
to an end a brutal six-games-in-nine-days stretch, which then is followed
by back-to-back home games against Tampa Bay and Cup favorite
Colorado.
Yikes.
Should the Flyers call up Frost? Probably, especially if Brassard — who
left the game in the first period after four shifts with a lower-body injury
and did not return — is out for any length of time, since moving Max
Willman into the top nine permanently isn’t anyone’s idea of a solution.
But points aside, Frost’s play in the AHL hasn’t been consistently
dominant, so he shouldn’t be viewed as a savior. Should the coaches
make dramatic system adjustments? Well, maybe, except for the fact that
the relentless schedule in the here and now makes it close to impossible
to implement major tweaks. Should the front office make a trade? It
couldn’t hurt, but big swaps don’t usually happen this early in the season,
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as basically no GM is straight-up selling and most are still trying to get a
handle on which internal developments are real and which are mere
small-sample mirages.
The reality is that this is gut-check time for the Flyers. In the loaded
Metropolitan Division, Philadelphia simply can’t afford to light three
weeks on fire and expect to make the playoffs. If the Flyers truly are
talented enough that a rebuild wasn’t necessary, if the coaching staff is
effective enough to justify the continued faith of the front office after the
debacle that was 2020-21, and if the front office is smart enough to have
built a playoff-caliber roster with all its moves this past summer, then
they’ll find a way to survive this stretch and start playing like the team
that they believe they are.
And, hey, maybe they’ll all just get lucky. Perhaps they keep getting
outplayed, but Hart simply drags them through this stretch and lets them
bank enough points to survive until Ellis and/or Hayes returns and the
schedule gets easier. Maybe the hockey gods will simply smile upon the
Flyers again and let an extra one or two chances a night turn into goals,
the way it went in the first five games of the season. And then maybe
their key players will return healthy, the underlying process will improve,
and Philadelphia will embark on a second half similar to the one in 201920, when the process and the results shone.
But after 17 games, it’s getting harder and harder to believe that this
particular group, playing this style, is going to be able to win games
anytime soon in the most sustainable way possible — by outshooting and
out-chancing the opposition on a nightly basis. That’s the only logical
reaction to a team that sits 30th in the all-situations expected goals
charts, per Evolving-Hockey, and 31st per Natural Stat Trick, with no
major lineup improvements imminent.
Wednesday night against the Panthers is another chance for the Flyers
to counter that understandable skepticism. If they don’t? Well, the
ugliness of Tuesday night just might persist. And by the time it stops, one
can only guess how far back in the standings the Flyers might be.
Nine more observations
2. Hart’s numbers might not look great in this one — .886 save
percentage, minus-0.25 goals saved above expectation — but don’t be
fooled. This game wasn’t Hart’s fault. As Alain Vigneault acknowledged
after the game, the skaters “weren’t very good” in the final 30 minutes of
the game, but Hart allowed only two goals. He could have allowed six.
3. If Brassard can’t play Wednesday night, the Flyers have little choice
but to fly someone out to Florida, since Hayes and Patrick Brown are
unavailable due to injury and the Flyers have just 12 healthy forwards
and six healthy defensemen on the trip. Frost is the logical choice, even if
the front office would like to give him more time in the AHL.
4. One bright spot in this game? Zack MacEwen, who was consistently
impactful with the puck and nearly scored on quite a few occasions. He
even earned a few shifts in the top nine in the third period for his efforts
and was singled out for praise by Vigneault afterward. But when a fourthline physical energy player is a team’s most effective forward for 60
minutes, it doesn’t speak highly for the rest of the group, and it’s highly
unlikely to lead to a victory.
5. One common thread across the Flyers’ three shutout losses this
season? An abnormally heavy — even for the Flyers — emphasis on
dump-and-chase. On this night, only 34.4 percent of Philadelphia’s
entries at five-on-five came with possession of the puck, comparable to
its rates against Calgary on Oct. 30 (27.3 percent) and Toronto on Nov.
10 (33.3 percent). The Flyers can succeed as a dump-and-chasedominant team with an effective forecheck, but when they get below 35
percent in terms of controlled entry rates, the offense suffers in a big
way. In fairness, one could certainly argue this is more a symptom of
poor passing and awful execution than a tactical flaw, but the underlying
truth remains that when the Flyers are dumping the puck in nearly two
out of three times, they’re not likely to win.

6. Another ugly performance by the pairing of Yandle and Nick Seeler,
who were buried to the tune of a 24 percent Corsi for percentage and
31.2 percent expected goal share across 11:43 five-on-five minutes. I’m
not sold that Cam York or Egor Zamula is ready for the NHL, but the front
office can’t keep rolling the Yandle-Seeler duo out there with how they’ve
performed. Some type of shakeup seems needed on the back end.
7. Another weak game for Joel Farabee, whose second-period turnover
led directly to the sequence that concluded with Stamkos’ goal. He also
took an offensive zone interference penalty soon after, as his all-around
struggles continue.
8. Zach Bogosian and Corey Perry scored their first goals of the season
Tuesday against the Flyers. Because of course they did.
9. Philadelphia’s penalty kill actually was effective in this one, though it
did allow a goal on a delayed penalty, leading to a six-on-five situation.
But the Flyers created four shots during official penalty-kill time, four
more than they generated on the single power-play opportunity of their
own. Double yikes.
10. Martin Jones presumably gets the nod Wednesday, as Vigneault has
held to the precedent that the two goalies split back-to-backs. In any
case, the name of the goaltender won’t matter too much if the Flyers
repeat their effort from Tuesday when they play against the Panthers.
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Ryan Ellis and Kevin Hayes injuries mean a quick fix isn’t coming for
Flyers: O’Connor’s Observations

By Charlie O'Connor
Nov 23, 2021

There’s an amusing meme that flies around Philadelphia sports social
media these days which holds that fans in this town have only two
speeds: cocky or distraught. There is no middle ground.
Let’s just say that in the wake of this past week, Flyers fans were all the
way on the “distraught” side of the meter.
First, both Ryan Ellis and Kevin Hayes were ruled out with re-injuries just
after returning to action. Then, the Flyers dropped a frustrating shootout
loss to the Tampa Bay Lightning, during which they were thoroughly
outplayed for the majority of the contest. Then, against Boston, they
repeated the trick, except this time they couldn’t even nab a point in a
convincing 5-2 loss.
The Flyers may still hold a decent 8-5-3 record, but the trendline isn’t a
positive one at the moment.
The good news is that an eventful week leaves lots of events to break
down, from the nature of the injuries to clamored-for call-ups to
concerning slumps and even off-ice events. O’Connor’s Observations is
here to oblige.
1. Hayes and Ellis injuries darken picture
It was just 10 days ago when the Flyers appeared to be finally getting
back their “real” starting lineup.
Ryan Ellis had returned from a nine-game absence. Kevin Hayes had
finally made his season debut. It also didn’t matter that the Flyers lost to
the Dallas Stars in the second game of a road back-to-back (and their
third game in four nights). The more important development was that
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they finally had all their truly irreplaceable players back healthy and in the
lineup.
Well, that lasted long.
Two days later, Ellis was back officially back on the shelf, sidelined for a
projected 4-6 weeks. And after Hayes took an awkward spill in his
second game back, he ultimately was deemed unavailable for Thursday’s
battle with the Lightning, missed Saturday’s loss to the Bruins, and by
Monday was given a “week-to-week” designation. Suddenly, the Flyers
are right back where they were.
The Flyers have two big problems right now: the underlying quality of
their play and their looming schedule. It was completely fair when
presented with the hard truth that the Flyers have been getting outshot
and outchanced by a pretty dramatic degree so far this season to counter
that those results came with the team absent a top pair defenseman
(arguably its best one) and its second-line center, which forced players
like Justin Braun, Derick Brassard and Nick Seeler into uncomfortable
roles and dragged down the underlying results of the club. The issue is
that now, that’s the status for at least the next few weeks, a stretch that
includes two more games against the Lightning, and then matchups with
the Hurricanes, (best points percentage in hockey), Panthers (secondbest), Rangers (sixth-best) and Avalanche (only 13th, but come on,
they’re the Avalanche).
This could get ugly.
The Calgary win hinted that a Flyers club with at least one of the two can
carry play against a high-end opponent — the Flames currently lead the
Western Conference in points, and Philadelphia was the better team. But
absent both Ellis and Hayes? There’s a month’s worth of evidence that
version of the Flyers can’t consistently outplay other teams on a nightly
basis, which means that either the coaching staff has to make
adjustments to get more out of these pieces, or the goaltending — led by
Carter Hart — needs to keep playing out of its mind well.
Neither are anywhere close to locks to happen.
2. So what is up with Ellis and Hayes?
OK, so the Flyers might be in for more tough sledding absent Hayes and
Ellis. Just how long might that last?
The hard truth is that these timelines aren’t locks. Both players were
given timelines before, and after just one and two games, respectively,
were back on the shelf, so it’s completely reasonable for fans to be
skeptical that they’ll return to action in the near future. After all, this is the
city of Philadelphia, and fans here are far too used to worst-case
outcomes.
But let’s run down what we know, and what I’ve been able to dig up
about their respective situations.
Ellis’ timetable does not include surgery. Both the Flyers and Ellis’ camp
have been very hush-hush on the exact nature of the injury (beyond
acknowledging it’s a lower-body issue), though it’s been rumored to be
related to the groin or hip. He was placed on LTIR, meaning that he has
to miss at least 10 games and 24 days, which already would put him out
until at least Dec. 8 against the Devils. But expect it to be longer than that
— the timeline offered by Alain Vigneault last week would have him back
on Dec. 18 vs. Ottawa at the earliest, and Jan. 1 against Los Angeles at
the latest. He’s missing at least a large portion of December, and
probably more than that.
Hayes’ situation is more interesting, on a few levels. First, per a source,
my understanding of the “re-injury” is that it’s not the same exact problem
that required the first two surgeries, even if it’s in the same region of the
body. That’s a positive right off the bat. And for now, it doesn’t appear
that Hayes will be getting surgery — he certainly wants to keep playing
— and that’s an understandable first instinct given that while this injury is
surely related to the initial one (overcompensation on the other side is a
real thing post-injury), it’s not like the second surgery yet again didn’t
take, which would have been a disaster. There’s at least reasonable

hope that this absence won’t last too long (best case scenario: a few
weeks), and that he’ll be able to play through any lingering impact upon
his return and avoid surgery, even if the exact timeline remains nebulous.
Still, the news regarding Hayes on Monday could have been a lot worse.
It’s certainly not out of the realm of possibility that further setbacks will
arise. But right now, the Flyers are operating under the assumption that
they will indeed be getting both of these players back this season. We
aren’t in a “stash one or both on LTIR until the playoffs and use the cap
allowance to trade for a big piece” situation, following in the philosophical
footsteps of the Lightning with Nikita Kucherov last season. This isn’t just
them holding out hope for returns in the not-so-distant future. For better
or worse, the Flyers believe Ellis and Hayes can return and have a
positive impact this season. For now.
3. The Frost situation
So maybe the idea of parking Hayes on LTIR for the rest of the regular
season and using his $7 million in cap allowance to go big game hunting
isn’t going to happen. But what about a call-up to slide in for him?
Specifically, what about Morgan Frost?
Simply looking at the stat sheet, Frost sure seems to be making a
compelling case. After a two-goal, four-point weekend, Frost is now at 15
points in 16 games with the Lehigh Valley Phantoms, leading the club in
scoring and tied for eighth in the AHL in points. The assumed
organizational goal by sending Frost down at the end of training camp
was to allow him to get into an offensive rhythm and reacquaint himself to
game pace after a long, injury-driven layoff. The scoring rates hint that
he’s done the former and potentially the latter as well. So why didn’t he
come on the Florida trip with the NHL club? Might he be joining the team
soon?
Well, maybe. But it’s not imminent.
My understanding is that the Flyers don’t necessarily view Frost’s scoring
totals as fully representative of the nightly quality of his play. Their belief
is that while he’s certainly trending in the right direction, his overall play
hasn’t been as consistent enough for him to truly bang the door down,
believing that he’s mixed in some legitimately poor games in with the
good ones, with only an isolated assist making his work seem acceptable
those nights. He’s not up yet, to be blunt, because they don’t think he’s
fully ready. And in an ideal world, I get the sense they’d like to keep him
down for a few more weeks at least.
Of course, the Flyers aren’t living in an ideal world. Hayes is out for now.
The Flyers aren’t scoring. Brassard is the team’s second-line center
despite being more of a utility forward at this stage of his career and
Scott Laughton is 3C despite being a more effective scorer on the wing.
Right now, the team is hanging on in the standings — they’re still in an
Eastern Conference wild-card spot — but if the current two-game losing
streak turns into a five-gamer, urgency surely increases, especially if he
has another strong weekend.
The Flyers still value Frost, and I believe they’d like this call-up to be his
last one before he sticks at the NHL level for good, which is why they
want him to be completely rolling in the AHL when they do. But they
might not have that luxury.
4. Power play struggles continue
One aspect of the Flyers’ play that Frost could potentially help? The
power play, which is 26th in the league by efficiency.
Trying to find positives in the Philadelphia power play at the moment is
like trying to find a quick route through the Schuylkill Expressway at rush
hour — it’s a fruitless exercise. The Flyers are in the bottom third in the
league in every meaningful statistical category, from shots on goal per 60
minutes (26th) to shot attempts (26th) to expected goals (28th) to actual
goals (30th). It’s gotten to the point where it’s difficult to know if the
constant tweaks to the personnel groups are making things worse by not
allowing chemistry to form or if it’s just shuffling deck chairs on the Titanic
and making cosmetic changes to a doomed unit. Philadelphia is a ghastly
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3-for-31 in November on the power play, and somehow that 9.68 percent
efficiency rate still seems charitable.
So what can be done to fix it? The “move Claude Giroux to the left side”
chatter is warranted when they do try him for extended periods on his
unnatural right side, but the Flyers have put him on the left for long
stretches during this run of futility and the units still struggle to score.
Maybe Frost would help — five of his 15 AHL points this season have
come with the man advantage — but one player who hasn’t even yet
proven to be an NHL-caliber scorer can’t be viewed as a cure-all. And
while team-wide scoring slumps surely are playing a role, this issue
precedes this recent goal-scoring outage. In truth, aside from a twomonth run in the second half of the 2019-20 season, the Flyers have
been a sub-20 percent efficiency PP for four years running. This isn’t a
quick fix.
Understandably, fans have directed the bulk of their ire at Michel
Therrien, the assistant coach in charge of the power play. And Therrien
certainly deserves his share of the blame for the unit’s struggles thus far
in 2021-22 (and in earlier seasons). But notably, last week, Vigneault
proposed a new target for fans’ frustration rather than his assistant
coach.
“This is a coaching group here,” he explained. “We get together before
everything and discuss the different ideas, fundamentals, principles, what
we’re seeing about personnel. We do this PK, we do this power play, we
do this five-on-five. I empower my guys, I empower Yeosy, Michel —
French Mike — to run the different things in practice. But at the end of
the day, it’s my call. I’m the one who decides to put which personnel on
the ice, whether it be power play or penalty killing. So when it’s not
working, like right now our power play’s struggling, it’s not French Mike’s
fault. It’s the big guy. I’m the big guy, I’m the guy in charge of it. And I’ve
got to find ways to make sure that PP works.”
5. Farabee’s struggles continue
When Joel Farabee stormed off to six points in his first three games of
2021-22, it appeared that any concerns about a stagnation after his semibreakout 2020-21 campaign were unfounded. It looked like a second,
even larger breakout was actually on the horizon.
Since then? One goal and one point in 13 games.
“I think, just trying to get back to basics,” he said on Saturday.
“Obviously, the points aren’t coming right now, but I feel like I’m just
trying to help in any way I can, whether it’s PK or five-on-five. Just trying
to be good defensively, and hopefully that will change into good
(offense).”
But an additional concern regarding Farabee’s game is that in the midst
of his scoring drought, his underlying numbers have dipped dramatically
as well. Since Oct. 23 — his first point-less game — Farabee’s on-ice
expected goal share at five-on-five has been 40.93 percent, the lowest of
all non-fourth line forwards on the roster. His expected goal suppression
rate is also the worst among top-nine Flyers forwards.
Farabee’s effort hasn’t been lacking, and if anything, it seems as though
he’s been trying to do too much with the puck at times on the attack in an
attempt to break his slump. But it’s undeniable that the Flyers need more
from him to end their own team-wide goal scoring and play-driving
issues.
6. Yandle’s offense has dried up as well
Another play struggling to light the lamp in the wake of a hot start? Keith
Yandle, who scored five points in his first three games but has yet to chip
in with a goal or an assist since. For an offensive defenseman who
makes up for occasional defensive lapses by helping to create goals, it’s
been an especially noticeable drop-off.
In Yandle’s defense, he’s no longer operating on the top power play unit,
and has been relegated to PP2 away from Giroux and the rest of the
preferred group. He didn’t even see any three-on-three ice time on
Thursday, as Vigneault instead went with Ivan Provorov, Travis Sanheim

and Rasmus Ristolainen during the situation, leaving Yandle out of the
rotation completely. It’s going to be harder for him to score when not
placed in favorable situations.
Part of the reason for dropping Yandle off PP1 in the first place was
because of a perceived dip in five-on-five play, and the numbers do back
that up — Yandle holds a 42.9 percent xG share this season at five-onfive and has been on the ice for 11 opposition goals (as opposed to only
six scored by the Flyers). The loss of Justin Braun as a stabilizing third
pair partner hasn’t helped the situation, but with Ellis’ return not likely to
happen until mid-December at the absolute earliest, help doesn’t appear
to be on the way for Yandle. He’s going to need to figure this out on his
own.
7. Addressing the Flyers Hall of Fame/alumni game controversy
Hockey games weren’t the only events that occurred in Flyers world last
week — franchise legends Paul Holmgren and Rick Tocchet were
inducted into the Flyers Hall of Fame on Tuesday night prior to puck
drop, and an alumni game was held at Wells Fargo Center on Monday
evening to further celebrate the induction. As someone who attended
both events, the alumni game was entertaining — particularly in terms of
nostalgia — and both Holmgren and Tocchet’s ceremonies were
genuinely moving. Both fully deserved to be selected, and it’s impossible
to argue that it wasn’t a good thing that they were.
That said, there were reasonable complaints lodged at the logistics of the
events that warrant closer inspection.
It’s undeniable that the pregame ceremony — which began at 6:30 p.m.
— was sparsely attended by fans. There were likely multiple factors for
this — the early nature of the ceremony, the fact that it was held on a
weeknight rather than a weekend, Calgary not exactly qualifying as a
marquee opponent in terms of driving ticket sales, and the simple, hard
truth that attendance has been down for all Flyers games this season.
Past Flyers Hall of Fame ceremonies certainly had larger crowds and
more excitement, and it’s disappointing that this one didn’t — especially
given the quality of inductees.
So why was the event scheduled this way? Obviously, it would have
performed better on a weekend, against a rival (like say, Boston on
Saturday). I believe the Flyers organization knew that, and would have
preferred to schedule the event for a “better” day. But essentially,
logistics in the summer made Oct. 16 the only day that worked this
season, especially in tandem with the planned alumni game as well. As
for the early start to the proceedings, the time crunch involved was
undeniable — the league does not allow for large gaps between
warmups and puck drop (meaning that 6:30 p.m. warmup, 7:00 p.m.
ceremony, 7:30 p.m. start wouldn’t have been approved), and with the
schedule and travel plans by Calgary already set by the time the Hall of
Fame plan solidified, starting the game especially late wasn’t going to
work either. The result was unfortunately a limited attendance at the
ceremony, but I don’t believe it was an intentional marginalization of the
inductees. It was just a result of the realities of the situation.
That said, perhaps more time spent on the logistical planning process
could have avoided these issues — even if it meant planning over a year
in advance for the events and working hand-in-hand with the NHL to find
an ideal date and start time. The hard truth is that the Flyers’ organization
is under a microscope these days in the post-Ed Snider era, and
everything they do now will be compared to how it was done in the
Snider days. And it’s hard to shake the perception that Snider would
have moved heaven and earth with the NHL and in terms of event
planning at the Wells Fargo Center (which Comcast Spectacor owns) to
maximize the spectacle of the event, particularly for someone like
Holmgren, who Snider worked hand-in-hand with for years. Just doing an
event isn’t enough for longtime Flyers fans — they hold the organization
to very high standards, and that speaks to the continued importance of
the Flyers in this community, which is far from a bad thing. These events
are expected to pop.
That’s not to say the Snider era was perfect. In fact, Jim Watson’s Hall of
Fame ceremony in 2016 also came against Calgary on a weeknight. But
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Snider was seriously ill at the time and had also rightfully earned the
benefit of the doubt from the fan base at large. The new regime simply
hasn’t. This was the first HOF event since Snider’s passing, so it feels
right to cut them a bit of slack, and it’s not like either night was actively
bad or truly embarrassing. But hopefully they’ll learn from the
weaknesses of this particular event, and make the next one even better.
8. Brassard’s thoughts on Saturday’s faceoff violation
It’s really not worth it to relitigate the faceoff violation delay-of-game
penalty that nullified a Flyers third period power play. Based on every
available angle, it looked like if anyone made contact with the linesman
prior to puck drop, it was Patrice Bergeron and not Giroux, who was
whistled for the infraction. But the Flyers were already down 4-2, so it’s
not right to say that the blown call cost them the game.
It is worth it to revisit Brassard’s postgame response to the sequence,
however, because it played both as mature and one of the best ways in
recent memory for a player to get his shots in on a blown call without
raising the ire of the NHL. It was criticism via surface-level compassion.

jumping back in midseason — but he could certainly factor into the plans
in Philadelphia in the second half and he’d fill a big need up front.
The rest of the news isn’t as reassuring. Foerster is out 4-6 months with
a shoulder injury, and while there’s a chance he could play in some late
season games, his year could legitimately be over. Laczynski isn’t
expected back until February. Ersson — our pick for the team’s top
goalie prospect in the organization — is likely to miss another three
weeks, as is Sandin. The timelines of Millman (1-2 weeks) and Rubtsov
(more of a day-to-day timeframe) are less lengthy, but they’re also further
from the NHL. The first two months of 2021-22 have really taken a
hatchet to the organization’s NHL-ready depth.
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“I mean, I’ve calmed down a little bit. If you asked me that like 15 minutes
ago, I’d probably answer differently,” Brassard began. “But there’s a lot of
new linesmen around the league. There’s young guys and older guys,
obviously. We’ve just got to find a way to work with them. He’s probably
going watch it (and realize his mistake).

Samsonov named NHL’s Second Star of the week after 2 shutouts

“That could have been a huge power play goal for us to come back in the
game and maybe tie it at the end so that’s why we’re kind of upset a little
bit. It is what it is, hopefully that ref’s going learn from it, and everyone
makes mistakes and now we’re just going to go from there.”

Ilya Samsonov shut out both the San Jose Sharks and Los Angeles
Kings last week, earning the Capitals goalie a place among the NHL’s
“Three Stars” as the Second Star of the week.

9. Morin concerns grow
In September, Hayes and Samuel Morin were given about the same
timetable for their respective returns from injury. Hayes may be back on
the shelf now, but he essentially followed that timeline, skating and even
returning for two games.
Morin, on the other hand, has yet to be seen outside closed doors,
beyond an appearance in the press box during Saturday’s game against
the Bruins. He hasn’t publicly skated, and understandably, fans who have
long rooted for Morin given his potential and his long road back from two
ACL tears in the same knee are wondering about his status and whether
they should be worried about his future as an NHLer.
Yes, there’s reason to worry.
While the knee scope at the end of the summer was originally thought to
be minor, a source confirmed to The Athletic that his recovery from the
procedure hasn’t progressed as hoped. Morin isn’t giving up by any
means and he’s still working at the Flyers’ facility in an attempt to come
back. But there is legitimate concern regarding whether he will be able to
do so.
If he does make renewed progress, he’s likely looking at a second half
return to the ice, so don’t expect him to be activated any time soon in any
case. But that’s even far from a guarantee. Hopefully, Morin can beat the
odds once again.
10. Further injury updates
Ellis, Hayes and Morin are far from the only players in the organization
battling injury at the moment. The Phantoms are utterly injury-ravaged,
and they’re not merely missing AHL veteran depth pieces — they’re out
some of the biggest name NHL prospects on the team. All of Wade
Allison, Tanner Laczynski, Tyson Foerster, Samuel Ersson, Linus
Sandin, Mason Millman and German Rubtsov are currently on the shelf.
So when will they be back?
Allison comes with the best news — he’s been cleared to join the
Phantoms and he’s likely about 2-3 weeks from playing in a Phantoms
game as he works his way back from a high-ankle sprain. Expect the
Flyers to give him a decent-sized stretch of AHL games before he’s a
realistic call-up candidate — this was a pretty serious injury, and he’s

BY MATT WEYRICH

Johnny Gaudreau (@johngaudreau03) leads the Three Stars of the
Week!
pic.twitter.com/wE83SPrruC— NHL (@NHL) November 22,
2021
Samsonov stopped 56 shots across the two contests, improving his
season save percentage to .924 through eight games (six starts). He’s
ceded a majority of Washington’s starts in net to Vitek Vanecek, who has
a .906 save percentage in 12 appearances. The two goalies have helped
the Capitals off to a strong start defensively, allowing the fourth-fewest
goals per game in the NHL at 2.32.
In addition to Samsonov, Calgary Flames left winger Johnny Gaudreau
(First Star) and Colorado Avalanche defenseman Cale Makar (Third Star)
rounded out this week’s top players. Gaudreau scored four goals with
three assists to lead Calgary to a 3-0-1 week while Makar notched five
points in a pair of wins for the Avalanche.
Thanks to Samsonov’s pair of shutouts, the Capitals went 2-1-1 on their
four-game road trip to maintain their second-place spot in the
Metropolitan Division behind only the Carolina Hurricanes. Up next,
Washington has games against the Montreal Canadiens and Florida
Panthers sandwiched around Thanksgiving before traveling to take on
the first-place Hurricanes in Raleigh on Sunday.
Comcast SportsNet.com LOADED: 11.24.2021
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‘I really like how I feel right now’: Is Capitals’ Samsonov at a turning point
in his season?

By Tarik El-Bashir Nov 23, 2021

To this point in the season, Ilya Samsonov hasn’t played as much as he
would have liked.
And, by his own admission, hasn’t been as solid or as consistent as he
would have preferred, either.
But it appears the 24-year-old Russian might be at a turning point in his
season.
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Samsonov notched back-to-back shutouts in Los Angeles and San Jose
on the Capitals’ just-concluded West Coast swing, earning him second
star of the week recognition from the league on Monday. He also became
just the ninth goalie in franchise history to post back-to-back blankings,
and the first to do it on the road since Clint Malarchuk in 1988.
Samsonov stopped all 56 shots he faced against the Kings and Sharks to
improve to 6-0-1, boost his save percentage to .924 and lower his goalsagainst average to 2.11. Among goalies who’ve appeared in at least
eight games, his save percentage and goals-against average rank 12th
and eighth, respectively. Samsonov’s three shutouts this season,
meantime, are tied for second; only Calgary’s Jacob Markstrom has more
with five.
So, what’s been different for Samsonov the last two games?
I asked Sportlogiq to crunch the numbers and see what their analytics
show.
Ilya Samsonov's Statistics
SAMSONOV PER 60 MINUTES OCT. 19 - NOV. 12
20

TH

NOV. 17 - NOV.

Expected goals against
2.64
2.05
Goals against
2.93
0
Shots against
27.9
27.5
Slot shots against
12.3
8
Inner slot shots against
6.2
5
Goals saved above expected
-0.28
2.05
What can we glean from the data? A decent amount, actually.
In his last two games, Samsonov faced roughly the same amount of
shots as before, though fewer were fired from high-danger areas, leading
to a lower expected goals against.

Ask Samsonov about the two-game shutout streak and he’ll tell you that
he’s in a better “mental” space.
“What I’ve been talking about: my mental, you know?” he said after
blanking the Sharks 4-0 at SAP Center on Saturday night. “It’s much
better.”
And that, he explained, has allowed him to feel more comfortable in the
crease.
“My body looks, like, more loose, much easier to move,” he said. “A lot of
positive. I will (keep) working every day and I will be better every day. I
am really hungry for the win.”
A couple of nights earlier, Samsonov made a similar comment after the
Caps beat the Kings 2-0 at Staples Center, where, in a moment of
candor, he acknowledged that his 34-save performance was something
he desperately needed.
“I need to play like that every night,” he said. “It was an important game
for me. I think I (turned) my next page because my start of the season is
not too great. I believe I will be better.”
Gesturing with his hand as if to indicate steadiness, he added: “I feel
good mental, strong, right now. It doesn’t matter if they score or (not), my
mental is middle.”
It’s not entirely clear what led to the increased focus. But it’s a good thing
he found it when he did.
Samsonov arrived in training camp favored to win the No. 1 job but was
outperformed in the preseason by Vitek Vanecek. As a result, Vanecek
was tapped to start the opener at home in a mild upset.
Over the last 18 games, Vanecek has started 11 while Samsonov got six.
The other start? It went to prospect Zach Fucale, who was recalled from
the Hershey Bears when Vanecek got banged up. Fucale, who has been
impressive the past two seasons in the American Hockey League,
promptly pitched a shutout in his NHL debut vs. Detroit on Nov. 11.
Although no one came right out said Samsonov was starting to feel the
heat, it’s impossible to ignore the possibility, what with Vanecek getting
the lion’s share of the work and Fucale unexpectedly entering the fray.
Asked if Samsonov looked more focused in California, Laviolette agreed
that he did.
“That’s a good thing,” Laviolette said. “When you have your mental focus
in anything you’re sharper. When you’re dialed in, when you’re mentally
on point, then your game can follow suit, as well.”
“If you’re not in it, or if you’re drifting, or if you’re thinking about other
things, then it’s difficult to be solid. I’m not saying that he was or he
wasn’t, I’m just saying when you’re sharp mentally, you got a chance.
You can kinda see it in the way that he played the game (in San Jose)
that he seems like he’s focused and on point and in position.”
Samsonov also said that making consecutive starts for the first time all
season helped keep him in a rhythm vs. the Sharks.
“I feel good,” he said. “When you play more, you feel more and more
comfortable. This is important.”

That’s not to say that just because the shots came from less dangerous
areas, that Samsonov didn’t play better, too. In fact, he went from a
negative in goals saved above expected to over 2.0, which means in his
previous six contests he gave up over an extra goal against every four
games, while in the back-to-back shutouts he stopped over a goal
against for every 60 minutes he played.

“I HOPE HE’S GOING TO PLAY LIKE THAT THE REST OF THE
YEAR.” — ALEX OVECHKIN ON ILYA SAMSONOV, WHO’S POSTED
BACK-TO-BACK SHUTOUTS AFTER THE #CAPS BEAT THE SHARKS
4-0 ON SATURDAY. PIC.TWITTER.COM/KQF6FNIITM

To the eye, Samsonov played a quieter game in the crease — which is to
say he was more efficient and under control, and less over-aggressive
and out-of-position. The easy saves looked easy. Ditto for a handful of
difficult ones.

The challenge for Samsonov now is to stay in that “middle” he described
for an extended amount of time.

“Through the course of both games, he had to make a few really big
saves,” coach Peter Laviolette said. “He seems focused and dialed in. He
seems like he’s in control. Everyone had the same feeling (in San Jose)
that they did in (Los Angeles): that he was in position, he was there, he
looked sharp, he looked focused. He made the ones he was supposed to
make and then he made a few tough ones to go along with it.”

— TARIK EL-BASHIR (@TARIK_ELBASHIR) NOVEMBER 21, 2021

And, of course, continue to fine-tune the areas in his game that still need
attention.
Opponents have found success over his glove, per Sportlogiq.
Samsonov's goals against by location
LOCATION NUMBER
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High glove

U23 talent as of Sept. 15, 2021 (25 percent): Voted by Corey Pronman

8

Current NHL roster, age 23 or older as of Sept. 15, 2021 (25 percent):
Voted by Dom Luszczyszyn

High blocker

Ownership/market (25 percent): Voted by Marc Antoine Godin, Mark
Lazerus and Sean Shapiro

3
Five-hole
3

Coaching/management (12.5 percent): Voted by Lisa Dillman and
Jeremy Rutherford

High blocker

Salary cap (12.5 percent): Voted by Murat Ates and Harman Dayal

1

And now for the ranking:

Low blocker

1. Carolina Hurricanes

0

CATEGORY

Allowing eight goals over the glove isn’t ideal but it’s probably not a
vulnerability, either, as a couple of them came from point-blank range.

Young core (U23) and prospects

Samsonov’s slot save percentage is .873 and his inner slot save
percentage is .833, which rank 14th and 15th in the league, also per
Sportlogiq.

Roster (23 and older)

Overall, though, Samsonov’s game appears to be rounding into form
after a rough first month.

Ownership and market

Whether it’s an actual turning point and not just a couple of good games
remains to be seen.

10.00

7.50

5.67
Management and coaching

“We’ll see,” he said. “We’ll see. But I really like how I feel right now. A lot
of positive in my game.”

7.50
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9.00
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Total

Websites

SCORE

Salary cap situation

7.85
The Athletic / NHL Future Power Rankings: Projecting the 2024-25
standings

Corey Pronman Nov 23, 2021

The panel of voters is clearly big fans of what Carolina is building and
thinks it has what it takes to be a consistent contender for the
foreseeable future. The current roster is very strong, as a top team in the
league early this season led by a young star in Andrei Svechnikov. The
Hurricanes also have a strong farm system headlined by Seth Jarvis, and
they’ve deployed their cap space efficiently. The Hurricanes are built for
long-term success.

Welcome to this year’s edition of the NHL Future Rankings, where we
attempt to predict how the NHL standings will look in the 2024-25
season. This is done by evaluating the team’s current and future players,
the market and the people running the team.

2. Colorado Avalanche

Good young players are no guarantee of success. The Penguins and
Capitals have had old rosters for a while and still been very successful.
The Islanders and Panthers are just now coming out of extremely long
rebuild processes. The Sabres are in the third or fourth iteration of a
rebuild.

7.00

Thus, we’ve changed the weighting system from past articles. This year
we will have three variables be the driving force: A team’s young talent,
their actual current roster and the combination of the market and owner.
Why are market and owner given such a huge weight? We saw in the
NHL Mega Mock Draft how much cities and owners were prioritized. This
echoes many discussions I’ve had with NHL executives who consistently
stress the importance of good ownership in building contenders.

CATEGORY

Roster (23 and older)
9.50
Ownership and market
5.33
Management and coaching
7.50
Salary cap situation

On the flip side, executives pointed out that managers, coaches and
salary cap space can be moved around much easier than you can
change your city or owner.

9.00

On an under-23 and prospects level, evaluations were made primarily
through September. It wasn’t practical to re-evaluate entire systems on
the fly, but mild tweaks were made when obvious based on the starts to
the season, such as in Detroit’s case in an upward fashion.

7.52

Each voter was asked to grade these categories with the perspective of
how it could impact the team winning games in 2024-25, with the
following weighting system used to create a score:

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

Total

Colorado is currently a very talented team that is considered a contender
and the panel thinks it will maintain that level for several years. The
Avalanche are led by veteran stars Nathan MacKinnon, Gabriel
Landeskog and Mikko Rantanen, but also have highly gifted young
players like Cale Makar and Bowen Byram on defense. That combination
of talent plus great usage of their cap space leads to a lot of opportunities
to win going forward.
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3. Tampa Bay Lightning

Management and coaching

CATEGORY

3.00

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

Salary cap situation

2.00

6.00

Roster (23 and older)

Total

10.00

6.58

Ownership and market

Toronto has built one of the stronger rosters in the league, led by its four
big forwards and, in particular, Auston Matthews. There are some young
players on the way, but the current competitive window is based on who
is currently on the roster. The panel also not surprisingly gives a very
high grade to the market and the attractiveness to external talent.

9.67
Management and coaching
9.00

6. New York Rangers

Salary cap situation

CATEGORY

7.50

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

Total

7.00

7.48

Roster (23 and older)

The back-to-back champion is an organization that we don’t think is
going away any time soon. The Lightning have a star-studded roster with
many of the names from their Stanley Cup runs locked up. They’ve
traded away a lot of picks and prospects in recent seasons and might run
into some more hard cap decisions, but the panel is big fans of the
ownership and management groups’ ability to find ways to add value and
think the market will continue to be attractive to free agents.

7.00
Ownership and market
7.33
Management and coaching

4. Vegas Golden Knights

5.00

CATEGORY

Salary cap situation

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

4.00

3.00

Total

Roster (23 and older)

6.46

9.00

The Rangers are an interesting case because they have a good roster,
although like some of the teams ranked near them they haven’t gotten to
the top of the league in a bit. They have excellent young players,
although the dividends from guys like Alexis Lafrenière and Kaapo Kakko
are still things we’re waiting for. And while they’re not a contender yet,
there are a lot of variables working in their favor that could see them hit
the upper echelon of the league in a few years.

Ownership and market
9.00
Management and coaching
7.00

7. Boston Bruins

Salary cap situation

CATEGORY

6.75

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

Total

2.00

6.97

Roster (23 and older)

Vegas has been a top team in the NHL since it entered the NHL, and
with the addition of Jack Eichel, we think that will continue to be the case.
The Golden Knights have a very strong veteran group with a committed
ownership group and an attractive market to free agents, which signals
they could continue adding over the next few seasons. The one knock is
they lack young prospects ready to step in and be difference-makers in
the next few years.

9.00
Ownership and market
7.33
Management and coaching

5. Toronto Maple Leafs

8.00

CATEGORY

Salary cap situation

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

6.25

4.00

Total

Roster (23 and older)

6.36

9.50

Boston has been competitive for a while and we think that will continue to
be the case. It has an excellent group of players in the NHL. It doesn’t
have a ton of top prospects on the way, but our panel is a big fan of the

Ownership and market
8.33
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people running the show there and has confidence they’ll find a way to
generate value.
8. Minnesota Wild
CATEGORY

5.00

Salary cap situation
7.50
Total

Roster (23 and older)

5.96

8.00
Ownership and market
6.67
Management and coaching
6.50

New Jersey has had a painful stretch, but we see better days ahead. The
Devils’ roster is steadily getting better and is being aided by a group of
great young players. Jack Hughes leads the group, but there is also a
second wave of players who can be useful parts of a good team like
Dawson Mercer, Alexander Holtz and Ty Smith. We’re also fans of how
they’ve used their cap space.
T-10. Washington Capitals

Salary cap situation

CATEGORY

3.50

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

Total

2.00

6.17

Roster (23 and older)

The panel in general is fans of what the Wild are doing. We see a strong
group of NHL players, a decent stable of prospects, a strong marketplace
and ownership group that will invest in the team, and a reason for
confidence in the people running the show. The big negative is their cap
situation after the buyouts of Zach Parise and Ryan Suter, which will be
an obstacle in the flat-cap era.
9. Florida Panthers

8.50
Ownership and market
8.33
Management and coaching
7.00

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects
5.00

Salary cap situation
3.00
Total

Roster (23 and older)

5.96

9.00
Ownership and market
4.67
Management and coaching
4.50

Eventually the good times will end in Washington and 36-year-old Alex
Ovechkin will retire, but we see enough of a window left there. The
Capitals have a very strong group of players in the NHL, and while they
don’t have the deepest farm system, there was a lot of respect from the
panel for the people running the organization, in particular the owner Ted
Leonsis.
12. Philadelphia Flyers

Salary cap situation

CATEGORY

6.25

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

Total

5.00

6.01

Roster (23 and older)

Florida has emerged as one of the best teams in the NHL and we think
there should be enough for them to stay competitive for years to come.
The Panthers have some young talent in Anton Lundell and Spencer
Knight coming to supplement their excellent veteran roster. There is also
confidence in the management given that their management and
coaching grade was given without a current permanent head coach.
T-10. New Jersey Devils
CATEGORY

Management and coaching
4.50

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

CATEGORY

5.33

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects
8.00
Roster (23 and older)
4.50
Ownership and market

5.00
Ownership and market
7.67
Management and coaching
6.50
Salary cap situation
5.75
Total
5.95
The Flyers didn’t score overly high in any category but their grades
across the board were strong. The roster and prospect pool look NHL
average. The panel has confidence in the people running the team, and
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there’s a strong ownership group in a great market. The Flyers should be
a playoff-caliber team for the near future.
13. Edmonton Oilers
CATEGORY

Ownership and market
7.33
Management and coaching

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects
4.00

8.00
Salary cap situation
3.25

Roster (23 and older)

Total

9.00

5.86

Ownership and market

6.00

The Blues have been consistently competitive for a while and we think
they can maintain playoff-contender status. They have a very good NHL
group, and our voters are bullish on the coach, manager and ownership
combination guiding the team. They will run into resource issues in terms
of the salary cap situation and not being that loaded with young talent.

Salary cap situation

16. Pittsburgh Penguins

5.50

CATEGORY

Total

Young core (U23) and prospects

5.94

1.00

I think the weighting system we used does a very good job at projecting
most teams given their particular strengths and weaknesses. I don’t think
it works with Edmonton. Using the “eye test,” the Oilers should be much
higher. The farm system is just OK and they got dinged on market, but
Connor McDavid is Connor McDavid and he likely will draw people to that
team in a way a typical Edmonton team wouldn’t.

Roster (23 and older)

14. Detroit Red Wings

Management and coaching

CATEGORY

7.00

5.00
Management and coaching

SCORE

SCORE

8.00
Ownership and market
7.33

Young core (U23) and prospects

Salary cap situation

8.00

5.50

Roster (23 and older)

Total

2.50

5.65

Ownership and market

Management and coaching

Penguins fans know at some point the window will close. We think in
three years it will not be completely shut, but it’s starting to. They have
some elite veterans, strong ownership and a great hockey market; but
years of selling at the trade deadline has left their farm system depleted
and eventually the age of their roster will catch up to them.

5.00

17. Montreal Canadiens

Salary cap situation

CATEGORY

6.75

Young core (U23) and prospects

Total

6.00

5.93

Roster (23 and older)

Detroit has been a punching bag for a few years, but we believe a
turnaround is coming for the Red Wings. You’ve seen glimpses this
season of what their next wave can bring with the play of Lucas
Raymond and Moritz Seider, which is the main reason they are rated in
the top half of the league despite lacking great veterans on the roster. On
top of a great prospect pool, the Red Wings are a great hockey market
with cap space that will have resources to use when it’s time to turn the
corner as an organization.

3.00

15. St. Louis Blues

Salary cap situation

7.33

CATEGORY

SCORE

SCORE

Ownership and market
8.33
Management and coaching
6.00

4.25

Young core (U23) and prospects

Total

3.00

5.61

Roster (23 and older)

The Canadiens’ ranking is a curious one given their struggles this
season. Our panel has confidence they will be able to rebuild quickly,
though, given the confidence in the people running the team, in particular

7.50
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the very strong ratings given to ownership. In the Montreal market, the
Canadiens should have the resources and appeal to find players to build
around a strong young group of players led by Nick Suzuki.

6.67

18. Winnipeg Jets

4.00

CATEGORY

SCORE

Management and coaching

Salary cap situation

Young core (U23) and prospects

4.00

4.00

Total

Roster (23 and older)

5.42

6.50

Los Angeles has been in a true rebuild the last few seasons. In three
years, we don’t see the Kings turning the page and becoming a true top
team, but they shouldn’t be the bottom feeder they’ve been in recent
seasons, in large part due to the excellent farm system they’ve built that
should show dividends. Rebuilds are a gradual, painful process and the
face that in three years we’re expecting the Kings to be a potential low
seed playoff team is an example of that.

Ownership and market
6.00
Management and coaching
6.50

21. Seattle Kraken

Salary cap situation

CATEGORY

5.00

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

Total

1.00

5.56

Roster (23 and older)

Winnipeg didn’t get high grades in any one area, but they got solid
ratings across all categories. Winnipeg is not known as a free agent
destination, so the 6.5 in the ownership/market category shows how
much confidence our voters have in their ownership. The Jets have found
a way to be consistently competitive in the Kevin Chevladayoff era even
though we don’t see them being more than a bubble playoff team in three
years.

5.50
Ownership and market
8.33
Management and coaching

19. New York Islanders

5.50

CATEGORY

Salary cap situation

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

6.50

2.00

Total

Roster (23 and older)

5.21

7.00

We expect Seattle will follow the more traditional path for an expansion
team, where it will be steady growth and thinking about the long-term as
opposed to the immediate returns of Vegas. The Kraken have a strong
cap situation, and our voters believe in the management and ownership.
But their expansion draft left them with an average NHL roster and very
little entry draft capital, so it will take time to build up the NHL assets to
be a consistent playoff team.

Ownership and market
6.33
Management and coaching
8.00

22. Dallas Stars

Salary cap situation

CATEGORY

4.75

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

Total

6.00

5.43

Roster (23 and older)

The Islanders’ leadership group got a lot of respect from our panel, and
despite their slow start to this season, we still like the roster a fair
amount. Their attempts to go for it the last few seasons left their prospect
pool depleted, and we think in a few years that could eventually catch up
to them, lowering them from contender status to a bubble playoff team.

4.00
Ownership and market
5.67

20. Los Angeles Kings

Management and coaching

CATEGORY

7.00

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

Salary cap situation

8.00

3.25

Roster (23 and older)

Total

3.00

5.20

Ownership and market
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Our voters were lukewarm on Dallas’ future. The Stars didn’t grade
poorly. They have good prospects and an exciting young star in Miro
Heiskanen, and our voters liked their leadership in the front office. But
their veteran group is just OK with some big contracts for the likes of
Tyler Seguin and Jamie Benn. They should be able to compete for
playoff spots, but they have obstacles to being able to do so consistently.

6.00

23. Vancouver Canucks

6.50

CATEGORY

Salary cap situation

SCORE

Ownership and market
4.33
Management and coaching

Young core (U23) and prospects

5.50

7.00

Total

Roster (23 and older)

4.83

2.00

Calgary’s low rating was somewhat surprising when we tabulated the
ratings, especially given its solid start to the NHL season. We actually
like the roster, but the Flames’ thin pipeline and lack of confidence in the
ownership dragged the team down. The team currently is more than fine,
but there are some things about the organization that make us wonder if
they’re set up for long-term success, such as Johnny Gaudreau’s
pending free agent status.

Ownership and market
6.33
Management and coaching
5.50

26. Nashville Predators

Salary cap situation

CATEGORY

4.00
Total

5.00

5.02
Vancouver’s two young stars of Elias Pettersson and Quinn Hughes are
tremendous building blocks to go along with several other key young
players in the organization, and Vancouver itself is a great hockey
market. Other than those two points, our voters weren’t big fans of the
veterans on the Canucks roster or their salary cap situation, which could
limit how much they win in the immediate future.

Roster (23 and older)
4.50
Ownership and market
5.67
Management and coaching

24. San Jose Sharks
CATEGORY

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

5.50
Salary cap situation
2.50

4.00

Total

Roster (23 and older)

4.79

5.50

4.50

We don’t think that things are bad in Nashville, but it’s reasonable to look
at the current organization and wonder what the path forward is to
become competitive again. The Predators have some good players on
the big club, but they’re likely a bubble playoff team at best. And they
have some good prospects, but it’s not that great a farm. That
combination, along with a lot of money tied into their current core, is
tough to see becoming a consistent playoff team over the next few years.

Salary cap situation

27. Chicago Blackhawks

2.00

CATEGORY

Total

Young core (U23) and prospects

4.94

4.00

The voters weren’t overly enthusiastic about the Sharks’ near-term
prospects, but they still saw a decent NHL roster and some quality young
players coming such as William Eklund. Their ownership group also gets
a lot of respect around the league. Some of the recent contracts they’ve
given out are the sore spot in how they build for the future, especially
with a flat cap.

Roster (23 and older)

25. Calgary Flames

Management and coaching

Ownership and market
7.00
Management and coaching

CATEGORY

SCORE

SCORE

4.50
Ownership and market
7.67

1.00

Young core (U23) and prospects

Salary cap situation

3.00

4.50

Roster (23 and older)

Total
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4.73

1.00

Chicago didn’t get a poor assessment in terms of its current crop of talent
or its upcoming prospects, albeit neither are all that great. The
Blackhawks got the lowest grade in the coaching and management score
as both their head coach and GM are in their jobs on an interim basis.
Given a mediocre on-ice product, the panel didn’t have much faith in the
organization’s direction without knowing who will be guiding them.

Ownership and market

28. Buffalo Sabres

Salary cap situation

CATEGORY

SCORE

4.67
Management and coaching
4.50

5.50

Young core (U23) and prospects

Total

10.00

4.17

Roster (23 and older)

Anaheim is currently battling for the Pacific Division lead as we write this,
so this might come back to bite us. We do like the young prospects the
Ducks have, led by Calder candidate Trevor Zegras. There is less
confidence in the players around them, especially with key veterans like
Hampus Lindholm eligible to become an unrestricted free agent this
summer. There is also the question of who will be leading this franchise
after Bob Murray stepped down.

1.00
Ownership and market
3.33
Management and coaching

31. Ottawa Senators

4.50

CATEGORY

Salary cap situation
4.50

9.00

Total

Roster (23 and older)

4.71
The Sabres have a very rich group of young players coming up, but after
trading Jack Eichel, they enter yet another iteration of a rebuild that will
take some time to complete. Despite all the disappointment Sabres fans
have felt, we think there’s still some pain ahead. Part of that is a lack of
faith in the ownership group and ability to spend, which we see in this
season’s attendance numbers.
29. Columbus Blue Jackets
CATEGORY

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

SCORE

Young core (U23) and prospects

1.00
Ownership and market
1.67
Management and coaching
3.00
Salary cap situation
6.50
Total

6.00

4.10

Roster (23 and older)

4.67

We are big fans of the young talent Ottawa has accumulated, which is
among the best in the league. While we don’t see the veteran talent yet
around them, the Senators do have cap space to spend on players. The
issue that sunk Ottawa’s rating and puts the biggest question on its future
is a lack of faith in the Eugene Melnyk-led ownership of the team.

Management and coaching

32. Arizona Coyotes

6.00

CATEGORY

Salary cap situation

Young core (U23) and prospects

5.75

5.00

Total

Roster (23 and older)

4.64

0.50

Having Columbus ranked so low is interesting given how well it has
started this season. While the panel liked the young group of players the
Blue Jackets have assembled, the roster as a whole is probably several
years away from being a consistent playoff team.

Ownership and market

30. Anaheim Ducks

2.00

2.00
Ownership and market

CATEGORY

SCORE

SCORE

1.00
Management and coaching

Salary cap situation

Young core (U23) and prospects

7.00

6.00

Total

Roster (23 and older)

2.75
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Team No. 32 by a wide margin is Arizona. It got a reasonable grade on
its stable of young prospects but tough grades in every other category.
We were asked to grade teams on a 1-to-10 scale, but Dom insisted their
veteran group get a 0.5. Their ownership group has questions, too. There
is likely a lot of pain ahead for Coyotes fans as the team enters a lengthy
rebuild that could last for a good chunk of this decade.

6.00

NHL future power rankings

7.00

RANK TEAM
U23
MANAGE/COACH
1
Hurricanes
10.00
7.50
5.67
7.50
9.00
7.85
2
Avalanche
7.00
9.50
5.33
7.50
9.00
7.52
3
Lightning
2.00
10.00
9.67
9.00
7.50
7.48
4
Golden Knights
3.00
9.00
9.00
7.00
6.75
6.97
5
Maple Leafs
4.00
9.50
8.33
3.00

ROSTER OWNER/MARKET
SALARY CAP
SCORE

6.58
6
Rangers

7.00
7.33
5.00
4.00
6.46
7
Bruins
2.00
9.00
7.33
8.00
6.25
6.36
8
Wild
5.00
8.00
6.67
6.50
3.50
6.17
9
Panthers
5.00
9.00
4.67
4.50
6.25
6.01
10
Capitals
2.00
8.50
8.33
7.00
3.00
5.96
11
Devils
8.00
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4.50

17

5.33

Canadiens

4.50

6.00

7.50

3.00

5.96

8.33

12

6.00

Flyers

4.25

5.00

5.61

5.00

18

7.67

Jets

6.50

4.00

5.75

6.50

5.95

6.00

13

6.50

Oilers

5.00

4.00

5.56

9.00

19

5.00

Islanders

6.00

2.00

5.50

7.00

5.94

6.33

14

8.00

Red Wings

4.75

8.00

5.43

2.50

20

7.33

Kings

5.00

8.00

6.75

3.00

5.93

6.67

15

4.00

Blues

4.00

3.00

5.42

7.50

21

7.33

Kraken

8.00

1.00

3.25

5.50

5.86

8.33

16

5.50

Penguins

6.50

1.00

5.21

8.00

22

7.33

Stars

7.00

6.00

5.50

4.00

5.65

5.67
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7.00

10.00

3.25

1.00

5.20

3.33

23

4.50

Canucks

4.50

7.00

4.71

2.00

29

6.33

Blue Jackets

5.50

6.00

4.00

2.00

5.02

4.67

24

6.00

Sharks

5.75

4.00

4.64

5.50

30

7.00

Ducks

4.50

6.00

2.00

1.00

4.94

4.67

25

4.50

Flames

5.50

3.00

4.17

6.00

31

4.33

Senators

6.50

9.00

5.50

1.00

4.83

1.67

26

3.00

Predators

6.50

5.00

4.10

4.50

32

5.67

Coyotes

5.50

5.00

2.50

0.50

4.79

1.00

27

2.00

Blackhawks

The Athletic LOADED: 11.24.2021

4.00

1194988

Websites

4.50
7.67
1.00

Sportsnet.ca / Trio of former Kings giving Sutter's Flames meaningful
minutes on fourth line

4.50
4.73
28
Sabres

Eric Francis
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CALGARY -- With the Calgary Flames clinging to a late, one-goal lead
Tuesday night, Trevor Lewis flipped a dribbler towards the Chicago
Blackhawks' empty net from centre ice.
As Dominik Kubalik closed in on his chance to sweep the puck out of
harm’s way, Milan Lucic raced in with a chance to tap it in on the
doorstep.
Instead, as the consummate teammate, the hulking veteran deftly stuck
his stick out to shield the puck from the defender, allowing it to cross the
goal line and clinch the team’s fourth-straight win.
“I was kind of a (bit) of a curler on that one -- sweeper -- to make sure it
was going in because I knew one of their guys was coming back,” smiled
Lucic after a 5-2 win at the Saddledome.
“I saw it was going in and just wanted to make sure it was going in for
him.”
Lewis was clearly appreciative of the gesture.
“He told me I should have put it in,” laughed Lucic, when asked what his
teammate said to him.
With the most leagues available at the best price, Sportsnet NOW is the
destination for your sports streaming needs whether you're a hardcore
fan or a casual viewer — and, for one week only, it's on sale.

improved fitness has played in their early success. “But these are the
ones you have to know how to win. The bottom line is they are tired.
“We were gone the whole time in the eastern time zone and you get
home in the middle of the night (Monday morning) and have to play this
game. It’s almost not fair. Give the players credit.”
Remaining Time -1:09
Lewis explains why Flames' fourth line is working so well
With three days off before Saturday’s home game against Winnipeg, the
Flames spoke openly about relishing some time to relax, watch football
on U.S. Thanksgiving and recharge following a monumental stanza that
has them atop the Western Conference with a seven-game point streak.
“That flight home Sunday after the Boston game I don’t think anyone was
in bed until 3:30 or four in the morning,” said Lucic, whose fifth of the
year only served to heighten the Looooch cheers reverberating around
the Dome. “It was probably the toughest stretch of our schedule, playing
nine games in 15 days, which started and ended in Calgary.
“But I think we did a good job managing our energy, managing our rest
and being fresh in all nine games. We were in all nine games, which is a
great feeling as a team.
“To get those 12 points is a good sign for the team.”

| From Nov. 22-29, save 20% on our Annual Pass plans

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 11.24.2021

Coach Darryl Sutter agreed the play was the type of selflessness that
goes over big in NHL dressing rooms.

1194989

“Darn rights,” said Sutter, who only recently was able to put together his
prized All the King's Men Line, with Brad Richardson, Lewis and Lucic as
his fourth unit. “It doesn’t bother them who scores or who doesn’t. It’s
about winning. It just tells you about those guys that have won
championships, too.

Sportsnet.ca / In a mighty forgettable loss to Stars, Oilers suffer two key
setbacks

“I think it’s still filtering through our team for sure... You can see tonight,
the experience from our older guys is really important. It probably allows
(Elias Lindholm's) line to persevere in the end. It tells you they are
learning about it, too.”
Punctuating a seven-game road trip with their ninth game in 15 nights,
the trio of former Kings took their turn in a spotlight that’s been occupied
by a handful of regulars through the team’s 12-3-5 start.
The three veterans, who all played for Sutter in L.A., did it the way they
were taught en route to their respective Stanley Cup runs: with a teamfirst dedication on full display in a tight game.
While it was Matthew Tkachuk whose fortuitous bounce off the skate of
Seth Jones broke a 2-2 tie with five minutes remaining, this was a night
of perpetual grinding that got the Flames across the finish line with two
points they likely wouldn’t have procured a year or two ago.
“They were great,” said Tkachuk of the fourth unit. “Big goal for us (from
Lucic) in the first when it was 1-1 and they had some momentum from
their tying goal. It got us momentum back when we needed it.
“Then they put it away for us. People don’t realize how big those goals
are when you can put a team away when their goalie is pulled. The past
couple years it seemed we never got those and kept teams in it until the
end. It stresses us out a little bit.”

Websites

Mark Spector

EDMONTON — A key injury to Duncan Keith and the end to Connor
McDavid’s points streak. Those two setbacks and a 4-1 loss made the
Edmonton Oilers' trip into Dallas a mighty forgettable one Tuesday night.
Hey – it could have been worse, as a beleaguered Stuart Skinner made
some circus stops to stop this one from being a laugher. It was just one
of those games: McDavid couldn’t keep the puck on his stick from one
zone to the next; the Stars out-checked and outworked Edmonton all
over the ice, and Leon Draisaitl had more minor penalties (two) than
points (one).
“A few too many penalties,” said defenceman Cody Ceci of the five
minors taken by the Oilers. “They got some momentum with some goals
on those penalties and changed the whole course of the game.”
The Sportsnet NOW Black Friday sale
With the most leagues available at the best price, Sportsnet NOW is the
destination for your sports streaming needs whether you're a hardcore
fan or a casual viewer — and, for one week only, it's on sale.
| From Nov. 22-29, save 20% on our Annual Pass plans

Flames had every excuse to be tired after road trip, but came out firing in
win

Edmonton’s defence was too soft in front of its own net, as the Stars
tipped two pucks past a chanceless Skinner, and a usually stout penalty
kill gave up two goals, and another just seconds after a Dallas power
play had expired.

Dillon Dube opened the scoring 71 seconds in, with a snapshot from the
top of the circle that somehow beat Marc-Andre Fleury cleanly.

“I don’t think we deserved as many (penalties) as we got,” groused head
coach Dave Tippett.

It was the 16th time in 20 games the Flames scored first.

What does a team do when the minors start adding up?

The Hawks took advantage of giveaways by the Flames to battle back
twice, setting up a tense third period in which the Flames were running
on fumes.

“You try to kill 'em,” said Tippett, whose penalty killing units were ranked
second in the NHL prior to the game. “That’s the difference — we didn’t
kill 'em tonight. We gave up two power-play goals — actually three, one
right at the end — against a heavy team like that. They got the two
power-play goals in the first period and that just allows them to … make it
harder on you.”

Remaining Time -2:27

“There wasn’t much left there, was there? You could see it from the
start,” said Sutter, who spoke in the morning about the role his club’s
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And the Oilers' power play? To our eye Edmonton deserved the penalties
they were assessed, but the Oilers surely could have had a better shake
from the zebras on a couple of Stars infractions that went uncalled —
particularly a high stick on Ryan McLeod that was missed.

Sportsnet.ca / Q&A: NHL’s Kim Davis on Kyle Beach, diversity, and a
culture needing change

The two calls Edmonton did receive on the night led to power plays that
lasted just 35 and the final 19 seconds of the game. Dallas went two-forfive, another statistic that accurately depicted the flow of possession on
this night.

Luke Fox

“They moved it around well,” Ceci complimented. “It’s a pretty balanced
power play. They showed it tonight, but we’ve got to move on pretty
quickly. We have another game (Wednesday) night.”
Edmonton is in Arizona Wednesday, where Mikko Koskinen will get the
start in goal.
Remaining Time -0:33
Skinner makes sprawling save on 2-on-1
Black and Blue Line
Add another Top 4 defenceman to the injury pile, with Keith leaving
Tuesday’s game after two periods with what they are calling an upperbody injury.
Keith made a simple D-to-D pass along the blue line to Tyson Barrie, and
immediately bent over in pain. He went to the Oilers bench where trainer
T.D. Forss was seen checking Keith’s lower back.
Edmonton is already missing left side D-man Darnell Nurse (broken
finger) for at least two weeks, and lefty Slater Koekkoek (ankle), both of
whom are on the injured reserve. Keith is also a left-sider.
“The three guys that were on our left-side defence last week are not here
right now. That’s a challenge,” assessed Tippett.
William Lagesson is on the trip and will almost certainly draw into the
lineup Wednesday in Arizona. He, Kris Russell and Philip Broberg will
comprise the left side of the blue-line against the Coyotes, barring a Keith
return. Broberg has played two NHL games and Lagesson 27, while it will
be the 889th game in Russell’s long career on Wednesday.

Since assuming an impact role in Gary Bettman’s front office nearly four
years ago, Kim Davis has picked up on one common thread with
everyone associated with hockey.
Regardless of gender, race, sexual orientation, or age: They all profess
love for the game.
“If we love the game and we want the culture of hockey to change, we
have to realize that it starts with each of us individually,” Davis stresses.
“Systems are created by individuals. And individuals hold power and hold
influence.”
A trailblazer and self-described “change agent” with a 30-plus-year
career of disrupting and improving the worlds of finance and sport, Davis
holds the post of senior executive vice president of social impact, growth
initiatives and legislative affairs for the league.
Which is a fancy way of saying it’s her job to spearhead a more inclusive
culture in a sport crowded with straight, white men who often hire and
promote more straight, white men who often market to people like them.
In the wake of Joel Quenneville, Stan Bowman and Bill Peters, lawsuits
hang. Clouds of distrust and disgust hover overhead.
Davis’s role here is both critical and unenvious.
Slogans are just that.
Davis maintains that truly making hockey for everyone is a marathon
goal. So, her eyes are on the long-term, to put systems and committees
and momentum in place in order for change to be sustainable when she
leaves this post.
Building frameworks to deal with bullying, abuse and discrimination is the
easy part.

“It’s definitely a challenge,” Ceci said. “Those (injured) guys eat up pretty
big minutes, but ...Broberg has come up and played pretty well for us.
He’s a great skater, and he gets his shots through. It’s exciting for him,
but it’s tough for us to have those guys all missing.”

True change? At the root?

Broberg has looked very comfortable through the first two games of his
NHL career. And these injuries will ensure that he gets an even longer
look than was likely planned, as the smooth skating Swede looks every
bit like his billing said he would; big, an excellent skater, and very
composed with the puck.

I sat down with Davis last week at the PrimeTime Sports Management
Conference in Toronto to discuss where the league goes during this
reckoning.

Fun while it lasted
McDavid’s 17-game point streak off the start of the season is the third
longest in Oilers team history. We’ll let you guess who had numbers one
and two.
Of course, it was Wayne Gretzky, who had a 30-game skein to open the
1982-83 season. Then the very next season The Great One challenged
Joe DiMaggio’s legendary 56-game hit streak, when he stretched his
consecutive games points streak to an NHL-record 51 games.
“His accomplishment so far has been unbelievable,” Tippett said of
McDavid. “You know, the streak’s over. Move on.”
McDavid actually had a run of 25-straight games with a point, going back
to last season. But it was a night of frustration for No. 97, who just
couldn’t find his way through the Dallas traffic often enough to furnish him
with the kinds of looks that makes him hockey’s most dangerous player.
He closed out the night with three shots on net and two more attempts in
20:50 of ice time.
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“That’s the real work,” Davis says. “It’s about each one of us interrogating
ourselves.”

SPORTSNET.CA: With hockey culture taking so many hits of late, what's
the greatest challenge you face right now?
KIM DAVIS: A complex question. I think the greatest challenge is taking
these moments where we learn about something that is not a proud
moment for us and turning it into a teachable moment. And when you
have stakeholder groups coming at you from every angle, it's easy to be
defensive, particularly because you know the work that is underway and
the work that's going on, often behind the scenes, to continue to improve
culture. So, the hardest part is keeping everyone focused on staying the
course. These moments are really about the bigger movement and
staying focused on that and using these moments of despair, whether it's
around abuse or discrimination, as a moment for us to listen and to say,
“What can we do to up our game even more?” And my job is to
quarterback that with the commissioner and the management team and
the 32 clubs.
So, what goes through your mind when you see the Kyle Beach
interview?
The first thing that went through my head was, I have a son. I have a 29year-old son, and I literally felt the pain of a mother when he talked about
having that conversation with her. And that was very personal and
painful. The other thing that occurred to me was, the fact this happened
10 years ago and is coming to light now means that we're making some
progress. That people are feeling comfortable in having the courage to
speak truth. So as painful as that is, it is a moment that says there’s
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something changing. There’s something happening in hockey culture that
is allowing us to break away some of those elements that have held
people back from speaking.
Is it happening fast enough?
Well, is it ever fast enough? It’s never fast enough because the world is
not stagnant. Every time you make progress, there's more change in the
world. And this is the challenge we have. There's so much ambiguity in
everything today, and we have to change and pivot and not take a victory
lap because something else is coming around the corner. We have to be
poised and ready for it.
How effective is the NHL hotline, really?
The hotline is the baseline work that we are undertaking, and we are
continuing to look at ways to enhance it and to wrap services around it,
so that we can really continue to make people feel comfortable that we
are responding not only to their ability to report but also the support that
they may need in order to continue to progress in this culture change. We
can't rest on any laurels of any system or policy or programs that we put
in place. We have to keep thinking: How is the world changing? How do
we need to be transparent? What are the expectations of society, our fan
base, all of our stakeholders? And how do we stay in front of them?
What does “enhancing the hotline” mean? What does that entail?
Well, there's more to come on that, so I don't want to speak before we've
actually put anything out. Just know that we are in the process of going
through a very intense review of everything that we do to make the
culture change we need to make.
How, if at all, is the league putting pressure on teams to hire more
diversely?
Well, I wouldn't call it pressure. I think there is a keen understanding and
commitment and awareness of the fact that representation counts. That if
we are going to respond to changing demographics and our share of the
fan of the future, that we must have people that look like that
demographic shift in order to inspire those groups. The hard part is
helping people know how to source that talent. If you're in an
organization or in an industry that's been accustomed to going to one or
two places for talent, then it's a new muscle you have to build. You have
to get exposed to new networks. It’s easy to get frustrated when people
say, 'I can't find talent that is female or BIPOC.' But the truth is, we have
to keep helping our clubs and helping ourselves get exposed to new
networks and expose them to these talents.
Are you doing that?
We are going to announce in the coming weeks a partnership with an
organization in the States called Jopwell that has a network of over
120,000 BIPOC talent that will now have exposure to job openings in the
NHL. So, when a club says, 'I can't find anyone in sales and marketing
that is BIPOC,' we can connect them into that network.
Would you ever relegate hiring policy? For instance, say to a team hiring
a GM or an executive, “You must interview someone of colour and a
woman before you hire.”
Diverse candidate slates are a critically important aspect of
accountability. Research shows that if you have a diverse candidate
slate, made up of women and people of colour, that ultimately you're
going to hire that talent. So, educating our leaders across the clubs on
the need for diverse candidates slates, I think that's definitely coming
down the pipe.
Where does the league's relationship with Hockey Diversity Alliance
stand? Is there a relationship right now?
We’ve had a lot of conversations with the HDA over the past 18 months,
and we both agree that our most enduring connection is the fact that we
both want to see BIPOC growth at the youth level, and that we know
representation and mentoring is important. We still have a lot of work to
do to work out our own individual differences. But there's a respect on
both sides for that mandate to grow our sport and to provide role models.
So, I think there's alignment around that. We’ll work out the details
between the official relationship. But know that behind the scenes there
is a lot of work underway on both sides to make sure we both stay
committed to that.

What is the next big initiative, in terms of culture change, we should look
for coming from the NHL?
We have just completed at the league level, a comprehensive two-day
courageous conversation experience for every league employee, starting
with the commissioner, deputy commissioner, every single senior
executive, all the way down to the secretaries. Seven hundred
employees have gone through that immersive experience for two days.
Twenty-four per cent of clubs have gone through some form of that
experience. And we are absolutely focused on getting 100 per cent of
clubs in that kind of experience.
The next most important thing is in the locker room. The top
recommendation that came out of the Player Inclusion Committee -comprised of players current and former —- was locker room training.
They feel like that training needs to be led by players. Developed in
concert with a professional but led through the lived experience of
players. We tested that model this summer with officials at their training
camp, and players participated in that, and it was very successful. And so
our expectation is that we roll out a comprehensive locker room player
training experience over the next season.
Like, training how they communicate with one another in the room?
First of all, just the idea of respect. Making sure there's a common
language and a common understanding of how respect and behaviours
like bullying or harassment all connect to diversity, equity and inclusion.
Because as simple as it sounds, a lot of people don't connect all those
pieces. They think they sit in their isolated little vertical. So, that's an
important level-setting to do across all the clubs.
For players of colour and LGBTQ players, we’re encouraging people to
talk about their lived experience in the locker room and bring a level of
understanding and empathy to other players, so they’re aware of how
behaviours and words count. It’s the ongoing education that I think is
required for us to really see culture change. It has to be in the front office
and in the locker room.
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TSN.CA / Matthews unfazed by lack of five-on-five goals

Mark Masters

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs. The
Leafs and Los Angeles Kings practised at the Toyota Sports Center in El
Segundo, Calif., on Tuesday ahead of Wednesday night’s game at
Staples Center.
Auston Matthews has gone 10 straight games without a five-on-five goal.
It's his longest drought since his rookie season (2016-17).
"The puck just hasn't been going in," the 24-year-old centre said. "If the
chances continue to come, they're going to drop so it's just matter of time
and staying positive. We're winning games and that's all that really
matters."
The Leafs have won 11 of their last 13 games to surge into second place
in the Atlantic Division. Still, this has to be a weird feeling for Matthews,
who scored more even-strength goals than any other player over the last
five seasons.
Last season, Matthews scored seemingly at will. He was on the board in
60 per cent of Toronto's games (31 of 52). This season, Matthews has
scored in only five of 17 games (29 per cent).
"The team is succeeding and he's a big part of it," coach Sheldon Keefe
pointed out. "I mean, he's still playing 20-plus minutes a night so there's
that and then the ultimate confidence that the goals will come ... He's
handling it well. My conversations with him have been good."
Matthews admits it took time to get up to speed after missing the preseason schedule and first three regular season games while he
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rehabbed his left wrist following summer surgery. So, perhaps that
explains why the finish hasn't quite been there.
"It comes back the more you play," Matthews said of his touch and feel.
Matthews is tied for the NHL lead in posts hit (five).
"Just stay within your game and make sure you're taking care of the
defensive side, because that tends to help generate more offence,"
Matthews said of his mindset. "So not getting too anxious on the
offensive side of the puck and start cheating. Just continue to play
hockey and do things the right way and get your chances."
Matthews continues to get shots. Last year, he averaged 3.1 shots per
game in five-on-five play. This season, he's also at 3.1.
"I've definitely felt a lot better over the last five, 10 games," he said.
Matthews feels 'it's just a matter of time' before he breaks out at even
strength
Auston Matthews hasn't scored an even-strength goal in the last 10
games and has just three on the season through 17 games, but the
Leafs' superstar isn't worried and knows 'it's just a matter of time' before
he breaks out of his little slump.
Five-on-five scoring hasn't just been an issue for Matthews. The Leafs,
as a team, are in the middle of the pack (17th) in that department despite
leading the NHL in expected goals, per NaturalStatTrick.com.

Maple Leafs forward Auston Matthews discusses how humbled he is by
the Movember support he's received, and when he plans to shave his
moustache.
If Matthews wants to get his even-strength offence going on Wednesday
in Los Angeles, he'll need to outfox old nemesis Phillip Danault.
"He plays hard both ways," Matthews said. "He's very skilled offensively,
too. I don't think he gets enough credit for his playmaking ability out there
as well. He's very solid on both sides of the puck."
Danault, who signed with the Kings in the summer, was a big reason why
Matthews finished May's playoff series against the Montreal Canadiens
with just one goal in seven games.
"If you play good against a top player you feel good about yourself,"
Danault said, "especially when it's your job so yeah it gives me
confidence. Just our playoff run in general gave me a lot of confidence
and showed me what I can do."
Danault's familiarity with Matthews thanks to constant battles in the North
Division helped him learn some of the Arizona native's tendencies.
"We played 17 times last year so you get to know the guy," he said.
Danault scored twice and added an assist earlier this month when the
Kings beat the Leafs 5-1 in Toronto. Keefe had last change and Danault
ended up matched against John Tavares and Mitch Marner most of the
night.

"I find we've generated really good looks, but it usually comes off a long
sequence and we get maybe one look per shift rather than get multiple
looks," Keefe observed. "We have the puck a lot. We're in the offensive
zone a lot, but the results haven't been there despite some of the
underlying numbers that are positive. We think having a greater urgency
towards attacking the net more frequently is something we can do a little
differently."

The Kings have lost four straight (0-2-2) and Danault says they have to
get back to how the played in the win over the Leafs.

The current hot streak has been fuelled by strong goaltending and stingy
defending. Toronto entered Tuesday's games ranked third overall in
goals against per game (2.25) and penalty kill percentage (88.7).

Danault discusses why he's had so much success against Matthews

"We've certainly defaulted to the defensive side of the puck a lot more of
late, because that's necessary for us," Keefe said. "We had to plug some
holes defensively and our guys have done that, but that's no excuse for
us offensively. We have more of a defensive mindset and we've led in a
lot of games and we've been protecting leads, but we need to be able to
do both. We want to be a great team. We got to be able to do both so
that's our continued focus: generate more chances and make good on
the ones we do get, but don't sacrifice defensively."
The Leafs rank 26th in goals per game (2.55) this season.
Is there any concern with Matthews' goal-scoring slump?
Auston Matthews has just two goals in his last eight games amid one of
the slowest starts to his NHL career. Is his wrist still an issue? Is it just
bad luck? Is he drawing more attention from other teams? TSN Hockey's
Dave Poulin and Darren Dreger discuss Matthews' goal-scoring slump.
Matthews has scored on just 3.8 per cent of his five-on-five shots this
season, which is down from 17.6 per cent last season.
Perhaps a new look will change his luck. Matthews vowed to shave off
his moustache if he raised more than $134,000 as part of the Movember
campaign for men's health. He passed that goal over the weekend. His
lip sweater, though, remains on for now.
"I'm going to wait to the end of the month," said Matthews with a smile. "I
feel really humbled with all the support and being able to raise enough
money to reach that goal. I'm more than happy to shave it off for a good
cause.
Matthews has had the moustache since a family vacation to Mexico
during the summer of 2019. Will he grow a new moustache soon?
"I think so, yeah," he confirmed.
Matthews humbled by Movember support; preparing to shave moustache

"We were aggressive in Toronto. We were skating and had a lot of
speed. We don't want to sit back too much. We got to be more
aggressive. We do play a 1-3-1, but we just got to stay aggressive
offensively."

Kings forward Phillip Danault discusses why he always seems to have so
much success matching up against Auston Matthews and whether his
success vs. the Leafs' star gives him extra confidence as a player.
If Matthews gets around Danault, he'll still need to deal with Jonathan
Quick, who turned aside 33 of 34 shots in that game in Toronto. Quick is
enjoying a resurgent season ranking top-10 in save percentage (.939)
and goals-against average (1.88). Although, he doesn't think those
statistics are a good way of judging goalies.
"The people that pay attention to those numbers, they usually are not
watching the games or don't really have a great idea of what's going on
in the games," Quick said. "Be wary of the guys who really like to talk
about those numbers. They usually don't know what they're talking
about."
So, what number does Quick care about?
"Wins," the 35-year-old said. "You know, f—k, wins and points. You want
to get wins and points and if you get enough of them you get to play in
the tournament at the end."
Quick has climbed the mountain twice winning the Stanley Cup in 2012
and 2014. He hoisted the Conn Smythe Trophy as playoff MVP in 2012.
"You win 6-5, you feel good after the game, right," Quick said. "It doesn't
matter that's what the score was. You lose 1-0 and you're leaving the
game thinking what you could've done differently. The more games you
play, the more you realize that's what it's about."
Kings' Quick on what stat matters for a goalie: 'F--king wins'
Kings goaltender Jonathan Quick did not hold back when speaking to the
media about his rise in goals against average and save percentage,
saying 'the people that pay attention to those numbers...usually don't
know what they're talking about.'
Quick mentored Jack Campbell when the goalie spent parts of four
seasons in Los Angeles.
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"He's just the man," Campbell said. "He's as competitive as they get.
He's a strong guy and he's definitely somebody I wouldn't want to mess
with, that's for sure ... He's a warrior and I learned so much from him."
Campbell admits it was hard to manage his emotions when he faced
Quick and some other old friends for the first time. He allowed four goals
during that loss to the Kings on Nov. 8, which is his second-highest total
of the season.
"It's natural to be pretty excited to play the old team," the 29-year-old
said. "I kind of got that out last game and unfortunately lost the game, but
will be ready to go tomorrow."
Campbell actually leads the NHL in save percentage (.944) but, like
Quick, isn't interested in that sort of thing.

Joseph Woll turned aside all 20 shots he faced to post his first NHL
shutout and improve to 2-0-0 through his first two career
appearances.#NHLStats: https://t.co/Ekx0pFrTUv
pic.twitter.com/naZk8s17UR
— NHL Public Relations (@PR_NHL) November 22, 2021
Lines at Tuesday's practice:
Bunting - Matthews - Marner
Kerfoot - Tavares - Nylander
Ritchie - Kampf - Kase
Engvall - Spezza - Simmonds

"Honestly, it's all about my process, putting in the work," he said. "You're
only as good as your last game."

Clifford, Semyonov

Campbell’s last game was a 2-0 loss to the Pittsburgh Penguins on
Saturday.

Muzzin - Holl

"They're both ultra competitive," said Kyle Clifford, who played with both
Quick and Campbell in Los Angeles. "Jack's just got a different way of
showing it. When it's game on, there's no quit in both their games."
'He's just the man': Campbell says Quick is 'somebody I wouldn't want to
mess with'

Rielly - Brodie

Sandin - Liljegren
Dermott
Campbell
Woll

Maple Leafs goaltender Jack Campbell, who played behind Jonathan
Quick for a number of seasons in Los Angeles, shares what the Kings
goalie is like as a person, and describes how competitive and tough he is
as a player.

The Maple Leafs have recalled forward Joey Anderson from the
Toronto Marlies (AHL)

Clifford reported to the Marlies after being acquired by the Leafs in a
trade with St. Louis last week. He played two games in the American
Hockey League before being called up for Toronto's California road trip.
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"You come on a trip so far from home, it's good to have reinforcements
and then it's just a good opportunity to re-introduce him to the group and
have him around," Keefe explained.
"A warm welcome from the guys," said Clifford. "I missed them a lot. I'm
excited to be back and having that Leafs jersey on again."
Clifford wore No. 73 during his first tour of duty with the Leafs, but is
going with No. 43 this time.
"It's my kids birthdays added together," he explained. "They'll be down in
St. Louis while I'm in Toronto."
'Excited to be back and having that Leafs jersey on again': Clifford ready
for return
After being acquired from the Blues last week, Kyle Clifford discusses
how excited he is to be back with the Maple Leafs, where he's at
physically coming off COVID-19, what he thinks is the biggest difference
in the team since last playing with them in 2019-2020, and more.
Petr Mrazek, who is working his way back from a groin injury, is also on
this trip. He took part in part of practice on Tuesday.
"It's progress, for sure," Keefe said. "We'll continue to increase his
workload throughout the trip."
For now, Joseph Woll remains the team's No. 2 goalie. He posted a 20save shutout on Sunday against the New York Islanders and may be in
line for another start on this road trip.
"When we were mapping things out a little bit, we thought we would like
to be able to get Jack some time off perhaps even on this trip so we'll see
how it goes," Keefe said. "Even before Joe played his game the other
night, we had talked about the fact it would be nice to get a non-back-toback game out of our back-up goaltender so we'll continue to look at that.
Obviously, Joe's performance the other night didn't hurt that cause."
The Leafs play in San Jose on Friday before wrapping up the trip on
Sunday in Anaheim.
Campbell leads the NHL in games played (16) this season.

— Leafs PR (@LeafsPR) November 21, 2021

